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From the Editors 

The majority of papers included in the current volume of Speech and 
Language Technology present results of research carried out in the scope of 
the project ―Collecting and processing of the verbal information in military 
systems for crime and terrorism prevention and control‖ (O R00 0170 12) 
granted for the years 2010-2012 and funded by the Ministry of Science and 
Higher Education of the Republic of Poland. 

The majority of papers included in the current volume of Speech and 
Language Technology present results of research carried out in the scope of 
the project ―Collecting and processing of the verbal information in military 
systems for crime and terrorism prevention and control‖ (O R00 0170 12) 
granted for the years 2010-2012 and funded by the Ministry of Science and 
Higher Education of the Republic of Poland. 

Papers included in the current volume present original and significant 
contribution in the development of speech and language technology in 
Poland. In the world, this field of research started to develop already a few 
decades ago, which nowadays results in constantly improving and more 
advanced technologies. At the same time, relatively few resources and tools 
necessary to carry out research and develop new technologies have been 
created for Polish. However, the advances in the scope of speech corpora 
creation, formulation of guidelines/specifications, development of software 
and even whole systems, let us hope that the distance between Polish science 
and that in the highly developed countries will decrease. The papers 
collected in this volume which present new resources, tools and applications 
can serve as proof. Apart from the fact that their development was the 
purpose itself, they can be used in a number of ways to expand the current 
state of knowledge on verbal communication by humans. The volume 
present also papers dedicated to analysis of various aspects of speech, whose 
results can be practically applied in speech technology (e.g. synthesis of 
emotional, expressive speech or recognition of speaker‘s emotional state). 

The first and the most extensive part of the volume – Applications – 
includes papers in the field of speech synthesis and recognition. The 
majority of the current speech synthesizers achieve good results as concerns 
speech naturalness and intelligibility. However, listeners‘ acceptance to 
speech generated by these systems is rather low, because of deficiencies in 
the modeling of expressivity, which results partly from scarcity of 
knowledge on paralinguistic features of speech and partly from difficulties in 
applying such knowledge in an operating system. As regards speech 
recognition, major advances have been observed in this field over the last 
few decades: from recognition of isolated sentences to conversion of 
continuous speech into text. However, just like speech synthesis systems, 
speech recognizers have their limitations and a lot of detailed research is 
needed to improve their performance. 

In the paper ―Intonation modeling for neutral-style speech synthesis‖ by 
Grażyna Demenko and  Tomasz Kuczmarski preliminary assumptions for 
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superpositional modeling of Polish intonation patterns for application in a 
TTS system have been presented. The authors pay special attention to 
selection and description of prosodic phenomena that should be considered 
in view of application in speech synthesis. Preliminary assumptions for read 
speaking style intonation modeling are based on the information about the 
strength of phrase boundary (full or intermediate phrase boundary, 
grammatical boundary, word boundary) and accent type – five categories are 
distinguished on the basis of direction of F0 change and its alignment with 
accented syllable. The core of the paper is the description of the attempts to 
adjust the Fujisaki‘s superpositional model of intonation to Polish and 
evaluation of utterances generated by the adjusted model. The results show 
an improvement in the quality of speech synthesized using the adjusted 
Fujisaki model comparing to the input model based on the automatic 
estimation of the input parameters. At the same time they confirm the 
observations made in earlier papers which reported some limitations of the 
superpositional model of intonation. 

Tomasz Kuczmarski in the paper ―Overview of HMM-based Speech 
Synthesis Methods‖ carried out a review of key techniques used in the 
currently most developed statistical-parametric speech synthesis system – 
HTS. At first, the author presents general architecture of the system and the 
most important methods, and then he focuses on the description of spectral 
filters, excitation models and duration modeling techniques that can be 
considered important in the context of HTS development. 

The next paper in the first part of Speech and Language Technology vol. 
14 & 15 is dedicated to ―Synthetic speech evaluation with speaker adaptive 
automatic speech recognition‖. Authors: Jolanta Bachan, Tomasz 
Kuczmarski and Piotr Francuzik have proposed a novel method in which 
synthetic speech generated by four different technologies of speech synthesis 
(diphone concatenative, statistical parametric and two unit-selection 
systems) was evaluated by means of the Polish speaker adaptive speech 
recognition system. The results showed that speech produced by the 
statistical parametric synthesizer had the highest recognition accuracy (in 
both scenarios: with and without speaker adaptation), exceeding even the 
results of recognition of human speech. The worst scores were obtained by 
the unit-selection speech syntheses (with and without speaker adaptation), 
but what is important, adaptation allowed for improvement of speech 
recognition in terms of both accuracy and time. 

The last paper presented in the part Applications is also dedicated to 
evaluation, but this time it concerns the LVCSR speech recognition system 
for Polish. Authors: Mariusz Owsianny and Piotr Francuzik describe how a 
significant improvement in performance (recognition accuracy of 90-93%) 
can be achieved through systematic evaluation and validation of the system. 
Additionally, the paper describes the results of testing system‘s efficiency on 
large text data and presents opinions of future users. 

Second part of the volume – Resources and tools – includes papers 
documenting features of new speech corpora for Polish (―alcohol‖ database, 
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Paralingua database) and results of the first analyses carried out on the basis 
of material collected in these corpora, as well as issues related to annotation 
of speech at various levels (e.g. specifications for description of 
paralinguistic features or interlabeller agreement in the annotation of specific 
features/dimensions). Comparing to other languages, especially English, 
there are relatively few resources such as speech/language corpora available 
for Polish. However, in recent years several projects have been realized and 
provided very valuable resources  (e.g. Jurisdict database), which made it 
possible to carry out a lot of innovative research and enabled not only 
scientific, but also technological development (e.g. creation of the unit-
selection speech synthesizer and speech recognition system for Polish). The 
part Resources and tools presents also the results of evaluating the 
performance of automatic sentence aligners on English-Polish translationally 
equivalent documents and description of a new tool – "Annotation System" – 
created for needs of annotation of paralinguistic features. 

The first paper included in this part of the volume introduces the results 
of research carried out on the new speech corpus for Polish called 
Paralingua. Authors, Katarzyna Klessa, Agnieszka Wagner and Magdalena 
Oleśkowicz-Popiel, present work directed at creating a framework for 
investigation of affective states and paralinguistic features of speech and 
their role in describing individual features of human voices with special 
regard to forensic applications. The paper introduces a new speech corpus 
Paralingua, discusses the methods and preliminary results of examination of 
the choice of lexical means, vocal communication of affective states and 
voice quality features using this corpus, and briefly introduces "Annotation 
System" – a novel tool designed specifically for annotation of paralinguistic 
features. 

The paper by Małgorzata Zagrodnicka ―Preliminary evaluation of the 
alcohol database‖ presents the results based on acoustic and linguistic 
analyses of recordings of speech under the influence of alcohol. Firstly, the 
author presents a review of research on the effect of alcohol on speech 
production and discusses potential applications of its results. Next, she 
presents assumptions underlying the database, the process of its development 
and annotation, and then discusses the results of acoustic and linguistic 
analyses carried out on the basis of the recordings included in the database. 
The paper ends with a short summary of results and conclusions concerning 
the direction of future research. 

Next paper in the part Resources and tools concerns the problem of 
interlabeller agreement on the annotation of speech recordings. Authors, 
Marcin Szymański and Jolanta Bachan, conducted an experiment in which 
they compared the results of verification of automatic phonetic transcription 
and segmentation as well as prosodic phrase marking carried out 
independently by seven annotators. The paper introduces the methodology 
applied to corpus selection and automatic analysis of competing annotations 
of the same utterances. In the end, preliminary observations regarding 
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discrepancies between segment labelling, temporal boundary placement, 
word/syllable boundary markings and phrase annotation are presented. 

The last paper included in this part of the volume is dedicated to the issue 
of automatic sentence alignment on English-Polish translationally equivalent 
documents. Author, Grzegorz Krynicki, presents the results of testing four 
aligners: moore, hunalign, bleualignand gargantua, compares their 
performance in terms of precision, recall and F-measure and discusses their 
advantages and disadvantages with respect to different applications. The 
tests were carried out on collections of mutual translation texts which 
included articles from New York Times along with their professional 
translations into Polish (part of the parallel corpus PHRAVERB). 

The third and last part of the volume – Analysis – includes work 
presenting the results of research on various aspects of spoken utterances. 
Basic research is important not only in the context of expanding our 
knowledge, but also from the point of view of technological and 
civilizational progress which otherwise would be very difficult, if not 
impossible. 

The paper by Maciej Karpiński and Emilia Szalkowska-Kim ―On 
intonation of questions in Korean and Polish task-oriented dialogues‖ 
presents the results of comparative analysis of the nuclear intonation in 
Korean and Polish questions in spontaneous speech (recordings of map task 
dialogues form the Pol'n'Asia corpus). In the analyses, Prosogram is 
employed for modelling pitch perception. The authors describe and compare 
selected aspects of pitch movement within prenuclear, nuclear and 
postnuclear syllables and present the results of analyses which can find 
direct application especially in teaching and learning Polish/Korean as a 
foreign language as they predict potential problems in the perception and 
realization of intonational contours. 

In the next paper in the Analysis part, Elżbieta Thurgood presents the 
results of investigation of the acoustic variation in the long 
diphthong/a:iʔ/ending in a glottal stop in the language Hainan Cham spoken 
by a small group of people living on the island of Hainan in China. The 
author performs detailed analyses of diphthong formants , diphthong 
duration, and diphthong laryngealization that characterize the realization of 
the investigated diphthong and discusses the way speakers recognize the 
phonetic variants /a̰:ḭʔ/, /a̰a̰ʔ/ i /aa̰ʔ/ as manifestations of /a:iʔ/ as well as 
contribution of selected speech signal features to this process. In the paper, 
the issue of the monophthongization of the investigated diphthong is also 
discussed. 

The last article presented in this part of the volume, written by Agnieszka 
Wagner, concerns framework for needs of emotional speech analysis. In the 
paper entitled ―Emotional speech production and perceptionin Polish: A 
framework of analysis‖ the author proposes methodology of analyzing 
emotionally loaded utterance at the perception and production level, presents 
emotional speech database recorded by professional actors (part of the 
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Paralingua corpus) and its annotation with respect to voice quality, prosody 
and speaker‘s emotional state. The paper reports also the results of the 
preliminary analyses of acoustic features (mainly parameters in the F0 and 
time domain) that characterize twelve different emotions and emotion 
dimensions (activation – valence). 
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Od Redakcji 

Większość spośród prac prezentowanych w niniejszym tomie Technologii 
Mowy i Języka przedstawia wyniki badań realizowanych w ramach projektu 
„Pozyskiwanie i przetwarzanie informacji słownych w militarnych 
systemach zapobiegania oraz zwalczania przestępczości i terroryzmu‖ (O 
R00 0170 12) przyznanego na lata 2010-2012 i finansowanego ze środków 
Ministerstwa Nauki Szkolnictwa Wyższego RP.  

Prace, które znalazły się w obecnym wydaniu rocznika, prezentują 
oryginalny i znaczący wkład w rozwój dziedziny technologii mowy i języka 
w Polsce. Na świecie dziedzina ta zaczęła rozwijać się już kilkadziesiąt lat 
temu, co obecnie procentuje coraz lepszymi i bardziej zaawansowanymi 
technologiami. W tym samym czasie dla języka polskiego powstało 
względnie niewiele zasobów i narzędzi niezbędnych do prowadzenia badań i 
rozwijania nowych technologii. Jednak postęp prac w zakresie tworzenia 
różnego rodzaju korpusów, specyfikacji, oprogramowania, a nawet całych 
systemów, pozwala mieć nadzieję na zmniejszenie dystansu w dziedzinie 
technologii mowy i języka jaki dzieli naukę polską od poziomu nauki w 
krajach wysoko rozwiniętych. Dowodem na to są wyniki prezentowanych w 
niniejszym tomie prac, na które składają się nowe zasoby, narzędzia i 
aplikacje – poza tym, że ich stworzenie było celem samym w sobie, mogą 
one być w różny sposób wykorzystane do poszerzenia obecnego stanu 
wiedzy na temat komunikacji słownej człowieka. W tomie znalazły się także 
publikacje poświęcone analizie różnych aspektów mowy, których wyniki 
mogą znaleźć praktyczne zastosowanie w systemach technologii mowy (np. 
synteza mowy nacechowanej emocjonalnie lub rozpoznawanie stanu 
emocjonalnego mówcy). 

Pierwsza i najbardziej obszerna część tomu – Aplikacje – zawiera prace 
z zakresu syntezy i rozpoznawania mowy. Większość syntezatorów mowy 
uzyskuje dobre wyniki pod względem  naturalności i zrozumiałości mowy, 
lecz poziom akceptacji słuchacza dla wypowiedzi generowanych przez 
syntezatory nie jest zbyt wysoki ze względu na braki w zakresie  
modelowania ekspresyjności mowy. Wynika to częściowo z deficytu wiedzy 
na temat cech paralingwistycznych mowy, a częściowo z trudności w 
skutecznej implementacji takiej wiedzy w działającym  systemie. Jeśli 
chodzi o rozpoznawanie mowy, to można mówić o ogromnym postępie jaki 
dokonał się w tej dziedzinie w ciągu ostatnich kilkudziesięciu lat: od 
rozpoznawania pojedynczych zdań do przekształcania w postać tekstową 
wypowiedzi ciągłych. Jednak podobnie jak syntezatory mowy, tak i systemy 
rozpoznawania mowy mają swoje ograniczenia i nadal potrzeba wielu 
szczegółowych badań, aby uzyskać poprawę osiąganych przez te systemy 
wyników. 

W artykule pt. „Modelowanie intonacji dla syntezy mowy neutralnej‖ 
autorstwa Grażyny Demenko i Tomasza Kuczmarskiego zaprezentowano 
wstępne założenia dla superpozycyjnego modelu konturów intonacyjnych 
języka polskiego do zastosowania w systemie Text-To-Speech (TTS). 
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Autorzy szczególną uwagę zwracają na wybór i opis zjawisk 
prozodycznych, które powinny być rozpatrywane pod kątem systemu 
syntezy mowy. Proponowane założenia dla modelowania intonacji mowy 
neutralnej bazują na informacji związanej z siłą granicy prozodycznej 
(granica głównej/pośredniej frazy intonacyjnej – ang. full/intermedia te 
phrase boundary, granica syntaktyczna, granica wyrazu) oraz typie akcentu, 
przy czym wyróżnia się pięć kategorii na podstawie kierunku zmiany 
częstotliwości podstawowej oraz jej umiejscowienia względem sylaby 
akcentowanej. Trzon pracy stanowi opis próby przystosowania 
superpozycyjnego modelu intonacji Fujisaki do języka polskiego oraz 
ewaluacja wypowiedzi generowanych przez zaadaptowany model. Wyniki 
pokazują poprawę jakości mowy generowanej z wykorzystaniem 
zaadaptowanego modelu Fujisaki w porównaniu z modelem wyjściowym 
opartym na automatycznej estymacji parametrów, ale jednocześnie 
potwierdzają istnienie szeregu ograniczeń superpozycyjnego modelu 
intonacji, na które zwrócono uwagę we wcześniejszych pracach. 

Tomasz Kuczmarski w pracy pt. „Przegląd metod w syntezie mowy 
opartej na niejawnych modelach Markowa‖ dokonał przeglądu kluczowych 
technik stosowanych w najbardziej obecnie rozwiniętym systemie 
statystyczno-parametrycznej syntezy mowy – HTS. Autor najpierw 
prezentuje ogólną architekturę systemu i najważniejsze metody, a następnie 
skupia się opisie filtrów spektralnych oraz modeli pobudzania i czasu 
trwania, które mogą zostać uznane za ważne w kontekście rozwoju tej 
technologii. 

Kolejny artykuł w pierwszej części tomu 14 & 15 Technologii Mowy i 
Języka poświęcony jest „Ewaluacji mowy syntetycznej za pomocą 
automatycznego rozpoznawania mowy z modelem adaptowanym do 
mówcy‖. Autorzy: Jolanta Bachan, Tomasz Kuczmarski i Piotr Francuzik 
proponują nowatorską metodę, w której do oceny jakości mowy syntetycznej 
wygenerowanej przez 4 różne technologie syntezy mowy (difonowa 
konkatenacyjna, statystyczno-parametryczna oraz unit-selection) 
zastosowano polski system rozpoznawania mowy z modułem adaptacji 
mówcy. Wyniki eksperymentu pokazały, że najlepiej rozpoznawana była 
mowa syntetyczna statystyczno-parametryczna (zarówno w warunkach z 
adaptacją, jak i bez adaptacji mówcy), przewyższając nawet wyniki 
rozpoznawania mowy ludzkiej. Najgorsze wyniki uzyskała synteza unit-
selection (w warunkach z adaptacją oraz bez adaptacji mówcy) choć, co 
istotne, adaptacja pozwoliła na poprawę zarówno w zakresie dokładności, 
jak i czasu rozpoznawania.  

Ostatni artykuł w części Aplikacje jest również poświęcony ewaluacji, 
ale tym razem systemu rozpoznawania mowy typu LVCSR dla języka 
polskiego. Autorzy, Mariusz Owsianny i Piotr Francuzik, opisują w jaki 
sposób poprzez systematyczną ewaluację i walidację systemu osiągnięto 
skuteczną poprawę wyników rozpoznawania mowy na poziomie 90-93%. 
Dodatkowo, w pracy zaprezentowano wyniki sprawdzania efektywności 
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systemu na dużych materiałach testowych i opinie przyszłych 
użytkowników. 

Druga część tomu – Zasoby i narzędzia – zawiera prace dokumentujące 
cechy nowych korpusów mowy dla języka polskiego (baza „alkoholowa‖, 
baza Paralingua) oraz wyniki pierwszych badań przeprowadzonych na 
podstawie zawartego w nich materiału, a także kwestie związane z anotacją 
mowy na różnych poziomach (np. specyfikacje opisu cech 
paralingwistycznych, czy też zgodność opisu danej cechy/danego wymiaru 
między osobami anotującymi). W porównaniu z innymi językami, 
szczególnie zaś z angielskim, dla języka polskiego istnieje stosunkowo mało 
zasobów w postaci korpusów mowy, czy też korpusów językowych, które 
stanowią podstawę pracy badawczej. Jednak w ostatnich latach zrealizowano 
kilka projektów, w ramach których powstały bardzo cenne zasoby (m.in. 
baza Jurisdict), co pozwoliło na przeprowadzenie wielu nowatorskich badań 
i rozwój nie tylko naukowy, ale także technologiczny (powstał m.in. system 
syntezy mowy unit-selection, system rozpoznawania mowy dla języka 
polskiego). W części Zasoby i narzędzia zaprezentowano również wyniki 
ewaluacji narzędzi pozwalających na automatyczne dopasowanie zdań w 
polskich i angielskich tekstach będącymi wzajemnymi odpowiednikami 
tłumaczeniowymi, a także opis nowego narzędzia – "Annotation System" – 
stworzonego na potrzeby anotacji cech pozajęzykowych. 

Pierwsza praca w tej części tomu przedstawia rezultaty eksperymentów 
przeprowadzonych na nowym korpusie mowy dla języka polskiego 
Paralingua. Autorki, Katarzyna Klessa, Agnieszka Wagner i Magdalena 
Oleśkowicz-Popiel, opisują prace mające na celu stworzenie ram 
badawczych na potrzeby analizy stanów afektywnych oraz cech 
pozajęzykowych w mowie oraz ich roli w opisie indywidualnych cech głosu 
ludzkiego ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem zastosowań w kryminalistyce. W 
artykule przedstawiono nowy korpus językowy Paralingua, omówiono 
metody i wstępne wyniki badań dotyczących doboru środków leksykalnych, 
głosowej komunikacji stanów afektywnych oraz jakości głosu z 
wykorzystaniem tego korpusu, a także krótko zaprezentowano nowe 
narzędzie "Annotation System", które stworzono głównie z myślą o anotacji 
stanów afektywnych i cech paralingwistycznych. 

Artykuł Małgorzaty Zagrodnickiej pt. „Wstępna ocena bazy nagrań 
mowy pod wpływem alkoholu‖ prezentuje wyniki badań uzyskanych na 
podstawie akustycznej oraz lingwistycznej analizy nagrań osób pod 
wpływem alkoholu. Pierwsza część pracy prezentuje przegląd badań 
wykorzystujących mowę pod wpływem alkoholu oraz potencjalne 
zastosowania ich wyników. Następnie autorka opisuje założenia dla bazy 
„alkoholowej‖ oraz proces jej tworzenia i anotacji, a następnie wstępne 
wyniki analizy akustycznej i lingwistycznej przeprowadzone na podstawie 
nagrań, które się w niej znalazły. Pracę zamyka krótkie podsumowanie 
wyników analiz oraz konkluzje dotyczące kierunku dalszych badań. 

Kolejna praca w części Zasoby i narzędzia porusza problem zgodności 
wyników ręcznej anotacji nagrań mowy. Autorzy, Marcin Szymański i 
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Jolanta Bachan, przeprowadzili eksperyment, w którym porównali wyniki 
weryfikacji automatycznie wygenerowanej transkrypcji fonetycznej i 
segmentacji oraz anotacji fraz prozodycznych wykonanej niezależnie przez 
siedem osób. W artykule przedstawiono metody przyjęte do wyboru 
podzbioru zdań do analizy oraz algorytmy zastosowane do automatycznej 
analizy rozbieżnych anotacji tych samych wypowiedzi. Pracę zamykają 
wstępne spostrzeżenia dotyczące występujących w nich różnic w zakresie 
etykiet fonetycznych, segmentacji fonetycznej oraz znaczników granic 
wyrazów/sylab i typów fraz. 

Ostatni artykuł, jaki znalazł się w tej części tomu, dotyczy zagadnienia 
automatycznego dopasowania zdań w polskich i angielskich tekstach 
będącymi wzajemnymi odpowiednikami tłumaczeniowymi. Autor, Grzegorz 
Krynicki, prezentuje wyniki testu czterech narzędzi służących do tego celu, 
tj. moore, hunalign, bleualign i gargantua, porównuje ich skuteczność pod 
względem dokładności, zwrotu oraz miary F, a także przedstawia niektóre z 
zalet i wad tych systemów względem różnych zastosowań. Testy 
przeprowadzono na podstawie zbiorów tekstów będących wzajemnymi 
ekwiwalentami tłumaczeniowymi, na które składały się artykuły z dziennika 
New York Times wraz z ich profesjonalnym przekładem na język polski 
(część korpusu równoległego PHRAVERB).  

Trzecia i ostatnia część tomu – Analiza – zawiera prace przedstawiające 
wyniki badań dotyczących różnych aspektów wypowiedzi słownych. 
Badania podstawowe mają ogromne znaczenie nie tylko w kontekście 
poszerzania wiedzy, którą dysponujemy, ale również w kontekście postępu 
technologicznego i cywilizacyjnego, który bez szczegółowej wiedzy jest co 
najmniej trudny, jeśli nie niemożliwy. 

Artykuł Macieja Karpińskiego i Emilii Szalkowskiej-Kim pt. „Intonacja 
pytań w koreańskich i polskich dialogach zadaniowych‖ przedstawia wyniki 
badań porównawczych melodii rdzennej pytań w koreańskiej i polskiej 
mowie spontanicznej (nagrania „zadań z mapą‖ z korpusu Pol'n'Asia). W 
badaniach wykorzystano system Prosogram w celu modelowania percepcji 
intonacji. Autorzy opisują i porównują wybrane aspekty realizacji melodii w 
obrębie sylaby rdzennej i w jej bezpośrednim otoczeniu oraz prezentują 
wyniki analiz, które mogą znaleźć zastosowanie szczególnie w nauczaniu i  
uczeniu się języka polskiego i koreańskiego jako obcego, gdyż pozwalają 
przewidzieć potencjalne problemy w zakresie percepcji i realizacji konturów 
intonacyjnych. 

W kolejnym artykule w części Analiza, Elżbieta Thurgood prezentuje 
wyniki badań nad akustyczną realizacją długiego dyftongu /a:iʔ/ 
zakończonego zwarciem krtaniowym w języku Hainan Cham, którym 
posługuje się niewielka grupa osób – mieszkańców chińskiej wyspy Hainan. 
Autorka dokonuje szczegółowej analizy formantów, iloczasu oraz 
laryngelizacji charakteryzujących realizację badanego dyftongu oraz omawia 
sposób, w jaki słuchacze rozpoznają fonetyczne warianty /a̰:ḭʔ/, /a̰a̰ʔ/i/aa̰ʔ/ 
jako realizacje długiego /a:iʔ/ oraz udział wybranych cech sygnału w tym 
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procesie. W pracy omówiono także kwestię monoftongizacji badanego 
dyftongu. 

Ostatnia praca w tej części tomu, autorstwa Agnieszki Wagner, dotyczy 
ram badawczych na potrzeby analizy mowy nacechowanej emocjonalnie. W 
artykule pt. „Produkcja i percepcja mowy emocjonalnej w języku polskim: 
ramy analizy‖, autorka proponuje metodologię analizy wypowiedzi 
nacechowanych emocjonalnie na poziomie percepcji i produkcji, 
przedstawia bazę mowy emocjonalnej nagraną z udziałem profesjonalnych 
aktorów (stanowiącą część korpusu Paralingua)oraz sposób jej anotacji pod 
kątem jakości głosu, prozodii i stanu emocjonalnego mówców. Praca 
prezentuje również wyniki wstępnych analiz cech akustycznych (głównie 
parametry w dziedzinie F0 i czasu) charakteryzujących dwanaście różnych 
emocji oraz wymiary emocji (activation – valence). 
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ABSTRACT 

The current paper introduces preliminary assumptions for superpositional 

modeling of Polish intonational patterns for application in a TTS system. 

The first sections discuss the available phonological models of prosody 

and prosody labeling systems, as well as the prosodic phenomena that 

should be considered within a TTS system. Preliminary assumptions for 

read speaking style intonation modeling are made and the adjustment of 

Fujisaki‘s superpositional model of intonation to Polish is described. 

Final sections of this paper present evaluation results of the adjusted 
model. 

STRESZCZENIE 

Niniejsza praca prezentuje wstępne założenia dla superpozycyjnego 

modelu konturów intonacyjnych języka polskiego do zastosowania w 

systemie Text-To-Speech (TTS). Pierwsza część stanowi przegląd 

fonologicznych modeli prozodii, systemów anotacji prozodii, oraz 

zjawisk prozodycznych, które powinny być rozpatrywane pod kątem 

systemu syntezy mowy. Następnie prezentowane są wstępne założenia 

dla modelowania intonacji neutralnej mowy czytanej oraz opis próby 

przystosowania superpozycyjnego modelu intonacji Fujisaki dla języka 

polskiego. Ostatnia cześć pracy prezentuje wyniki ewaluacji 

przystosowanego modelu. 

mailto:tkucz%7D@amu.edu.pl
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1. Introduction 

Contemporary Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems can produce high-quality 
naturally sounding speech. Its best instances can be hardly distinguished 

from real human speech. However, one thing that most of the TTS systems 

cannot reproduce satisfactorily is natural sounding prosody. Prosody, the 

interplay of rhythm, stress and intonation, is a complex phenomenon 
covering various linguistic, as well as non- and paralinguistic levels of 

speech. Although prosody research has a long history and numerous prosody 

models have been developed so far, both phonological and phonetic, none of 
them has proven to be fully adequate for TSS systems. The current paper 

aims at introducing preliminary assumptions for superpositional modeling of 

Polish intonational patterns in a TTS system. 

2. Prosody labeling 

Prosodic labeling remains one of the major problem areas in the annotation 

of spoken data for a TTS system. No absolute recommendations in the field 
of prosodic annotation exist [1]. 

The ToBI transcription system [2, 3] is widely recommended, if it is to 

be used for languages or dialects for which there is already a standard. The 

INTSINT method [4,5] of annotating intonational phenomena is a method 
which requires little adaptation for a new language, and can be 

recommended as an alternative. However, the phenomena covered are not 

the same in these two systems. Although it was originally designed to be 
used on a purely auditory basis, the TSM system [6], as long as it is 

supported by making recourse to an F0 track, provides a third prosodic 

transcription method. But of course a well-validated and reliable set of 
auditory transcription categories is valuable in its own right and may in some 

circumstances be preferable to a purely acoustic or production based set of 

categories. 

The ToBI (Tones and Break Indices) system is an established de facto 
standard for the prosodic annotation of digital speech databases in General 

American English. It has been successfully applied to Southern Standard 

British and Standard Australian English, but, since it is an adaptation of a 
phonological model, it is not claimed to be applicable as it stands to other 

varieties of English or to other languages [7]. However, it has been modified 

to apply to a number of other languages, including German [8] and Japanese 
[9, 10]. It has been made clear in the ToBI documentation that ToBI does not 

cover varieties of English other than those listed above, and that 

modifications would be required before it could be used for their 

transcription. In the ToBI guidelines [7] it is stated that ToBI was not 
intended to cover any language other than English, although the adoption of 

the basic principles in developing transcription systems for other languages 

is highly endorsed, and in particular, for languages that are typologically 
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similar to English. The implication in [3] that ToBI aimed to meet the need 

for a suprasegmental equivalent to the IPA is therefore to be ignored. It is the 

basic principles behind ToBI, rather than a set of phonologically-motivated 
categories, which allow its adaptation to other languages. A ToBI 

transcription consists of a speech signal and F0 record, along with time-

aligned symbolic labels relating to four types of event. The two main event 
types are tonal, arranged on a tone tier and junctural, arranged on a break 

index tier. There is additionally a miscellaneous tier for the annotation of 

non-tonal events such as voice quality or paralinguistic and extralinguistic 

phenomena, and a further tier containing an orthographic transcription, the 
orthographic tier. It is currently common practice for manual prosodic 

annotation to be carried out via auditory analysis accompanied by visual 

inspection of a time-aligned speech pressure waveform and fundamental 
frequency (F0) track. 

Tonetic Stress Marks (TSM) which originally used to rely entirely on 

auditory analysis, is a well-established system which has been used for the 

annotation of a digitally available database. 
Phenomena occurring across prosodically defined units, such as current pitch 

range, are not symbolically captured by any of the systems described below. 

A number of systems incorporate a means by which such information can be 
retrieved from the signal. For example, ToBI has a special label for the 

highest F0 in a phrase. The F0 value at this point may be used to give an 

indication of the pitch range used by the speaker at that particular point in 
time. 

INTSINT marks target points in the F0 curve which are at the top and 

bottom of the range. However, the range is determined for a whole file 

which might be one or more paragraphs long. Register relative to other 
utterances is only captured in cases where the beginning of a unit is marked 

relative to the end of the previous one (e.g. in INTSINT).  

Somewhat more flexible is the SAMPROSA system [11, 12], which uses 
bracketing to indicate the extent of pitch register and range features. 

However, none of the manual annotation methods capture structures at a 

more macro level than the intonation phrase or its equivalent. 
All existing representation systems for intonation have drawbacks. For a list 

and description of some of those systems, see [13]. 

3. Main types of prosodic phenomena for a TTS system 

Prosodic annotation systems generally capture three main types of 

phenomena:  

(i) those which divide the speech up into chunks or units, 
(ii) those which lend prominence, 

(iii) paralinguistic/nonlinguistic. 
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(i) Common to all annotation systems is the division of utterances into 

prosodically-marked units or phrases, where prosodic marking may include 

phenomena such as audible pause (realised as either actual silence or final 
lengthening), filled pause, rhythmic change, pitch movement or reset, and 

laryngealisation. Dividing an utterance into such units is usually the first step 

taken when carrying out a prosodic annotation, as many systems place 
restrictions on their internal structure. However, the size and type of 

prosodic units proposed by the systems described can be different 

considerably. 

Prosodic phrase is a sequence of chunks adhering to a closed class of 
function words followed by a sequence of chunks adhering to an open class 

of content words. A boundary is whenever a content word immediately 

precedes a function word (it is a very rough definition). Every language 
needs own shallow parsing grammar based on a small number of manually 

written regular expressions.  

(ii) Words are made prominent by the accentuation of (usually) their 

lexically stressed syllable. Many Western European languages have more 
than one accent type. It is thus necessary to capture not only on which word 

an accent is realized but also which kind of accent is used. Since in some 

cases the accent may occur on a syllable other than that which is assigned 
the primary lexical stress of a word, some annotation systems tag explicitly 

the syllable (or the vowel in the syllable) upon which an accent occurs, 

rather than the word as a whole. Such a representation, however, requires a 
finer annotation of the corpus at a non-prosodic level than simple 

orthography, e.g. a segmentation into syllables or phoneme-sized units. 

The most important factors for linguistic motivated features are: speaker‘s 

attitude, discourse condition, thematic accent placement. Effect of segmental 
features and lexically conditioned length of tone group is also often 

analysed. 

(iii) The last category includes short and long term effects of emotional 
states, which are only partially controlled or uncontrolled, except when 

pretended for artistic purposes (e.g. extremely high or low pitch, and 

high/low pitch register). Other important sources of variability include: style 
– greater differentiation of tones and range, as well as personal and 

pathological features. 

4. Preliminary assumptions for read speaking style intonation 

modeling 

In written text, use is sometimes made of punctuation marks to signal broad 

intonational distinctions, such as a question mark to indicate a final rise in 
pitch or a full stop to signal a final fall. Since it is well established that there 

is no one-to-one mapping between prosodic phenomena and syntactic or 

functional categories, it is important for a prosodic annotation system to be 
independent of syntactic annotation systems. 
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In Southern Standard British English, for example, a rise in pitch may 

be used with a syntactically marked question, but this is not necessarily, and 

in fact not usually the case. On the other hand, questions with no syntactic 
marking often take a final rise, as, apart from context, it is the only signal 

that a question is being asked. A fully independent prosodic annotation 

allows for investigations into the co-occurrence of prosodic categories with 
dialogue annotations at other levels, once the annotations are complete. 

4.1. Phrase/utterance type 

Table 1: Example of types of boundaries for Polish 

marker boundary probability comments 
paragraph [1] obligatory very strong 

double marker ?! [1] obligatory very strong 

... [1] obligatory very strong 

. [2] obligatory strong 

! [2] obligatory strong 

? [2] obligatory strong 

; [2] obligatory less stronger 

: [2] obligatory less stronger 

„‖ ‗‘ * opening [2] obligatory less stronger 

/ [2] obligatory less stronger 

- [2] obligatory less stronger 

, [3] obligatory less stronger 

( ) {} [] <> // 
opening [3], 

closing [2] 
obligatory less stronger 

independent and parallel 

classes 
[3] – [5] optional depending on conditions 

subordinate or conditional [3] – [5] optional depending on conditions 

other conjunctions [3] – [5] optional depending on conditions 

discourse items [3] – [5] optional depending on conditions 

lexical complexity – optional depending on conditions 

 

In practice, in modeling phrasing in TTS systems, only most important 

Phrase Breaks are used (e.g. full boundary, intermediate phrase boundary, a 

grammatical boundary, word boundary, etc.). Polish phrase boundary types 
along with their  corresponding orthographic markers are presented in Table 

1. 

4.2. Accent type 

On the acoustic level, pitch accents are determined by pitch variations 

occurring on the successive vowels/syllables and pitch relations between 

syllables. Pitch accent type annotation can be complex because it may 
include combinations of many acoustic features (e.g. pitch movement 

direction, range of the pitch change, pitch peak position). 

However, in TTS system they are quite often simplified to only two 
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features; direction of the pitch movement and its position with respect to 

accented syllable boundaries. In practice, this yields five labels. Two first 

labels reflect falling pitch accent (HL) and rising pitch accent (LH) with the 
movement realized on the post-accented syllable and the maximum or 

minimum occurring on the accented syllable. Another three labels also 

reflect the pitch movement direction (falling, rising and level), but the pitch 
movement is mostly realized on the accented syllable [14]. 

5. Fujisaki model 

First formal model of fundamental frequency contour was introduced by 
Öhman [15], where F0 contour is synthesized in a larynx model with 3 types 

of input components characterized by: a) varying vocal cord tension being a 

sum of two components representing the phrase intonation and word 
intonation, b) acoustic interactions of the signal caused by secondary supra- 

and subglottal air pressure influence on the F0 contour, nonphonatory 

articulatory factors. Sentence and word intonation components are output by 

two different filters representing the dynamics of the laryngeal system. Filter 
inputs are controlled by step functions. The model was tested on a set of 

Swedish words with two accent types (grave and acute). 

Intonation model developed by Fujisaki in 1981, 1983 [16, 17], and 
further modified in 1988, 1997 [18, 19] based on Öhman‘s concept, is a 

linear system built on the principle of superposition. Output signals of the 

phrase and accent control mechanisms are superimposed over the constant 

Fmin value, which is speaker-specific. Fujisaki provides two Fmin definitions. 
The first definition is articulatory-physiological and suggests that Fmin is 

dependent on the speaker but not on the utterance. Here, Fmin is the lowest 

frequency that a given speaker can reach. The second definition, in turn, is 
more physically and mathematically-oriented because it is based on signal 

characteristics – the extracted F0 values. Hence, it admits the possibility of 

Fmin being dependent on a given utterance. 
Control system functions [18] can be described by the following 

equation (1): 

 

 

(1) 
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where: Fmin – asymptotic value of the fundamental frequency, 

I – number of phrase-commands, 

J – number of accent-commands, 
Gpi(t) – phrase control function, 

αi – natural angular frequency of the phrase control mechanism to 

the i-th phrase command, 
Kpi – magnitude of the i-th phrase command,  

Kaj − magnitude of the j-th accent command 

T0i – timing of the i-th phrase command,  

Gaj(t) – accent control function,  
βj − natural angular frequency of the accent control mechanism to 

the j-th accent command,  

T1j – onset of the j-th accent command,  
T2j – end of the j-th accent command. 

 

After smoothing, each F0 parameter contour approximating an accent 

rises asymptotically from zero to a given level and again falls 
asymptotically. In practical implementations of Fujisaki model [20, 21] a 

series of problems were encountered, e.g. the approximation at the end part 

of the utterance appeared problematic – it was necessary to introduce 
negative phrase commands. 

Fujisaki model was applied for a number of languages including 

Chinese and German [22, 23, 21]. In some implementations of the model 
(e.g. Chinese) accurate approximation of the melodic contour was achieved 

only with a large number of phrase and accent commands. 

6. Assumptions for superpositional modeling of Polish 

intonational contours 

A number of tools were developed [24] for automatic estimation of Fujisaki 

model parameters for an extracted F0 contour. Most of them are based on 
signal processing methods, e.g. filtering. They aim at optimal approximation 

in a mathematical sense and take no linguistic information into account. 

Although fine approximations of F0 contour are usually achieved with such 
methods, the resulting parameters are almost always completely arbitrary 

and cannot be related to any linguistic dimensions of the utterance. 

On the basis of manual approximation of ca. 40 Polish utterances using 
Fujisaki model a set of constraints was formulated to ensure a linguistically 

plausible approximation for Polish. 

Fmin was assumed not to be fixed for a given speaker in all utterances, but to 

be utterance-specific and that it might vary from utterance to utterance. Its 
value for a given utterance should be equal to F0 value at the onset of phrase 

reset. Thus, all F0 values in the contour preceding reset onset should not be 

lower than Fmin and all the F0 values succeeding the reset onset should not be 
higher than Fmin. 
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The total number of phrase commands should not exceed the number of 

prosodic phrases in a given utterance. Phrase command timings should fit 

into an interval of up to ± 100ms around the left boundary of a phrase they 
correspond to. The onset of a phrase component appearing before the 

corresponding phrase can be explained by prephonatory activity of the 

laryngeal muscles [25, 26]. Late onset, on the other hand, might be caused 
by an anacrusis – a set of unaccented syllables appearing at the beginning of 

an intonational phrase. 

An additional phrase command should be placed at the end of each 

utterance. It might have either positive or negative polarization depending on 
the mode of a given utterance. 

Phrase commands amplitudes and alfa values were adjusted to achieve best 

approximations of the F0 contour, i.e. highest values of the phrase function 
not exceeding the values of a smoothened F0 contour at any point. 

The number of accent commands in a given intonational phrase, 

understood as in [27], should be equal to the total number of phonological 

words (content word with optional clitics) in that phrase. Beta value was 
considered speaker-specific and therefore kept constant. The onset time of a 

given accent command can appear anywhere within the intonational phrase 

they belong to or up to 100ms before its left boundary. The offset time of an 
accent command should appear within accent carrier segment (i.e. vowel) or 

up to ±100ms around it. Amplitudes of the accent commands were set to 

provide closest approximation of F0 contours appearing within vowels and 
sonorant segments. 

Model parameters were set proceeding from left to right in the 

following order: Fmin, phrase command timings and amplitudes, phrase 

command alfa values, accent command onset and offset timings and accent 
command amplitudes. 

7. Experimental results 

A set of 40 recordings was chosen from a database of read neutral speech 

built for a Polish implementation of the BOSS TTS system [28]. The 

recordings were selected to provide best coverage of Polish intonational 

phenomena appearing in read neutral speech. 

Table 2: Results of an objective evaluation of two Fujisaki‟s model 

parameter estimation methods 

 AUTOFUJIPOS Proposed method 

MSE 59.52 156.35 

NMSE 2.90 6.35 

NRMSE 0.08 0.08 

NRMSE (%) 7.75% 7.96% 

Range [Hz] 100.74Hz 98.17Hz 
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F0 values were calculated for all the recordings using Praat‘s PDA 

algorithm [29] with a 10ms frame. Fujisaki‘s model parameters were 
estimated for the extracted F0 using two methods; the manual method 

described in the previous section of this paper, and an automatic method 

proposed by Mixdorff [30]. For the latter method error threshold was set to 
0.0001. Fmin was calculated automatically by the algorithm, whereas alfa was 

set to 2. 

 

 

Figure 1: Model parameters automatically estimated by AUTOFUJIPOS 

The results of both approximations were objectively evaluated by 

calculating MSE, NMSE and NRMSE. Results are presented in Table 2. The 
resulting values show a relevant discrepancy between the extracted F0 

values and the approximation function achieved with the proposed method. 

Mixdorff‘s method (AUTOFUJIPOS) attained better results. However, no 

linguistic constraints were imposed on the latter method, and as a result the 
extracted parameters have no relation to any linguistic dimensions of the 

utterance and have inadequate values, as shown at Figure 1. On the other 

hand, parameters achieved with the proposed method can be easily related to 
linguistic categories (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Fujisaki model parameters estimated manually using the proposed 

method 

The results of both approximations were additionally evaluated using a 

subjective measure – a MOS test. F0 contours of 17 speech recordings were 

approximated using both methods and then resynthesized using the overlap-
add method. They were presented to 5 participants in a random order. Each 

resynthesized utterance was preceded by its natural counterpart. The 

participants were asked to rate how well was the intonation pattern in the 

first recording imitated in the second recording using a 1-5 scale, where 1 is 
completely different and 5 identical. All participants of the experiment 

perform prosody annotation on a daily basis (~40h a week). Results of the 

evaluation are presented in Figure 3. 
 

 

 

Figure 3: Mean Opinion Score results 
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8. Discussion 

F0 contour approximation with Fujisaki model yields high numbers of 
degrees of freedom. Therefore, if no linguistic, physiological, or any other 

constraints are imposed on the parameter estimation procedure, close 

approximations might be easily computed, as demonstrated by the evaluation 

of the automatic method (AUTOFUJIPOS). However, an in-depth analysis 
of estimated model parameters proves them to be completely arbitrary and 

improper, as presented in Figure 1. The explanatory power of the model is 

thus depreciated. This fact does not imply, however, that the model is 
completely useless for TTS. As Möbius states [25], ―the model does not 

explain by itself why a given component behaves the way it does.‖ The 

model provides a physical interpretation of the F0 generation process. The 
estimation of model parameters in the context of the linguistic structure of an 

utterance is a different task. 

Manual estimation of Fujisaki model parameters using the proposed 

constraints shows that the model in this form might be adequate for 
modeling Polish neutral style speech for the purpose of a TTS system 

(Figure 2). However, a number of known problems appear. Studies of 

utterances with parentheses [25, 30] have shown that the intonation contour 
is continued after the interruption nearly similar as it would be without the 

interruption. It is impossible to model such utterances with the Fujisaki 

model without introducing negative phrase and accent commands, which are 

difficult to relate to any relevant linguistic dimensions and implausible from 
the physiological point of view. On the other hand, Fujisaki model does not 

extend to the cognitive dimensions of prosody. Another problem that was 

not solved appropriately is the modeling of phrase initial clusters of 
unstressed/unaccented syllables, the anacrusis. They often have a flat or 

falling F0 contour which is hard to model phrase initially, where the phrase 

component function should be rising. Here, an additional accent command 
was used to deal with this issue. 

On the other hand, Fujisaki model constrained with the proposed 

method, appears to provide a fine model of Polish intonational phenomena 

such as the phrase declination, phrase final rise/fall, and Polish pitch 
accentuation, among others. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper reviews key techniques used in the currently most developed 

statistical-parametric speech synthesis system – HTS. In the first part, 

general architecture of the system is presented. The consecutive sections 

focus on spectral filters, excitation models and duration modeling 

techniques that were considered important in the context of HTS 

development. 

STRESZCZENIE 

Niniejszy artykuł stanowi przegląd kluczowych technik stosowanych w 

najbardziej obecnie rozwiniętym systemie statystyczno-parametrycznej 

syntezy mowy – HTS. W pierwszym rozdziale prezentowana jest ogólna 

architektura systemu wraz z opisem najważniejszych metod. Kolejne 

części skupiają się na filtrach spektralnych oraz modelach pobudzania i 

czasu trwania, które mogą zostać uznane za ważne w kontekście rozwoju 

tej technologii.  

1. Introduction 

Machines generating synthetic speech have taken many forms in the course 

of history – starting from the magical brazzen heads through bellows-

operated models of the vocal tract and ending with some more sophisticated 
electrical parametric devices. However, it was only the invention of 

computers that allowed the development of fully automatic text-to-speech 

conversion systems. Most of these are currently based on the concatenation 

mailto:johnyp@nowhere.mail.edu
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of pre-recorded speech units selected according to the linguistic specification 

derived from the text input. Although best instances of speech generated by 

such systems are hardly distinguishable from natural human speech, they 
still fail if the required units are not present in the underlying database. This 

is due to the fact that even the largest unit selection databases are not capable 

of covering all contextual variants of speech segments. Such strong data-
dependency makes this approach very inflexible. The characteristics of 

output speech can only be modified by building additional databases or 

applying heavy DSP algorithms, which always deteriorate the quality of the 

output utterances. Nonetheless, concatenative speech synthesis has been an 
indisputable orthodoxy in this field of research for the last two decades. 

The rapid development of information technology and robotics, 

however, created a need for speech interfaces which cannot be satisfactorily 
implemented using the traditional domain-specific TTS systems. Therefore, 

statistical-parametric approach to speech synthesis is gradually gaining more 

recognition. This technology, based on the use of generative statistical 

models, is not only capable of generating synthetic speech whose quality is 
comparable to that of best unit selection synthesizers, but also allows robust 

synthesis of unseen speech units and almost unlimited and very effective 

modification of output speech characteristics. Additionally, most generative 
models allow simultaneous modeling of multiple data streams, which might 

be used for a number of highly desired applications, such as multimodal 

synthesis. 
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) [1] have proven to be most effective in 

speech recognition systems. As a result, they have also been applied in the 

currently most developed statistical parametric speech synthesizer – Hidden 

Markov Model Speech Synthesis System (HTS – H-Triple-S) [2]. 
The following sections of the current review aim at introducing the 

general idea of HMM-based speech synthesis as well as describing some key 

methods in detail. 

2. HTS 

HTS is a modified version of Hidden Markov Toolkit (HTK) [3], which in 

turn, is a set of tools for building automatic speech recognition systems. HTS 
is distributed in a form of a patch for HTK, which, inter alia, enriches its 

functionality with the ability to generate speech parameters from the 

constructed models. Figure 1 shows the general architecture of HTS. 
The system is divided into two parts; the training part and the synthesis 

part. In the first part, speech parameters are extracted from a database similar 

to those used by concatenative systems. Spectrum and excitation parameters 
are handled separately. This approach is determined by the source-filter 

waveform synthesis technique used in HTS. Speech parameters and database 

labels are used for the estimation (training) of acoustic and duration model 
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parameters. For this purpose, Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm 

based on the Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion is employed. 

In natural speech, the realization of speech segments varies according to 
their wide linguistic context. Concatenative systems use diphones and 

triphones to reflect those changes. However, the relevant context is much 

wider than the direct phonetic neighbourhood. In HTS models are created 
and estimated for all contextual variants of speech segments occurring in the 

database [4]. Those contexts are specified by an extensive list of language-

specific contextual features covering all levels of language and prosody. 

Table 1 shows the contextual features used in a Polish HTS voice built by 
the author of the current paper [5]. 

 

Yu reports [6] that in 1 hour ARCTIC speech database the total number 

of encountered contextual segments was 34110 with 1e+23 all possible 

combinations including the unseen contexts. Hence, it is impossible to build 
a database that covers all contextual variants of phonetic segments. Decision 

tree-based model state/parameter tying is used to help solve the related 

problems of rising model complexity level, training data sparsity and unseen 
contexts [7]. Binary trees with contextual yes/no questions on each leaf node 

are used to fit the model to the training data in the best possible way and to 

provide a generalization method for synthesizing unseen contexts. Both 

bottom-up and top-down methods have successfully been applied [8, 9]. 

 
Figure 1: General architecture of Hidden Markov Model-based Speech 

Synthesis System (HTS) 
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Table 1: Contextual features used in the Polish HTS voice 

phoneme 

 vowel/consonant 

 place of articulation 

 manner of articulation 

 position in the carrier unit 

 identity 

Specified for all constituents 

of a quintphone for a given 

central phoneme 

syllable 

 distance to the closest 

stressed/accented syllable 

 number of 

preceding/succeeding 

stressed/accented syllables in 

the carrier phrase 

 length expressed in lower 

units of the utterance 

 position in the carrier unit 

 nucleus type 

 stress 

 accent type 

word 

 length expressed in lower 

units of the utterance 

 position in the carrier unit 

phrase 

 phrase intonation type 

 length expressed in lower 

units of the utterance 

 position in the carrier unit 

utterance 
 length expressed in lower 

units of the utterance 

 
In the synthesis part, models are concatenated in accordance to the input 

contextual label file. Then, spectrum and excitation parameters are generated 

from the models themselves by maximizing their output probabilities [10]. 
This is a method opposite to that known from speech recognition. Instead of 

finding the best fitting models for a given set of observations, best fitting 

observations are rendered for a given set of models. In the last step, speech 

waveform is synthesized from the parameters using a vocoding technique 
[11]. 

In a series of Blizzard Challenge evaluations [12, 13], HTS has proven 

to generate speech whose quality and naturalness might be superior even to 
that offered by the best currently available concatenative synthesizers. This 

was also demonstrated by an objective evaluation of Polish TTS systems by 

means of their acceptability by an ASR system [14]. Results, including the 
Polish HTS voice built by the author of the current paper, are presented in 

Table 2. 
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Another notable advantage of the system is the incomparably small 

synthesizer footprint. Once the models are trained, the speech database 

becomes obsolete and speech can be synthesized directly from the 
mathematical models. 

Table 2: Results of Polish TTS systems evaluation by an ASR. 

 

Additionally, HTS allows a very efficient production of new voices. It is 

not only robust to errors, thanks to the underlying statistical methods, but is 
also fully multilingual – only a small part of the system, the list of contextual 

features, needs to be adjusted to the target language and the employed 

speech database in order to train a new high quality voice. With the use of 
techniques adopted from HMM-based automatic speech recognition systems; 

e.g. speaker adaptation, speaker interpolation and eigenvoice [15, 16, 17], 

new voices can be produced on the basis of an average voice using as little 
as few minutes of target speech recordings, in a fully automatic manner. All 

those advantages make HTS a perfect candidate for the currently appearing 

needs. 

3. Spectrum 

Traditionally HTS uses various types of mel-cepstral coefficients for the 

parametric representation of speech spectrum. Mel-cepstral analysis is 
preferred to FFT and LPC-based methods of deriving the coefficients 

because it allows speech synthesis directly from the parameters with Mel 

Log Spectral Approximation (MLSA) filter method [11]. In addition to static 

mel-cepstral coefficients, dynamic features (delta and delta-delta) are used 
[18] to help model their rate of change – i.e. their velocity and acceleration. 

Another parameter type that has been successfully applied to represent 

spectrum filter in HTS are the LSP-type parameters [19]. They have been 
widely used in speech coding and it is well known that they are robust to 

quantization noise and can be easily interpolated. This makes them a good fit 

for HMM-based speech synthesis where both of those features are exploited, 

because modelling is a question of quantization and synthesis of 
interpolation. It was reported that, among several other spectral parameter 
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types, LSP-type parameters achieved the best scores in a subjective 

evaluation [20]. Their most significant disadvantage is the fact that it is 

rather hard to ensure the stability of the filter using LSP parameters. 
On the other hand, Tokuda [21] has shown that better speech synthesis 

results might be obtained by using mel-generalized cepstral coefficients 

(MGC). This approach unifies the cepstral method and the linear prediction 
method. The spectral model can be varied continuously from the all-pole 

model to the exponential model. Mel‐ generalized cepstrum has a frequency 

resolution similar to that of the human ear which makes it a good solution 

for speech synthesis. Nonetheless, filter stability is also a problematic issue 
here. 

HTS voice developed for the 2006 Blizzard Challenge, in turn, included 

a combined MGC-LSP coefficients which set the current state of the art as 
shown by a series of evaluations [13, 22] 

A number of other parameter types, e.g. Log Area Ratios (LAR), 

PARtial CORrelation coefficients (PARCOR) and formant analysis [22], 

have also been used in HTS. However, they did not cause any statistically 
relevant improvements in the performance of the system. 

4. Excitation 

The vocoding technique in the traditional HTS uses simple pulse train for 

voiced segments and white Gaussian noise for unvoiced segments [7]. This 

method, however, caused a well-known problem of buzzy output speech. In 

the newer versions of the system a series of improvements have been 
introduced. 

The first notable improvement was the incorporation of Mixed-

excitation linear prediction (MELP) model [23, 24]. In this approach, pitch, 
bandpass voicing strengths and Fourier magnitudes of pitch harmonics are 

extracted from the speech signal. Bandpass voicing analysis is realized by 

filtering the speech signal into five frequency bands. Their respective voicing 
strengths are then estimated using normalized correlation coefficients around 

the pitch. Fourier magnitudes of the first ten pitch harmonics are measured 

from a residual signal obtained by inverse filtering. 

During the synthesis part, pulse train is calculated from the Fourier 
magnitudes using an inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a pitch 

period. White noise is output by a uniform random number generator. Then, 

both of them are filtered according to the generated bandpass voicing 
strengths for the voiced/unvoiced bands. The resulting excitation is the sum 

of the filtered pulse and noise excitations. Small aperiodicity is additionally 

introduced to pitch periods on the basis of the bandpass voicing strength. 
This makes the output speech sound more natural as shown by a subjective 

evaluation. 

STRAIGHT (Speech Transformation and Representation using 

Adaptive Interpolation of weiGHT spectrum) [25] is the currently most 
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recognized HTS vocoder used as a baseline in many comparative evaluations 

of HTS implementations. It is implemented in a modified version proposed 

by Zen et al. [20]. Traditionally STRAIGHT parameters represented Fourier 
transform magnitudes and aperiodicity measurements corresponding to 

them. In the proposed modification the spectral envelope is represented as 

mel-frequency cepstral coefficients with their corresponding aperiodicity 
measurements averaged over five sub-bands of frequency. Such decrease of 

parameter dimensionality was a requisite for the implementation of 

STRAIGHT excitation model into the general HMM-based speech synthesis 

framework. Details of STRAIGHT HTS implementation along with the 
evaluation results demonstrating its effectiveness are described in [20]. 

A number of other methods have recently been developed, e.g. Harmonic 

plus Noise Model (HNM) [26]. None of them, however, have sufficiently 
contributed to the naturalness of the synthesized signal. 

The first method that has shown some significant improvements in 

comparison to STRAIGHT was the Closed-Loop Training (CLT) procedure 

proposed by Maia [27]. Here, statistical methods are used to determine the 
optimal excitation signal mimicking the exact waveform of the residual 

signal obtained in the analysis phase. 

The Pitch-synchronous Residual Codebook [28] based on the use of the 
real excitation signal parts based on a pitch-synchronous (PS) residual 

codebook of typical excitation frames is an example of another residual 

modeling vocoder. However, in its primary form it did not show any 
significant improvements. Its modified version called Deterministic plus 

Stochastic Model [29], on the other hand, demonstrated synthesis quality 

comparable to that based on the STRAIGHT excitation model. 

An interesting group of new excitation modeling methods is known as 
the glottal source modeling vocoders [30, 31]. Their best instances were 

shown to outperform STRAIGHT. However, in most of the cases the quality 

is still inferior to that offered by the STRAIGHT baseline system, the 
footprint much bigger and the flexibility incomparably small. On the other 

hand, this method is still under intensive development and is anticipated to 

show some significant improvement in the near future. 

5. Duration 

Hidden Markov Models in their standard form have no explicit state duration 

model. It is indirectly expressed by self-transition probability of a given 
state. This formulation causes the state duration probability to decrease 

exponentially with time making it inadequate for modeling the temporal 

characteristics of natural speech. The first solutions to this problem were 
introduced by Yoshimura et al. and Ishimatsu et al. [32, 33]. They have 

incorporated an explicit model of state-duration using Gaussian and Gamma 

distributions. Similarly to spectrum and excitation, duration models are 

estimated on the training data and than clustered using decision trees. This 
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method however, was shown to degrade the quality of the speech signal 

because the parameters of HMMs are re-estimated without the explicit state 

duration distributions which are enforced only during speech parameter 
generation. 

This problem was solved with the application of Hidden Semi-Markov 

Models (HSMMs) [34]. HSMMs are HMMs reformulated to contain explicit 
state-duration distributions. Thereby, state output and state duration 

distributions can be simultaneously re-estimated. This also allows the 

adaptation of state duration distributions for voice adaptation techniques 

[15]. 
Some recent attempts to further improve the duration model include 

additional duration models for speech units at various utterance levels (e.g. 

phonemes and syllables) [35, 36] and full-covariance Gaussian distributions 
for inter-state duration correlation modeling [37]. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper presents a choice of the currently available general techniques 
that can be used within the HMM-based Speech Synthesis System 

framework and may be considered as important from the point of view of 

HTS development. However, this field of research covers a much wider 
range of problems including model complexity control, model topology, 

multi-level statistics, post-filtering and much more [22]. Significant progress 

is made in all of those fields every day, which makes this review out-of-date 

as it is being written. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper presents a novel method of speech synthesis 

evaluation by a speech recognition system. For the experiment, 4 

different speech synthesis technologies were used, including diphone 

concatenative, statistical parametric and two unit-selection speech 

synthesisers. For the evaluation, the Polish speaker adaptive speech 

recognition system was used. The results showed that the diphone 

concatenative and statistical parametric synthesisers produced speech 

which had the highest recognition accuracy without adaptation, and the 
statistical parametric synthesis was best recognised after speaker 

adaptation, exceeding even the results of recognition of human speech. 

The worst scores with and without speaker adaptation were obtained by 

the unit-selection speech syntheses, although it is worth underlining that 

the speaker adaptation increased the accuracy of speech recognition by 

26pp, and reduced the real time factor by 434pp. 

STRESZCZENIE 

Niniejszy artykuł prezentuje nowatorską metodę oceny mowy 
syntetycznej za pomocą systemu rozpoznawania mowy. Do 

eksperymentu zostały użyte 4 różne technologie syntezy mowy, wśród 

nich syntezator oparty na konkatenacji difonów, statystyczno-

parametryczny oraz dwa syntezatory unit-selection. Do ewaluacji został 
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zastosowany polski system rozpoznawania mowy z modułem adaptacji 

mówcy. Wyniki pokazały, że difonowa synteza konkatenacyjna oraz 

synteza statystyczno-parametryczna uzyskały najlepsze wyniki 

dokładności rozpoznawania w warunkach bez adaptacji mówcy, 

natomiast z adaptacją mówcy najlepiej rozpoznawana była mowa 

syntetyczna statystyczno-parametryczna, przewyższając nawet wyniki 
rozpoznawania mowy ludzkiej. Najgorsze wyniki uzyskała synteza unit-

selection, z oraz bez adaptacji mówcy, chociaż warto podkreślić, że 

adaptacja mówcy zwiększyła dokładność rozpoznawania o 26p.p., a czas 

skrócił się nawet o 434p.p. 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, very often communication is said to be technical, which 

primarily means that humans use technology to enhance the reception or the 

production of signs. Mobile computing devices are everywhere, which led to 
creation of the term ―ubiquitous computing‖ [1]. A Speech Application 

Programming Interface (SAPI) is rapidly becoming the most convenient 

solution for a wide range of electronic devices. Speech synthesisers and 
speech recognition systems are widely installed in personal computers, 

mobile phones, PDAs, cars, and intelligent houses, not to mention more 

advanced applications, such as assistive technologies and conversational 
robots. 

A plausible communication scenario is where a mute person 

communicates with a deaf person, where the mute person uses a text-to-
speech synthesis system and a deaf person uses a speech recogniser to 

convert speech to text which he or she can read on the screen. This is an 

extreme case, but not impossible. Other situations where synthetic speech 
meets speech recogniser is at call-centres, where spoken dialogue systems 

are responsible for communication with the customers.  

The present research is carried out in order to see how synthetic speech 
could perform in real communicative situations where at least one of the 

participants is an artificial agent, for example, between a human using a 

speech synthesiser as an alternative or augmentative communication method 
and an automatic dialogue system. The paper reports on a preliminary 

experiment in which various speech synthesisers are evaluated by measuring 

the automatic recognition accuracy of their output, with and without speaker 
adaptation.  

In the experiment, 4 speech synthesisers were used: Automatic Close 

Copy Speech (ACCS) synthesis with MBROLA [2], statistical parametric 
synthesis (HTS) [3], Polish BOSS [4] and commercial Ivona™ [5, 6]. The 

synthetic speech outputs of those systems were input to the Poznań 

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system [7], first, without the speaker 
adaptation training, and later, with the speaker adaptation mode switched on, 

in which, the speaker adaptation was trained on the different synthetic 

speech systems outputs discussed in this paper. 
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2. Speech synthesizers 

2.1. ACCS synthesis with MBROLA 

A conventional Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis architecture has two main 

components: the Natural Language Processing Component (NLP) and the 

Digital Signal Processing Component (DSP). In Automatic Close Copy 
Speech (ACCS) synthesis, however, it is the annotated speech corpus that 

provides all the information required by the DSP component, making the 

NLP front-end of the TTS system redundant. The main tasks of the NLP 
front-end are replaced as follows [2]: 

(i) Phonetisation model: replaced by a phoneme inventory for 

phonemically annotated corpora. 
(ii) Duration model: from the time-stamps of the annotation. 

(iii) Pitch model: pitch extraction algorithm over the given label time 

domains. 
For the ACCS synthesis, the MBROLA diphone synthesis was chosen 

[8]. The input to the ACCS synthesis is a pair of speech signal files and a 

time-aligned phonemic annotation. The phonemes are first validated 
(checked whether the phonemes are present in the synthetic voice). Next, 

durations and pitch are extracted. Finally, phoneme labels, durations and 

pitch positions and pitch values are integrated into the synthesiser interface 
format (MBROLA PHO format). 

For the synthesis, two MBROLA voices were used: the PL1 female 

voice [9] and the PL2 male MBROLA voice [10]. 

2.2. Statistical parametric (HTS) 

Statistical parametric speech synthesis based on Hidden Markov Models 

(HMM) is a fairly new approach which is rapidly growing in popularity. In 
HMM-based Speech Synthesis Systems (HTS) [hts 2.0], spectral parameters, 

excitation and duration of speech segments are simultaneously modelled by 

context-dependent HMMs. Speech signal is later generated from the models 
themselves [11]. 

This technology allows building small footprint, high quality 

synthesisers from small corpora. An additional advantage is a relatively easy 
manipulation of voice parameters. 

The synthesiser uses a speech corpus originally designed for the Polish 

BOSS unit selection synthesiser. The Polish BOSS synthesiser is also used 
as a text analysis tool for the HTS, which does not include one [3]. 

2.3. BOSS 

The Bonn Open Synthesis System (BOSS) [12,13] is a general open-source 
framework for non-uniform unit selection synthesis. The BOSS architecture 

follows the client-server paradigm. The client is a program that can run 

remotely (on any system), sending input in XML format to the server and 
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receiving the speech signal. BOSS performs the synthesis using a two-stage 

algorithm: first, the candidate selection is performed, where units of the 

highest possible level (word, syllable or phoneme) are selected from the 
corpus. In the second stage, the final unit selection is made based on 

candidates‘ contextual, segmental, suprasegmental features and their joint 

adequacy represented by cost functions. 
For the Polish BOSS, the speech material (4 hours) was read by a 

professional radio speaker during several recording sessions, and later 

annotated on word, syllable and phone levels by trained phoneticians, with 
suprasegmental information about prosody of utterances [4]. 

2.4. Ivona™ 

Ivona™ [5, 6] is a commercial speech synthesis system developed and 
maintained by IVO Software™, Poland. It uses a non-uniform unit selection 

technology. In this approach, a vector of ca. 50 features is first extracted 

from a preprocessed text input. On this basis, F0 and duration contours are 
generated. Next, polyphones are selected from a large speech database 

according to the model and concatenation cost functions. After applying 

limited time-scale modifications to  the pitch, duration and power of selected 
units, the units are concatenated using the Pitch Synchronous Overlap and 

Add (PSOLA) algorithm. 

Since 2006 Ivona™ has won the Blizzard Challenge, an international 
speech synthesis evaluation event, several times and is currently considered 

to be one of the best available TTS systems. 

3. ASR system 

The Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system has been developed at the 

Poznań Supercomputing and Networking Center (PSNC) and its aim is to 
serve as a Polish speech dictation system (for Large Vocabulary Continuous 

Speech Recognition, LVCSR) for a specific language domain [7]. The 

system is dedicated for the judicature, the police, the border guards and other 
public security services. The system is designed to assist the user in writing 

notes, protocols, formal texts, legal documents, police reports as well as 

other tasks connected with the domain. 
The acoustic models for the ASR system have been trained on the 

Jurisdict database which contains speech material of about 2200 speakers 

from all parts of Poland. A recording session for one speaker provides 
around 40 minutes of speech and is structured in the following manner [14]: 

 Type A – (semi-)spontaneous speech: elicited dictation of short 

descriptions, isolated phrases, numbers or letter sequences. 
 Type B – read speech: phonetic coverage and syntactically 

controlled structures. These sentences were created for research 

purposes to provide triphone and diphone coverage and to cover the 

most important syntactic structures. 
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 Type C – read speech: semantically controlled structures of 

utterances containing specialised vocabulary, legal and police texts, 

application words. 

The system may operate on different levels of accuracy/speed preset – 
the lower the level, the lower the accuracy, but the faster the time of 

recognition. In the present study, results on 7 levels are discussed. 

Additionally, the ASR system provides a speaker adaptation procedure 
which renders the system speaker-dependent and improves the results of 

speech recognition. The system accuracy tends to saturate at ca. 91% in case 

of non-adapted acoustic models, whereas for adapted-speaker models the 
results are around 93% with ever-increasing recognition time [7]. 

4. Speech material 

4.1.  Speech recognition – police report 

An  anonymised police report
1
 was chosen as a text to be synthesised. This 

choice was justified by the particular domain of the ASR system. The report 
has a typical structure and consists of 277 words. Beginning with general 

information about the suspect, and followed by his confession of guilt and 

explanations, it ends with a final statement of submitting to the punishment.  
Altogether, the speech material consisted of one police report divided 

into 44 pieces, synthesised with: 

 ACCS with Mbrola – PL1 female voice 

 ACCS with Mbrola – PL2 male voice 

 BOSS – male BOSS Polish voice 

 HTS – male BOSS Polish voice 

 Ivona™ - male voice, Jan 
Additionally, the speech material included the original recording of 

male human speech – Piotr. 

The report was read and recorded by an expert user of the ASR system, 
Piotr. In order to provide better control and easier data analysis at all stages 

of the experiment, the report was divided into 44 small pieces at the end of 

the sentences or at pauses in the speech signal. 
The original human speech was automatically annotated on the phone 

level using SALIAN [15] and checked manually by a phonetician. These 

recordings and their annotations were input to the ACCS system and 
synthesised using PL1 [9] and PL2 [10] MBROLA voices. The MBROLA 

interface format (the MBROLA PHO file) is structured into a list of tuples of 

phoneme label, duration in milliseconds, and an optional series of pairs of 
pitch position in percent of the segment duration and F0 value in Hz. Because 

the original recordings were of male voice with male F0 values and PL1 

                                                   
1 All the names in the police report are fictional and should not be linked to 

real people. 
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voice is female, the pitch values extracted from the human voice were 

doubled to make them resemble female values, i.e. original_male_F0 * 2 = 

female_F0 input to MBROLA PHO file. 
At the next stage, the report was synthesised in the HTS and BOSS 

systems, both built on the same database of speech – the Polish BOSS, and 

additionally the text was synthesised in Ivona™ using the male voice of Jan. 

4.2. Speaker adaptation 

For the speaker adaptation, a standard set of 257 sentences was prepared 

exactly in the same way as described above for the ACCS with Mbrola, 
BOSS, HTS and Ivona™ speech synthesis systems, and included also the 

male human speech. The set of sentences assures the most common triphone 

coverage in the Polish language and typical phrases and vocabulary for the 
domain of the ASR, i.e. police report and legal-judiciary texts. The set was 

designed especially for the Poznań ASR system. It consists of 2406 

orthographical words. 

5. Speech evaluation and recognition experiment 

The synthetic speech materials, along with the recordings of the human 
speech were input to the ASR system and processed on 7 levels of system‘s 

accuracy/speed presets. Level 1 shows the lowest accuracy of recognition, 

but works fastest. On the other hand, Level 7 shows the best recognition 
results, but the recognition time is longer.  

The workflow of the experiment is presented in Figure 2. 4 synthetic 

voices were used (drawn in white cylinders): Jan, PL1, PL2 and Polish 
BOSS. PL2 voice (diphone database) is based on the natural voice of 

Mariusz which is included in the Jurisdict database. In the experiment the 

recording of the natural voice of Piotr was used – Piotr was also recorded 
earlier and is one of the 2200 speakers who gave their voices for the Jurisdict 

database. (Natural voices are drawn in gray cylinders.) Although the police 

report read by Piotr did not appear in any recording sessions included in the 
Jurisdict database, it is expected that the fact that the ASR acoustic models 

were trained also on Piotr‘s voice should not have improved significantly the 

speech recognition. The connection from Piotr‘s voice to the original 
recording of the police report is marked by the dotted arrow.  Piotr‘s 

recording was also used for the ACCS synthesis which is marked by the 

dashed arrow. 
The generated synthetic speech of the police report was evaluated by 

the ASR system. The generated synthetic sentences used for the speaker 

adaptation was also input to the ASR system and the system was trained to 
improve speech recognition. The evaluation part in Figure 2 is marked in 

hatching and includes recognition of the original human speech. The ASR 

outputs text data whose analysis is discussed below. 
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Figure 1. The workflow of the experiment 

6. Results 

6.1. General statistics 

Table 1 shows the results of speech recognition on 7 levels of accuracy/speed 

preset for 5 synthetic voices and the model human voice, with and without 

speaker adaptation, and the improvements of recognition after speaker 
adaptation in percentage points (pp). For evaluation, a tool SCITE available 

at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [16] was used, 

which measures the accuracy of word recognition, error rates for word 
substitution, deletions and insertions. 

The results show that on almost all the levels the human speech was 

recognised best. The diphone concatenative and statistical parametric 
synthesisers produced speech which had the highest recognition accuracy 

without adaptation, and the statistical parametric synthesis was best 

recognised after speaker adaptation, exceeding even the results of 
recognition of human speech. The worst scores with and without speaker 

adaptation were obtained by the unit-selection speech synthesis, although it 
is worth underlining that the speaker adaptation increased the accuracy of 

speech recognition by 26pp, and reduced the real time factor by 434.34pp. 

These high results of the HTS may be achieved thanks to the fact that 
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both the HTS and the ASR system, are based on the same technology, i.e. 

Markov models. Therefore, speech output by the HTS was predicted to 

provide a somehow better fit for the ASR system‘s decoder. Additionally, the 
HTS generates very natural prosody and renders virtually no mismatches at 

the segment boundaries. 

Table 1: Automatic recognition accuracy (Acc - %) and speed (real time 
ratio, T - %) for 5 synthetic voices and a natural model voice, on 7 levels of 

accuracy/speed preset (Q), with and without speaker adaptation, and the 

improvements (pp); best results in bold, worst in underlined italics 

Q 

With ADAPTATION 

ACCS_PL1 ACCS_PL2 BOSS HTS Ivona™ Original 

Acc T Acc T Acc T Acc T Acc T Acc T 

1 80.9 15.99 80.5 14.18 81.2 21.92 76.5 10.04 81.6 17.7 88.4 9.36 

2 86.6 18.95 83 16.52 82.3 26.5 82.3 11.6 87 21.56 89.5 11.12 

3 87.7 25.57 86.6 21.94 82.3 34.62 83 13.76 87.7 27.34 91 13.2 

4 87.7 39.74 87.7 33.3 84.5 52.56 88.8 15.42 88.4 40.84 91.7 18.18 

5 88.1 52.04 88.4 43.15 84.1 68.67 88.8 19.4 88.4 56.37 91.7 24.35 

6 88.8 103.15 90.3 85.71 84.1 131.93 92.8 27.84 89.2 112.53 92.1 41.76 

7 89.9 247.67 90.6 192.82 83.8 297.36 93.5 45.76 89.2 274.34 92.1 80.96 

 Without ADAPTATION 

1 74.4 20.65 73.3 21.99 54.9 28.04 71.1 25.48 62.1 33.61 84.8 13.39 

2 75.8 25.51 76.5 26.73 57.4 34.47 81.2 30.55 65 42.59 86.3 16.16 

3 8.3 34.83 77.3 37.24 61.7 45.65 81.2 40.62 69.7 60.03 88.1 21.36 

4 81.6 57.03 79.8 60.66 64.6 73.99 81.6 73.05 74 101.51 89.2 33.46 

5 82.3 74.03 81.2 78.2 65.3 97 81.2 90.84 75.5 131.52 89.5 44.4 

6 83 143.25 81.2 150.95 67.9 189.64 83.8 170.87 78.3 247.74 89.2 85.55 

7 83.4 334.62 81.2 346.31 72.2 426.81 82.7 407.09 77.6 708.68 89.5 193.28 

 Improvements 

1 6.5 4.66 7.2 7.81 26.3 6.12 5.4 15.44 19.5 15.91 3.6 4.03 

2 10.8 6.56 6.5 10.21 24.9 7.97 1.1 18.95 22 21.03 3.2 5.04 

3 9.4 9.26 9.3 15.3 20.6 11.03 1.8 26.86 18 32.69 2.9 8.16 

4 6.1 17.29 7.9 27.36 19.9 21.43 7.2 57.63 14.4 60.67 2.5 15.28 

5 5.8 21.99 7.2 35.05 18.8 28.33 7.6 71.44 12.9 75.15 2.2 20.05 

6 5.8 40.1 9.1 65.24 16.2 57.71 9 143.03 10.9 135.21 2.9 43.79 

7 6.5 86.95 9.4 153.49 11.6 129.45 10.8 361.33 11.6 434.34 2.6 112.32 

 

6.2. Semantic analysis 

The text output of the ASR system without speaker adaptation was analysed 

for similarities and differences in word and sentence recognition on Level 7 

of accuracy/speed preset and discussed in detail in [17]. After speaker 
adaptation, the mistakes in word and sentence recognition were similar.  

It was found that the ASR system has problems correctly recognising 

verbs in the 1
st
 person singular, present and future tense, which end 

orthographically in ―-ę‖ /ew~/, e.g. ―chcę‖ (Eng. I want) or ―zabiję‖ (Eng. I 

will kill)  However, in Polish it is phonologically correct to pronounce the ―-
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ę‖ ending as ―e‖ /e/. The verbs discussed were recognised as ―zabije‖ and 

―chce‖ which are correct verb forms for the 3
rd
 person singular. It is often 

phonetically impossible to differentiate the ―chcę‖ from ―chce‖ in speech, 
therefore, the language model implemented in the ASR system should 

correct such mistakes at a higher level. Additionally, the system had 

problems with the proper names: Hajdukowie, Hajduków (surname), Majka 
(first name). All these words were substituted by other words. These words 

are present in the ASR dictionary and the system was be able to recognise 

them, but it did not. 
Additionally, the system often had problems recognising the following 

words and substituted them with different ones: broń → broni; nastawiane 

→ nastawione; opryskliwe → opryskliwy. A list of confusion pairs of HTS 
synthetic speech recognition at level 7 of accuracy/speed preset is presented 

in Table 2. 

Table 2: Confusion pairs of recognition of HTS speech, at level 7 

Verbs Other words 

Target Recognised Target Recognised 

chcę chce a na 

przyznaję przyznaje broń broni 

zabiję zabije hajdukowie powie 

zakupię zakupie hajduków łuków 

żyję żyje majka kanał 

  nowak walk 

  opryskliwe opryskliwy 

7. Conclusions and discussion  

In this paper, the evaluation of speech synthesis systems was performed 

using the speaker adaptive automatic speech recognition system for Polish. 

The HTS system based on the Hidden Markov Models received the best 
results. The ACCS synthesis with Mbrola based on concatenation of diphone 

also scored very high when the ASR acoustic models were not trained on the 

adaptation set sentences. The unit-selection systems obtained the worst 
results of accuracy recognition and also the time of recognition was the 

slowest. 

Human speech was recognised very well, with and without speaker 
adaptation, although the HTS synthesis exceeded its accuracy results at level 

7 after speaker adaptation by 1.4pp, and the time was shorter by 35.2pp. 

The high accuracy recognition of the synthetic speech for the modern 
HTS  speech synthesiser shows that this technology can successfully be used 

in communicative situations when human speech is replaced by synthetic 

voices and when the human ear is replaced by the automatic speech 
recognition system. Additionally, the results show that the automatic speech 

recognition may be used by people with different speech impairments if the 

acoustic models are adapted. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper describes the development of an LVCSR system for 

Polish language. Relatively good results were obtained already in 2011, 

however, the contribution of the applied language model was still 

unsatisfactory, in the case of a strongly inflectional Polish language. Also 

the decoding time was too high. The present results for recognition 

accuracy of 90-93% might be useful for certain commercial applications. 

The paper reports briefly process in which the most effective results in 

precise speech recognition were accomplished through systematic 
evaluation and validation of the system. System effectiveness was tested 

on big sets and information was gained from future users. 

STRESZCZENIE 

Artykuł opisuje ewaluację systemu rozpoznawania mowy typu LVCSR 

dla języka polskiego. Względnie dobre wyniki rozpoznawania mowy 

uzyskano już w 2011 r., jednak jakość stosowanego wówczas modelu 

językowego była niesatysfakcjonująca, zważywszy na silnie fleksyjny 

charakter języka polskiego. Także czas dekodowania był zbyt długi. 

Aktualne wyniki poprawności rozpoznawania wynoszące 90-93% mogą 

już być użyteczne w wielu komercyjnych zastosowaniach. Praca 

pokrótce opisuje proces osiągania skutecznych rezultatów 

rozpoznawania mowy poprzez systematyczną ewaluacje i walidację 
systemu. Efektywność systemu sprawdzano na dużych materiałach 

testowych a osiągane rezultaty opiniowali przyszli użytkownicy. 

mailto:mariusz.owsianny,%20piotr.francuzik@speechlabs.pl
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1. Introduction 

In the years 2009-2012 the prototype of the Automatic Speech Recognition 
System (ASR) has been prepared within two development projects financed 

by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education and then adjusted to 

implementation [3, 4, 5]. The system is designed for law firms and legal 

services agencies, judiciary and police force. The project was realized within 
the consortium of core partners in co-operation with Poznań Supercomputing 

and Networking Center (PCSS), Polish Platform of Homeland Security 

(PPHS) and Wolters Kluwer Poland (WKP) publishing home (the first 
project

2
) or the Future Voice System (FVS) company (the second project

3
). 

Currently, a commercial product modeled on the prototype developed at the 

Laboratory of Integrated Speech and Language Processing Systems 
(affiliated by PCSS) is prepared. The Poznań ASR system is based on the 

methodology for general word corpora and vocabulary resources developed 

at Adam Mickiewicz Foundation and Adam Mickiewicz University [1, 2, 4]. 

The system relies on two corpora: JURISDICT corpus created in order to 
provide statistical acoustic models optimum for speech recognition and used 

for testing the models and the language corpora consisting of the linguistic 

material collected for the project purpose. 

2. Laboratory tests 

Since speech quality is the key factor to speech recognition correctness a text 

should be dictated audibly, with moderate volume and paste (not too fast). 
The quality of dictated speech influences also speech recognition time. The 

better the speaker,  the higher the percent of correctly recognized words and 

the shorter the decoding time. Every mispronunciations and falters, voice 
indisposition like runny nose or hoarseness, as well as cough, noisy breath or 

smacking noises affect negatively the quality of speech recognition. To all 

speech shaped sounds categorized as a word ASR assigns the most probable 

word from the system dictionary. Therefore a speaker is requested to 
pronounce the text with high precision and accuracy. It is very important that 

the speaker makes short intervals while speaking – the text should not be 

dictated ―at a stretch‖ (continuously). The system works then fast and 
smoothly. 

                                                   
2 Project ―Integrated system of automatic speech-to-text conversion based on 

linguistic modeling designed in the environment of the analysis and legal 

documentation workflow for the needs of homeland security‖ realized by PCSS, 

PPHS, WKP consortium. 
3 Project ―Collecting and processing of the verbal information in military 

systems for crime and terrorism prevention and control‖ realized by PCSS, PPHS, 

FVS consortium 
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The best results in speech to text conversion can be achieved when 

using one of two headset microphones dedicated to the ASR system: 

Sennheiser ME3 or Sennheiser PC26. 
When microphones with characteristics different than those applied for 

learning the system (non-dedicated microphones) were used, the correctness 

of speech recognition worsened. After adaptation process the results 
achieved using dedicated and non-dedicated microphones become similar. 

Adaptation made to ―extraneous‖ microphones raises the correctness 

significantly, even by 30%. Adaptation to speaker voice, the microphone 

used, the other electro-acoustic device and acoustical environments improves 
the speech recognition results and shorten the recognition time [3, 5]. 

2.1. Correctness verification method 

Evaluation tests have been carried out with using the standard Sclite tool for 
speech recognition system assessment. The application compares the 

reference text and recognized text and calculates recognition correctness as 

an average percent of correctly recognized words including (in minus) 

interpolated words. The evaluation of recognition correctness is made based 
on calculating the Levenshtein distance which is defined as the least number 

of simple operations changing one sequence of words into the other 

sequence. Simple operations mean to insert new word, delete a word or 
replace a word into another one. The distance between two sentences is the 

least number of simple operations transforming one sentence into another 

one. 
Recognition correctness is calculated from the formula (1): 

 

 

(1) 
when N is the number of words in the recognized statement, I is the number 

of inserts and H is the number of correctly recognized words. 

The accuracy at the level of word graphs, further marked in this paper 
as „Acc*‖, subtends Levenshtein distance which is the least from among all 

full paths in word graph generated by the decoder. It can be understood as 

recognition correctness with the assumption that the ―ideal‖ language model 
exists. The ―ideal‖ model would be the model which always shows the word 

sequence most similar to the recognized statement in the obtained word 

matrix. In this way recognition errors inserted by decoder can be separated 

from language model influence on results obtained in tests. 
Acc* was estimated using especially developed tool named SalResults 

in which the Levenshtein algorithm for 2 symbol sequences has been 

generalized to algorithm of comparing 2 acyclic directed graphs (in both 
cases the dynamic programming is applied). Without the above 

generalization the described tool is compatible to Sclite. 
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2.2. Validation sets 

During laboratory tests two validation sets were used: 

 Validation set I: test material consisted of recording of 97 speakers 

(7749 statements, 157426 words, about 30 hours of sound material). 
These recordings come from JURISDICT corpora and they were not 

used for system training. Sennheiser ME3 microphone was used for 

these recordings. 

 Validation set II: test material consisted of recordings of 13 speakers 

(147 statements, 1199 words for each speaker, about 3 hours of the 

sound material). The recordings were carried out using 3 

microphones (Sennheiser PC26, Sennheiser ME3, Philips 

Speechmike).  

2.3. Acoustic model testing 

During the tests of the ASR system many variants of acoustic models were 

taken into account. Tests with several dozen variants of acoustic models 
were carried out, including among others LDA models, MFCC with different 

numbers of Gaussian mixtures, physical states and subsequent learning 

iterations (within the range from 1 to 6). 
Tables 1 and 2 below and the Figure 3 show partial results for given 

tests. 

Table 3. The effect of the senon number of acoustic model on its size and  

speech recognition time and accuracy. Tests made on a sub-set (containing 
of 1560 randomly chosen statements, 31832 words) of the validation set I 

(97 speakers) using universal acoustic model (without adaptation). 

n/sen size[MB] Acc[%] T[%] Acc[%]* 

29967 98,4 80,3 166,83 88,970215 

20127 66,08 80,3 158,47 89,168129 

13450 44,16 80,4 152,56 89,592232 

10821 35,53 80,5 150,67 89,711609 

8557 28,09 80,8 149,42 90,14828 

6732 22,1 80,8 150,28 90,346191 

5272 17,31 81 152,12 90,691757 

3901 12,81 80,7 159,31 90,86454 
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Table 4. The effect of the number of acoustic model iterations on recognition 

time and accuracy. Tests made for validation set II (13 speakers, Sennheiser 

PC26 and Sennheiser ME3 microphones) using universal acoustic model 
(without adaptation). 

 

 

n/iter 
Sennheiser PC26 Sennheiser ME3 

Acc[%] T[%] Acc[%] T[%] 

4 82,8 139,75 87,6 112,65 

6 83,5 138,94 88 111,46 

8 83,6 137,59 88,1 111,47 

10 83,8 136,93 88,3 111,06 

12 84 137,42 88,4 111,51 

14 84,1 136,8 88,5 111,17 

16 84 136,59 88,6 110,79 

 

 

Fig. 1. The effect of the number of acoustic model Gaussian mixtures on 

speech recognition time and accuracy for 7 recognition quality levels. Tests 
made on a sub-set (containing 1560 randomly chosen statements, 31832 

words) of validation set I (97 speakers) using universal acoustic model. 

The test results showed that the most efficient and accurate recognition 

is achieved with the acoustic model trained using recordings sub-set from the 
JURISDICT corpus (about 1,5 mio recordings, approx. 2400 speakers, about 

900 recording hours) with the following parameters: 

 14 Gaussian mixtures 

 8557 physical states 
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 14 learning iteration 

The acoustic model with the parameters listed above is currently applied 

in the ASR system. 

2.4. Language model tests 

Due to the big size of the acoustic model (over 1,3 GB) tests concerning 

possible size reduction have been carried out. Language models based on 

juridical corpus and press material texts for different cuts (number of 
presence in learning corpus), bigrams (within the range from 1 to 9) and 

trigrams (within the range from 1 to 30) were tested. The models were built 

based on joined corpus of juridical and press texts and using interpolation 
(models built on separated corpora, interpolation means using the given 

model with chosen weight). Additionally, input reduction of bigrams and 

trigram lists has been made due to their information rate (further reduction of 

acoustic model size). 
In total 121 variants of acoustic models have been tested. As a result 

the language model with slight rescoring accuracy drop (maximally about 

1% depending on validation set and testing parameters) was selected, 
however its size has been significantly reduced.  

The size of the previously used model was 13334 MB, whereas the size 

of the currently applied model is 230 MB. Consequently, the requirements 

for software installation on PC‘s became less demanding and the ASR 
system can be used on computers with 32-bit operation systems. 

2.5. Optimization of speech recognition speed  

Within three and a half years of work of the Laboratory of Integrated Speech 
and Language Processing Systems team several dozen versions of the ARM 

system have been developed. 84
th
 version turned out to be special due to 

changes introduced to improve recognition speed, especially of long 
statements (several and more seconds of duration). The optimization 

included the improvement of the algorithm for cutting result word matrix. 

Thereby the optimization influence on the accuracy and the relative 

recognition time have been tested.Tests comparing the 83
rd

 and the 84
th
 

versions of the ASR system have been made. Table 3 below presents results 

for the sub-set including 1560 randomly chosen statements, 31832 words 

from the validation set I (97 speakers). Tables 4 and 5 shows results for the 
validation set II (13 speakers, Sennheiser PC26, Sennheiser ME3 and Philips 

Speechmike microphones). ΔT stands for the percentage gain of relative 

time of recognition for the 84
th

 version of the ASR system calculated in 
relation to the relative recognition time obtained in the 83

rd
 version of the 

ASR system. 
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Table 5. The effect of optimization on the relative recognition time for the 

sub-set of validation set I (97 speakers). The results obtained using universal 

acoustic model (without adaptation) at 7 recognition quality levels  
available within the system are given. 

Level ΔT[%] 

The highest 20,78 

Higher 22,98 

High 21,81 

Mean 21,22 

Low 21,08 

Lower 21,17 

The lowest 19,85 

 

Depending on the validation set and the acoustic model used in the tests 

the acceleration of recognition speed by as much as 23% was observed (for 
validation set I; for validation set II slower acceleration was observed). It 

results from different content of the validation sets – they included 

statements of a different length. The average length of a statement for the 
validation set I is 13,1 s (varying between 1,4 s and 81,9 s), while for 

validation set II the value is 5,1 s (varying between 1,8 s and 17,7 s). It 

should be mentioned that the optimization of recognition speed did not 

influence the recognition efficiency. 
 

Table 6. The effect of the optimization on the relative recognition time for 

the sub-set of validation set II (13 speakers). The results obtained using 
universal acoustic model (without adaptation) at 7 recognition quality levels  

available within the system are given. 

Level 

ΔT[%] 

Sennheiser 

ME3 

Sennheiser 

PC26 

Philips 

Speechmike 

The highest 12,94 15,43 16,9 

Higher 14,25 17,02 18,81 

High 13,56 16,73 18,6 

Mean 12,83 15,81 17,63 

Low 12,7 15,4 16,83 

Lower 12,2 14,32 15,9 

The lowest 9,88 12,55 14,01 
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Table 7. The effect of the optimization influence on the relative recognition 

time for the sub-set of validation set II (13 speakers). The results obtained 

using universal acoustic model (without adaptation) at 7 recognition quality 
levels  available within the system are given. 

Level 

ΔT[%] 

Sennheiser 

ME3 

Sennheiser 

PC26 

Philips 

Speechmike 

The highest 7,89 8,75 8,99 

Higher 8,52 9,65 9,51 

High 8,72 11,06 12,12 

Mean 10,74 11,91 12,04 

Low 9,5 11,04 11,17 

Lower 7,96 8,89 8,93 

The lowest -0,15 2,5 5,44 

 

2.6. Comparison of recognition speed at different computers 

In order to asses recognition efficiency depending on capacity of computer 

used for speech recognition comparison tests have been carried out using the 

84
th
 version of the ASR system. Two different computers were used in the 

tests: 

 DualCore with parameters: 

 Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E8400, 3.00 GHz 

 RAM: 4.00 GB 

 Operating system: Windows 7, 64-bit 

 i7 with parameters:  

 Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU 950, 3.07 GHz 

 RAM: 24.00GB 

 Operating system: Windows 7, 64-bit 

Figure 2 below presents test results for the sub-set  (1560 randomly 

selected statements, 31832 words) of the validation set I (97 speakers). 

Figure 3 shows results for the validation set II (13 speakers, Sennheiser ME3 
microphone). 
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Fig. 2. The effect of relative time of recognition on speech accuracy for 7 

quality recognition levels (results for validation set I obtained using the 

universal acoustic model). 

 

The results proved that capacity of computer applied for speech 

recognition influences only the relative time of decoding, but it does not 
affect the recognition accuracy. The relative time of decoding for i7 

computer was shorter (the decoding time raised) by 43% on the average in 

relation to the relative time of decoding obtained for DualCore (depending 

on the quality recognition level). 
 

 

Fig. 3. The effect of relative time of recognition on speech accuracy for 7 

quality recognition levels (results for validation set II obtained using the 

universal acoustic model). 
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2.7. Final results 

In order to evaluate the current level of recognition efficiency for the ASR 

system, quality and capacity tests have been carried out in December 2012. 
Table 6 and Figure 4 present recognition results (accuracy, relative time and 

maximum accuracy for result word graph). Test were made using the 89
th
 

version of the ASR system. 

Table 8. Results for the validation set I (97 speakers) obtained using the 

universal acoustic model (without adaptation) for 7 recognition quality 

levels 

Level Acc[%] T[%] Acc[%]* 

The highest 88,3 280,91 91,51 

Higher 87,8 126,22 90,64 

High 86,8 64,71 89,34 

Mean 86,1 48,32 88,41 

Low 84 30,66 86,12 

Lower 81,6 22,97 83,73 

The lowest 79,1 18,58 81,09 

 

 

Fig. 4. The effect of relative recognition time on recognition accuracy for 7 

recognition quality levels. 

Recognition accuracy for the extensive test material amounted to 87% 
in real recognition time. The analysis investigating recognition results of 

words and sentences proved that the highest percent of mistakes resulted 

from word substitution (one word replaced by another one or identical word 

with other suffix) and amounted to 9%, while the total percent of mistakes 
was about 13%. The remaining percentage of the mistakes caused by word 

deletion and insertion increased respectively about 2%. The result is crucial 
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for the Polish language with its endings variety and ambiguity resulting from 

the language structure. 

 

 

Fig. 5. The effect of relative time of recognition on recognition accuracy for 

7 recognition quality levels. The results for validation set II (13 speakers) 
obtained using the universal acoustic model (without adaptation) at 7 

recognition quality levels are given. 

 

 

Fig. 6. The effect of acoustic model adaptation to speaker voice on 
recognition efficiency and the effect of relative recognition time on 

recognition accuracy at 7 recognition quality levels. The results for 

validation set II (13 speakers) obtained using the adapted acoustic model 
(with adaptation) at 7 recognition quality levels are given. 
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Results for the validation set II (13 speakers) presented in Figure 5 and 

Figure 6 show clearly that the application of the acoustic model adapted to 

speaker voice results in: 

 shortening of the recognition time (depending on microphones used 

and quality level within the range of 30% to 50% of reduction of 

recognition in relation to the time obtained by using the universal 

model) 

 recognition accuracy increase (depending on microphones used and 

quality level within the range of 3% to 19% of relative accuracy 

increase) 

 reduction of differences between recognition accuracy for recordings 

made with different microphones (test and adaptation recordings 

made with the same microphones). 

3. Tests made by the  system users 

At the end of 2011 the Police tested the ASR system to prove automatic 

transcription efficiency and evaluate time gain obtained by typing text using 

the ASR system instead of a standard computer keyboard. 

Sixteen police officers representing five Province Police Headquarters 
were provided with report texts, wrote them using the ASR system, recorded 

recognized texts, rewrote the reports on a computer, corrected both texts and 

estimated time needed for both activities. Police officers were also asked to 
use the ASR system in their daily tasks and activities related to legal  

proceedings and discovery processes. At the end of the tests the officers 

filled in the electronic version of the survey evaluating the ASR system, 

especially the interface, user friendliness, flow rate and recognition quality. 
The survey results, however positive,  showed unsatisfactory recognition 

time and accuracy. 

The tests proved that the ASR system efficiency resulting in time gain 
which depends mostly on the skills of the system use, proper dictating mode, 

individual approach and typing speed. The weighted average gain of time 

(participants involvement was taken into account) amounted to 15%. The 
range of obtained results was broad and oscillated between -5% and +51%. It 

should be highlighted that even those of the test participants who wrote very 

quickly and in ―normal‖ conditions achieved low time gain became 

inclinable to use the ASR system, e.g. in situation of weariness. 
Between June and October 2012 eight persons from various police units 

used the ASR system in their daily work. During tests the consultants sent 

comments to the system and proposals via discussion forums and 
questionnaires. The comments were immediately included by creating new 

versions of the ASR system. Then updated versions were provided to the 
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consultant for further testing. In total 184 anonym reports/memo have been 

sent. Tests were carried out in diversified conditions: offices with different 

noise level, open-space offices, shopping centers, open space areas, near 
stadium area. Very good results were achieved for office spaces, quite good 

results for shopping centers. Results for open space areas depended highly 

on conditions (wind, noise). During adjustment process based on test results 
the user interface has been modified, model reading has been accelerated, the 

requirements for software (32-bit Windows installation possible), 

recognition process has been also accelerated (especially longer statements). 

Many mistakes and errors reported by consultants have been deleted. 
Between September and October 2012 five court transcriptionists from  

Gorzów Wielkopolski evaluated the ASR for its usability in their work. The 

persons who tested ASR submitted remarks on the system and adjustment 
proposals useful for transcription. Tests were carried out in various 

conditions (single and double rooms). Transcriptionists listened to court case 

recordings of the length of 5-20 minutes and of various quality and then 

typed the texts using the ASR system. Recording content was also wide-
ranging  (a.o. specialist vocabulary in statements of court appointed experts, 

language errors, jargon). Recognition accuracy at the level of above 90% and 

satisfactory recognition time confirmed the solution usability under the 
condition of using microphone adjusted to the specific test requirements  

(Sennheiser PC26 equipped with one earphone with insufficient quality 

affecting the use of previously applied high quality headphones). In audio 
monitoring DYKTAK software was applied, transcription has been made 

with the ASR system. We assume the integration of both systems would 

bring better results. Vocabulary included in the system appeared sufficient, 

however jargon and some specialist vocabulary were not available (jargon 
and language error annotation). Transcription in the ASR system for eight 

hours per day appeared inconvenient. ASR should be treated as a support 

tool for court transcriptionists. 
Currently, the ASR system is planned for implementation in ―e-Police 

Station‖ software application to support police organization units, especially 

forensic teams, in investigations. The ASR system is aimed to converting 
voice-to-text to support ―e-Police Station‖ application designed for 

investigation documents in data collection during criminal investigation (to 

eliminate repeated/multiple rewriting). 

The ASR system has met with a high interest of the Police, military 
service, the border guard, the military police, Central Anti-Corruption 

Bureau (CBA) and judiciary. Comparing to the tests from 2011, the results 

obtained recently present a significant rise of positive evaluation made by 
prospect users in terms of system speed and its quality. Improvement in the 

evaluation of other aspects of the ASR system (interface, user friendliness) 

can also be observed.  
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We are convinced that the system status achieved within the test project 

proves that the ASR system will meet expectation of its prospect users and 

especially the dedicated target group. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper reports on the work directed at creating a framework for 

investigation of affective states and paralinguistic features in speech and 

their role in describing individual features of human voices. The work 

was carried out within a research-development project whose primary 

aim was to develop a speaker recognition and identification system 

mainly for forensic applications. The present paper describes the 

methods and preliminary results of examination of the choice of lexical 

means, vocal communication of affective states and voice quality 

features using "Paralingua‖ corpus, and introduces "Annotation System" 
- a novel tool designed specifically for annotation of paralinguistic 

features.  

STRESZCZENIE 

Artykuł opisuje prace mające na celu stworzenie ram badawczych na 

potrzeby analizy stanów afektywnych oraz cech pozajęzykowych w 

mowie oraz ich roli w opisie indywidualnych cech głosu ludzkiego. 

Prace prowadzono w ramach projektu badawczo-rozwojowego, którego 

główny cel stanowiła budowa systemu rozpoznawania i identyfikacji 

mówcy głównie na potrzeby zastosowań w kryminalistyce. W artykule 

omówiono metody i wstępne wyniki badań dotyczących doboru środków 

leksykalnych, głosowej komunikacji stanów afektywnych oraz jakości 
głosu z wykorzystaniem korpusu "Paralingua", oraz zaprezentowano 

nowe narzędzie, stworzone na potrzeby anotacji cech pozajęzykowych - 

"Annotation System". 
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1. Introduction 

Contemporary speaker recognition and identification systems are often based 
on low-level, short-term frame spectral features, however, an increasing 

number of studies (e.g. [1]) indicate that the performance of such systems  

might be enhanced by the use of higher-level, longer-term features, derived 

both from acoustic-phonetic analyses and perception-based tests. Forensic 
speaker identification requires a broad range of information including 

paralinguistic data which proved to be essential for certain methods of 

analysis [2]. At the same time, a number of constrictions need to be 
respected in the actual court practice  (e.g. the lack of population statistics, 

the stimuli presentation techniques, naïve vs. expert recognition differences 

and their potential role in implementing automatic methods of identification 
[3]). Whereas the use of paralinguistic features as indicators of individual 

characteristics of voices is not questioned in general, it poses a number of 

problems when it comes to precise definitions of the features [4, 5, 6], 

distinguishing between them or developing systematic descriptions, tagging 
schemes or evaluation procedures that could be afterwards used in a 

repetitive way. 

Analyses of voice features in general depend heavily on the availability 
of speech material, but for higher-level paralinguistic features this 

dependence appears to be even more important. A number of corpora used in 

speaker recognition or identification e.g. [7, 8, 9] are based on read speech or 

short quasi-spontaneous phrases which may be sufficient for classifying 
features such as age, gender and a range of short-term features related to 

momentary values of energy, pitch or voice quality. However, in order to 

investigate changes of these features over time, as well as to study the 
stability or individual changes of speech rhythm or speech rate it is 

necessary to use comparably long utterances composed of a number of 

phrases (preferably more than just several phrases). An important 
requirement is also the spontaneous or at least quasi-spontaneous character 

of speech material as well as its interactivity necessary to investigate voice 

features characteristic for real life conversations (compare also [10]). One 

more feature whose investigation requires rather spontaneous and longer 
utterances is the individual choice and organization of vocabulary and the 

specificity of using syntactic structures. Although these features might be 

rather rarely taken into account in the context of automatic speaker 
recognition or identification, their role in the description of individual 

characteristics of a voice or a speaker should not be neglected.  

Another issue is the vocal display of emotions and the relationships 
between paralinguistic features and affective states. The changeability of 

speaker's emotional state is regarded as one of the more important 

difficulties to overcome in the development of automatic speaker recognizers 

(e.g. [11]) since the presence and changing character of emotional load can 
significantly influence speech parameters. While classifying and interpreting 
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emotions is not an easy or unambiguous task even in everyday human 

communication, it is even more challenging for researchers who additionally 

need to deal with data scarcity and sparsity caused by problems with 
acquisition of an appropriate study material that can serve as a satisfying 

approximation of real emotions. Databases containing emotional speech can 

be divided in two types depending on whether they rely on acted or non-
acted naturalistic speech in emotion-related states. Databases of authentic 

emotional speech (e.g. Reading-Leeds, Belfast or CREST-ESP databases 

described in [12]) are characterized by high ecological validity, but they are 

less common than the acted ones mostly due to lack of control and some 
methodological problems e.g. small number of speakers, bad recording 

quality, examples of mostly weak affect and brief emotions (as opposed to 

full blown emotions), difficulty in the determination of the precise nature of 
the underlying emotion (for overview see [12, 13, 14]). Acted databases 

differ in the type of text material for the recordings: emotionally neutral 

sentences which can be used in everyday life [15] or nonsense, meaningless 

sentences [16, 17]. Some studies use affect bursts rather than speech [18].  
Resources used for analyses of paralinguistic features and emotional 

speech can also be distinguished on the basis of the modalities that they 

include – they may consist only of one or more audio channels or they can 
provide both audio and visual information. The use of multimodal databases 

is justified by their better correspondence to the multimodal character of 

human communication, however, for some applications using only audio 
channel might still appear sufficient as although in normal conditions the 

visual channel is an important factor, there  are a range of real-life situations 

where speakers and listeners have to cope without it (such as a simple 

conversation over the telephone) (see also [12]). 
The process of annotation, tagging and further feature extraction and 

modelling for spontaneous and emotionally marked speech data is yet 

another current challenge considering the fact that it is not always enough to 
simply adapt the methods used in more traditional domains of speech 

analysis and technology. With some features, it proved to be useful to use 

graphic feature continuum or space representation instead of arbitrary 
assignment to categories or creating annotation specifications based on lists 

of tags and labels. One of the examples is ―Feeltrace‖, a tool developed by 

[19] for the analysis of emotional speech using a two dimensional space 

graphic representation. 
The present paper summarizes work with the use of ―Paralingua‖ - a 

new speech database for investigation of affective states and paralinguistic 

features. In Section 2, the details concerning the database structure are 
presented. Section 3 describes the applied annotation tool and methodology. 

The preliminary results of analyses and experiments are presented in section 

4 and further discussed in Section 5. 
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2. Structure of “Paralingua” database 

The ―Paralingua‖ database consists of two main subcorpora: „Dial‖ 
(spontaneous dialogues) and „Emo‖ (emotionally marked speech), described 

in more detail further in this chapter. As a reference, apart from the target 

types of utterances (i.e. conversational speech in „Dial‖ and affective or 

emotionally marked speech in „Emo‖) a short read text was provided by 
each voice included in the database (The North Wind and the Sun, 

Aesop's Fable). 

2.1 The “Dial” sub-corpus 

The ―Dial‖ sub-corpus includes recordings of quasi-spontaneous, task-

oriented dialogues of 15 pairs of non-professional speakers aged 21-36 

(approximately 30 minutes of recordings per pair). The scenarios for the 
tasks were based on a prior analysis of police reports. Since a large number 

of the reports was related to descriptions of people or places (buildings, 

rooms), it was decided to create recording scenarios involving these topics. 

Each pair of speakers recorded four scenarios. In order to enable analysis of 
potential speech rate effects in dialogs, three of the scenarios included time 

restrictions.  

2.1.1 Descriptions of a building and a room: “Find differences”  

Scenario 1. A. Each of the participants obtained one picture of a building. 

The pictures given to each person differed in a number of details. The task 

was to inform each other about the details seen in the pictures in order to 

find as many details as possible.  
Scenario 1. B. Each of the participants was given exactly the same two 

pictures of a room with a number of differences. The task was to co-operate 

with the interlocutor in order to find as many differences as possible in the 
shortest possible time (the speakers were informed that the time needed for 

the realization of the task was measured). 

2.1.2 Descriptions of a person: “Investigate details of appearance” 

Scenario 2. A. One of the speakers was given a picture of a person, and was 

instructed to provide their interlocutor with as many features of the person's 

appearance as possible while the other speaker's task was to ask questions 

and ask for elaboration of the descriptions in order to learn about maximum 
number of details. Both speakers were informed that the time of task 

completion is measured and that after their discussion there will be an 

additional task to perform based on the results of their discussion 
effectiveness of information exchange. Finally, after the discussion the 

person previously instructed to ask questions was presented a number of 

pictures of  various people and was asked to identify the person described. 
Scenario 2. B. The speaker whose role in Scenario 2. A. was to ask 

questions was given a new picture of a person, and was instructed to provide 
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their interlocutor with as many details of the person's appearance as possible. 

The other speaker was supposed to enquire about the details. Both speakers 

were informed that the time of task completion is measured and that after 
their discussion there will be another task to perform based on their 

conversation results. However, in order to avoid repeating dialogue schemes 

from the previous scenario, it was emphasized that the second task was to be 
different than that in Scenario 2. A. Then, the person previously instructed to 

ask questions was asked to identify the person by choosing one out of a 

number of pictures of the same person but in different postures and using 

various hand or head gestures. 

2.1.3 Recording conditions 

During the recording sessions, subjects communicated via cellular 

telephones. For each pair of speakers, one person was sitting in a university 
office room and their interlocutor was in an anechoic chamber, they had no 

eye contact. Dialogues were recorded using a multi-channel setup based on: 

in-built telephone recorders, head mounted close-talking microphones  and 

video cameras.  

2.2 The “Emo” sub-corpus 

The ―Emo‖ sub-corpus of ―Paralingua‖ database consists of three parts: actor 

portrayals of twelve emotions, one acted court scene and recordings of 
imitated emotional speech. Most of the speakers recorded in the ―Emo‖ sub-

corpus were professional theatre actors except from two male amateur 

speakers. 

2.2.1 Actor portrayals of emotions 

The actor portrayal sub-corpus consists of recordings of five ―real‖ (no 

nonsense) sentences consisting of one or two prosodic phrases, characterized 

by high frequency of appearance in a daily conversation and emotional 
neutrality of the semantic and structural context:  

 

Teraz wszystko rozumiem. (Now I understand everything). 

Dzisiaj jest poniedziałek. (Today is Monday). 
Od rana pada deszcz. (It has been raining since morning). 

Powiedział, że nic się nie stało. (He said that nothing had happened). 

Jedziemy na wycieczkę do Grecji. (We are going on a trip to Greece). 

 
Altogether nine speakers were recorded including seven professional 

actors (five females and two males) and two non-professional male speakers. 

Each of the five sentences was realized by each of the nine speakers in 
twelve emotions differing in quality (valence) and intensity (activation): 

anger & irritation, (panic) fear &  anxiety, despair & sadness, interest & 

boredom, pride & shame, joy and (sensual) pleasure. 
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 Actors produced each of the utterances as often as they liked and until 

they felt satisfied with the emotional expression. Beside definitions of 

emotions to be portrayed, actors were provided with two prototypical 
scenarios (based on scenarios created for the GEMEP corpus, [17])  to 

support the use of acting techniques such as Stanislawsky or Acting Method. 

2.2.2 Court scene  

Speech material included in this sub-corpus represents ―semi-natural‖ 

affective speech. Three actors were engaged in the recordings and they acted 

two scenes presenting testimony of husband and wife before judge in a 

divorce case. The recordings were based on a script inspired by a pseudo-
documentary TV court-show and on previous experience with original court 

case transcripts. The script included detailed description of the situation as 

well as comments concerning emotional states of the participants. On the 
basis of the script the actors played a short scene. It can be assumed that the 

recorded speech material (approx. twenty minutes of speech) is authentic in 

terms of the semantic and structural context and contains vocabulary and 

phrasing appropriate to given emotions. Moreover, it can also be expected 
that the expression of emotions was controlled by push and pull effects [23] 

and that the resulting speech is an adequate reflection of reality. 

Such acted ―semi-natural‖ speech has some limitations, but it also has 
some advantages over authentic speech data (e.g. collected from radio or 

television broadcasts): it can be controlled to some extent (in terms of the 

type and strength of emotions or recording conditions) and can be made  
accessible (sensitive personal data problems are avoided).  

The goal of collecting the ―semi-natural‖ emotional speech data was to 

obtain material for investigation of systematic differences between acted and  

natural emotional speech [24, 25].  

2.2.3 Imitated emotional speech 

The imitated emotional speech sub-corpus is a set of actual, spontaneous 

dialogue utterances and their imitations made by actors (and one non-actor).  

Source material - authentic speech 

Original utterances where obtained from the 997 Emergency Calls 

Database - a collection of life recordings from an authentic police emergency 
call center that comprises crime/offence notifications and police intervention 

requests. Those parts of recordings in which voice of a police officer or any 

personal data appeared were removed. The utterances employed as models 

for imitations (2-5 for each recording depending on the length of the 
dialogue) were extracted from 20 recordings of: 

(iv) 10 speakers (5 males, 5 females),  

(v) 2 phone calls by each of the speakers,  
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(vi) one of the recordings of each speaker being an exemplar of a strong 

negative emotion such as fear, anger or sadness  and the second one 

- distinctively different emotional state than the first one  (e.g. 
emotional state close to neutral or distinctively weaker than in the 

first recording), 

 
Each utterance consisted of at least one prosodic phrase but in contrast 

to the actor portrayals sub-corpus, neither semantic nor syntactic content of 

the utterances were controlled. Therefore the text of the utterances contained 

vocabulary effectively describing the ongoing situation, which was often 
emotionally loaded.  

Imitated speech material 

The imitators were asked to repeat phrases of each of the same sex speaker 
in a fashion as close to the original as possible (prosodically, emotionally 

and lexically). Before listening to phrases and repeating them one by one, 

actors were asked to listen to the whole recording from which the phrases 

were extracted in order to familiarize him/herself with the overall situational 
and emotional context. Actors were also given the written script of each of 

the phrases that they were to imitate but were instructed not to read them 

while speaking. 

2.2.4 Recording conditions 

Recordings of speech material included in the ―Emo‖ sub-corpus took place 

in an anechoic chamber of a professional recording studio, which ensured 
high audio quality and minimum background noise necessary to obtain 

reliable spectral measurements in the future. The distance between mouth 

and microphone was controlled (the actors were instructed not to change it 

significantly), but it was not constant. Moreover, the recording level had to 
be adjusted between very loud and very quiet speech, which makes reliable 

signal energy analysis difficult. The material collected includes audio alone. 

As concerns actor portrayals of emotions, the speakers were instructed 
to avoid extreme realizations, i.e. not to shout (while expressing anger) or 

whisper (while expressing anxiety or panic fear) in order to ensure that 

resulting speech material is appropriate for voice quality analysis and that 
the comparison of voice quality between emotions is possible.  

3. Annotation software and methodology 

3.1 Software: Annotation System 

Annotation System is a tool designed for the purpose of annotation of speech 

recordings, with a special focus to affective states and paralinguistic 

features. It enables standard sound visualization (as a waveform and/or 
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spectrogram) and playback, as well as annotation on a number of tiers 

defined by the user. With a view to enable annotation using continuous 

rating scales, a graphical representation of the feature space was designed 
and built in the software.  

 

 

Figure 1: Main window of the Annotation System displaying (top to bottom): 
spectrogram, waveform and five annotation tiers corresponding to emotion 

categories, emotion dimensions (top right corner), voice quality, prosody 

and phonetic alignment. 

 
Users can use one of the pre-defined graphical representations or create one 

of their own (in a simple format of .jpg or .png pictures) and assign them to 

specific annotation layers. The results of the annotation are interpreted as 
Cartesian coordinates (x, y) which can be easily exported to a spreadsheet 

and statistically analyzed. Figure 1 shows the main window of the program; 

in the top right corner, an example graphical representation of valence and 
activation dimensions of emotions used in the perceptual analysis of speaker 

state can be seen. 

3.2 Annotation using graphical feature space representations 

The annotation of the database is in progress. All recordings included in the 
database have been orthographically transcribed. The recordings of 

dialogues have also been segmented into phrases (pauses and changes in 

pitch contour were accepted as the main phrase boundary indicators), and 
additionally, noises and non-speech events have been marked using separate 

annotation tiers (SPEECON-based classification [26]). Since the non-speech 

events classification is somewhat simplified and suitable rather to read or 
highly controlled speech (there are just several markers to annotate all non-

speech events and noises), it was decided to broaden the specification by 

adding new annotation tiers for annotation of paralinguistic features. 
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Currently, the dialogues are annotated using graphical representations of 

scalar features for voice quality (see 3.2.1 below). Annotations consist in 

placing the cursor in the appropriate positions on the representation of the 
feature space. The result is a set of pairs of co-ordinates reflecting the 

perceived degree or intensity for particular features.  

A part of the sub-corpus of actor portrayals of emotion has already been 
annotated using graphical representations illustrating prosodic features, 

voice quality and emotions. The resulting coordinates showing the 

appropriate areas on the feature space were saved in a text file and then 

exported to a spreadsheet and analysed (see details in Sections 3.2.2 and 
3.2.3). 

3.2.1 Perception-based assessment of voice quality 

For the needs of voice quality description a range of descriptors for voice 
quality have been analyzed (see also [4]). Two sets of selected features have 

been used as a preliminary setting for perception-based assessment of voice 

quality. The feature sets have been represented in the form of graphic 

representations using pictures such as displayed in Figure 2. The features 
were selected to enable a perception-based description of voices with no 

serious disorders by both expert phoneticians and also naive listeners. 

 

 

Figure 2 a shows seven independent stripes used for annotation of voice 

quality features using continuous asymmetric scale (ratings from minimum 
to maximum intensity of a feature without pre-defined categorization): 

nasal, reedy, weepy, dentalized, aspirated, lisping, laughing. In Figure 2 b 

six stripes for annotation with the use of continuous symmetric scale are 

shown, according to which the voice might be assessed on the scales where 
two opposite feature values are on each end of the continuum and the neutral 

value is expected somewhere in the middle of each stripe, the opposite 

Figure 2 a) and b). Graphical representations used in the description of 

voice quality: asymmetric scale (a, left) and symmetric scale (b, right). 
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values are as follows: silent-loud, soothing-irritating, voiced-unvoiced, soft-

harsh, tense-relaxed, deep-high. 

3.2.2 Annotation of prosody and phonetic description of voice quality 

For the purpose of continuous annotation of perceived F0 and prosody 

graphical representation was used (Fig. 3 a): it depicted a circle divided into 

six areas corresponding to pitch level, pitch variability, tempo, loudness, 
pitch range and articulation. Between the center and the edge of the circle, a 

smaller circle was drawn which corresponded to unmarked value of a given 

feature, e.g. normal tempo or moderate pitch range, whereas the edge and the 

center corresponded to the maximum and minimum of the feature 
respectively. 

Preliminary annotation of perceived voice quality was also carried out 

using graphical representation (Fig. 3 b). On the basis of the phonetic voice 
quality description [27] the following qualities were distinguished: lax, 

tense, breathy, whispery, creaky, falsetto, harsh, modal and other. The 

middle of the circle corresponded to modal voice and the distance from the 

center to the edge indicated the intensity of a given voice quality (increasing 
towards the edge). 

        

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 a) and b). Graphical representations used in the description of 

prosody (a, to the left) and voice quality (b, to the right). 

3.2.3 Speaker state (emotions) 

Perceptual annotation of speaker state was carried out using two graphical 

representations. One of them illustrated a circle divided by x and y 

coordinates into four areas corresponding to emotion dimensions of valence 
(x axis) and activation (y axis, see also Figure 1). The other one depicted a 

circle divided into ten areas corresponding to emotion labels describing 

perceived speaker state (see Figure 6a): irritated/angry, interested/involved, 
proud/satisfied, joyful/happy, experiencing sensual pleasure, bored/weary, 

ashamed/embarrassed, in despair/sad, anxious/fearful and other. Emotions 

which belonged to the same family and differed only in activation (intensity) 

were collapsed into one category. They could be distinguished by the 
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distance from the center of the circle which expressed greater or lesser 

intensity of the perceived emotion (i.e. intensity decreased from the center to 

the edge of the circle).  

4. Preliminary investigation of paralinguistic features  

It is aimed to use the „Parlingua‖ database for the purpose of creating a 

comprehensive paralinguistic profile of a speaker's voice, i.e. to analyse and 
verify hypotheses concerning the role of a range of features potentially 

contributing to identification of voices by humans and (as a future task) by 

machines. Due to the assumed complexity of the profile and the expected 
cross-influences of a variety of factors it is generally intended to look at 

features related to various levels of analysis and types of features. In this 

section, we summarize selected observations concerning the individual 
choice of lexical means in task-oriented dialogues, perception and 

production of affective speech, and the perceived reliability of imitated or 

mimic speech as compared to authentic emotional utterances.  

4.1 The choice of lexical means and structures in task-oriented dialogues 

The orthographic transcriptions of the „Dial‖ corpus were analysed in order 

to look at the intra- and inter-speaker variability in the choice and 

organization of vocabulary items.  
For each speaker and for the whole population of participants in the 

„Dial‖ corpus vocabulary frequency lists were generated. Altogether, the 

speakers produced 7292 phrases composed of above 39000 word realizations 

(with repetitions, excluding 467 non-finished or non-understandable items) 
during the conversations in the four tasks. However, the number of unique 

words within the whole set was only ca. 3283 with the inflected word forms 

being treated as separate items. After grouping the inflected forms into 
inflection paradigms it occurred that the total number of unique lemmas was 

1965. The highest number of inflected forms was noted for the verbs być ('to 

be') and mieć ('to have') and also for the pronouns on ('he') and ona ('she'). 
The inflected forms of the verbs (jest - 3

rd
 person singular for 'to be', ma - 3

rd
 

person singular for 'to have') were also at the top of the overall frequency list 

together with the invariable words such as: tak ('yes'), to ('it', 'this'), nie ('no'), 

i ('and'), w ('in'), a ('and'), po ('after' or 'to (the left/right)'), z ('with'). What is 
worth noting is the very high frequency noted for quite colloquial 

expressions, e.g. no ('yeah', the 4
th
 most frequent word overall, and the word 

of the highest frequency of occurrence per speaker), dobra ('yo', 11
th
 

position) and okej (from the English: 'okay', 19
th
 position).  
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The words used most frequently by particular speakers are shown in 

Figure 4, as it can be seen, six items appear as the top-frequent ones (tak, no, 

jest, to, na, i, nie), for the majority of speakers the most often repeated words 

were related to a kind of confirmation or affirmative response, only for one 
person a negative particle nie appeared to be the most frequent. The 

maximum frequency per speaker differed significantly, confirming 

individual variation in the tendencies in re-usage of the same vocabulary 
items. 

Speakers differed significantly in the overall word number used for the 

needs of the dialogue tasks realization. The total number of word realizations 
per speaker ranged from 449 to 2890, and for the unique items per speaker, 

the numbers ranged respectively from 263 to 1046. The number of phrases 

per speaker also differed from 123 to 404 per person (see Figure 5).  

The correlation between the mean number of words with repetitions 
and the number of unique words per speaker was 0,96 (statistically 

significant with the p<0.0500). The correlation between the mean number of 

words and the mean number of phrases per speaker was also significant with 
the same p level, but it was a little weaker (0.63 for the correlation with the 

mean  number of unique words and 0.72 for the total number of word 

realizations per speaker). For each phrase, the total duration was also 

measured, and the mean phrase durations per speaker appeared to be even 
more strongly correlated with the number of words: 0.89 and 0.94 

respectively (p<0.0500). 

Figure 4. Maximum frequency of word occurrence per speaker (the most 

frequent words are displayed as point labels) 
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4.2 Emotional speech production study based on actor portrayals of 

emotions 

A study of production of emotional speech was carried out on the basis of 
expert perceptual and acoustic analysis of data in a subset of the emotion 

portrayal sub-corpus (utterances realized by two actors and two actresses 

were used). The study aimed at investigation of the relationship between 

acoustic parameters and vocally expressed emotions and allowed to establish  
links between dimensional description of emotions and acoustic variables. 

For this purpose a number of parameters in F0 and time domain were 

automatically extracted from the speech data using originally written Praat 
script. They included parameters commonly used in the literature ([16], [22], 

[28], [29]): F0 mean, max, min, standard deviation of F0 (in semitones) and 

F0 range (calculated as F0 max-F0 min and expressed in semitones). F0 
mean and the distribution of F0 max, mean and min were considered as 

correlates of pitch level and standard deviation of F0 – as a correlate of pitch 

variability. In time domain speech rate was measured (it was expressed as 

the number of syllables per second), mean utterance length (plus standard 
deviation from the mean), silence to speech ratio, and four parameters 

related to duration of voiced and unvoiced intervals (details are given in 

[30], this volume). 
On the basis of factorial ANOVA results and analysis of distribution of 

mean values of the parameters between emotions the following conclusions 

concerning production of emotional speech were drawn: 

 There is a significant effect of emotion on F0 level, F0 range and F0 

variability. The effect is the greatest for F0 level which is the highest 

Figure 5. Word and phrase number per speaker, sorted by the unique 

word number. Blue solid bars - the count of unique vocabulary items, 
gradient - total number of words with repetitions, red - phrase number. 
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in case of despair, fear and joy and the lowest in case of sadness, 

boredom and pleasure, but some ―less affected‖ parameters such as 

F0 span (range) can still be useful to distinguish between some 
emotions, e.g. sadness vs. other emotions or anger and interest on 

the one hand (both are characterized by high F0 range) and anxiety, 

sadness and pleasure on the other (characterized by low F0 range). 

 Some emotions are expressed using distinctive patterns of F0 level, 

span and variability (e.g. anger, sadness, interest, joy and pleasure), 

while others are characterized by distinctive use of two features or 

just one feature, e.g. fear and despair are realized with an increased 

pitch level, but with an unmarked pitch span and variability. In case 
of irritation, pride and shame no particular patterns of variability in 

the F0 features could be observed. 

 The effect of emotion on features in time domain is smaller 

comparing to F0 domain. The most important feature in time 
domain, i.e. speech rate, is varied in a similar way by all speakers to 

signal fear (high rate) and pleasure (low rate). Other emotions are 

expressed using less consistent variation in the speech rate.   

 There are significant differences in the use of pitch level variation 

not only between emotions, but also between speakers, which may 

signal that speakers use various strategies to communicate emotions 

vocally. 

 
 On the basis of the production study it was possible to establish patterns 

of variability in selected prosodic features which characterize vocal 

expression of the twelve emotions. In the future it is planned to include in 
the analyses also features related to voice quality and articulation precision 

and to use different measures of pitch variability and different ways of 

normalization in both F0 and time domain. 

 The production study investigated also the relationship between selected 
acoustic features and emotions dimensions of valence and activation (details 

are given in [30], this volume). It was found that positive valence is 

associated with slower speech rate, higher variability in duration of voiced 
intervals and greater pitch variability. As regards activation, there is a strong 

positive relationship between speech rate and activation (faster speech rate is 

linked to higher activation). High activation is also signaled by higher pitch 
level, more variable pitch contours and greater pitch span. 

 

4.3 Authentic versus imitated speech: a perception test 

The aim of this part of work was to compare the perceptual judgments of 
voice characteristics for real and imitated emotional speech.  
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4.3.1 Participants and speech material 

In order to achieve this aim, a perception test was conducted with the 

participation of 14 first-grade students of a linguistic faculty. 24 utterances 
have been selected from the set of imitated emotional speech – 4 sentences 

from female authentic recording, 4 sentences from male authentic recording 

and their imitations by 2 female actors and 2 male speakers (one of the men 
was a professional actor). The source material for imitation was recorded in 

CCIT A-law format with 8 kHz sampling rate, yet the characteristics of each 

of the telephone microphones where unknown and most likely different for 

each of the speakers. Therefore, the recordings where rich in background 
noises and differed in terms of their frequency spectra. To make the 

imitation material sound closer to the source material, in the first step the 

imitation recordings were transformed into A-law format using SoX - Sound 
eXchange software. In the next step using Audacity software some 

background noises from the source recordings were mixed into 

corresponding imitation recordings and  the spectra of imitation recordings 
where manually adjusted in Audacity graphic equalizer to resemble their 

corresponding source recordings.  

4.3.2 Procedure 

The utterances have been presented in random order to each of the listeners 
individually, via headphones. The Annotation System's  perception test 

interface has been used as software environment. The participants were 

asked to listen to the recordings one by one and perform two different tasks:  
 

Task 1: to assess the emotion category and its intensity for each of the 

recordings, using the graphic representation shown in Figure 6 a; the 
following emotion categories were available: interested/involved, 

proud/satisfied, joyful/happy, experiencing sensual pleasure, other, 

bored/weary, ashamed/embarrassed, in despair/sad, anxious/fearful, 

irritated/angry; feature intensity corresponds to the distance from the 
middle (minimal intensity - the black dot in the middle of the circle) 

  
Task 2: to give their opinion on the perceived likelihood, 
spontaneity/control of the utterance, and reliability of the speaker using 

graphic representation showing three stripes for features using 

continuous symmetric scale (Figure 6 b); the pairs of the opposite 

feature values for the three stripes are: probable-unlikely, controlled-
spontaneous, solid/credible - unreliable. 

 

The responses were marked by the participants by clicking on the graphical 
representations. The obtained co-ordinates were saved to an XML file (one 

for each of the listeners) and then exported to a spreadsheet.  
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4.3.3 Perception of emotion category and intensity 

Prior to the perception experiment involving the group of 14 students (see 

4.3.1. above) an expert rated the authentic recordings using the graphic 

representation shown in Figure 6a were perceived intensity of particular 
emotions was manifested by the distance from the center (the black dot). As 

a result, 4 out of 8 authentic recordings (one for each caller) were rated by 

the expert with lower intensity than the other 4 recordings.  In Task 1 
listeners confirmed this evaluation. Yet, only some of the imitated 

recordings received respectively high/low emotion intensity rating.  

The graphical representations used in Task 1 have been constructed in 
such a way that negative emotions are plotted on the left hemisphere of the 

wheel and the positive emotions on its right hemisphere (except for the other 

category which is undefined). Additionally, the bottom part of the wheel 
contains emotions with lower activation than the upper part. Figure 7 

displays scatterplots of perception test results for imitated (top) and authentic 

speech (bottom). Comparison of the wheel (Figure 6a) with the scatterplots 
showed that neither the ratings for authentic speech nor for imitated speech, 

were plotted on positive, low activity emotion, only few were plotted on 

other positive emotions and the rest of the ratings were plotted on the 
negative emotions. In the scatterplot of Figure 7 also some distinctive 

analogy was observed between concentrations of ratings for authentic and 

imitated speech along emotion categories such as bored/weary, sad/despair, 
anxious/fearful and interested/involved. 

Figure 6 a) and b). Graphical representations used in the perception test: 
emotion category wheel in Task 1 (a, to the left), assessment of imitation 

likelihood, control and reliability in Task 2 (b, to the right). 
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Figure 7: Scatterplots of perception test results for imitated (top) and 
authentic (bottom) speech in Task 1 

4.3.2 Likelihood, spontaneity and reliability of the imitated speech 

The goal of Task 2 was to evaluate how well acted speech can be applied in 
emotional speech studies. The dimensions: probable-unlikely (In the context 

of a given situation, how probable was the emotional reaction heard in the 

recording.), controlled-spontaneous (Was the emotional reaction heard in 
the recording spontaneous or strategically controlled?), solid/credible - 

unreliable (Was the speaker convincing, credible or rather unbelieveble?) 

were used to avoid asking the listeners directly if what they heard was acted 

or natural speech [31].  
The distribution of likelihood ratings (probable-unlikely dimension) as 

well as credibility ratings (solid/credible - unreliable dimension) 

concentrated in high values regions more distinctively for authentic 
recordings than for imitated recordings which suggests that the authentic 

recordings indeed sounded more convincing and more natural than their 

imitations (Figure 8). Certain bimodality appeared in the distribution of 
controlled-spontanous dimension ratings for authentic recordings. This 

might be related to emotion intensity evaluation – 4 utterances were given 

high intensity notes, and intense emotions are difficult to suppress and 

control therefore seem more spontaneous, whereas 4 utterances were given 
lower intensity ratings related to more controlled expressions of emotions. 

Worth noting is the fact that for one of the imitators who was actually not a 

professional actor the ratings were in a few cases higher than for the 
professional actors. 
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5. Discussion and further work 

The purpose of the present paper was to present the results of an ongoing 
research based on the speech material from ―Paralingua‖ - a new speech 

database for investigation of affective states and paralinguistic features. 

Currently, the ―Paralingua‖ database includes recordings of task-oriented 
dialogs, elicited affective speech, and also imitations of real-life emotional 

recordings. Apart from audio recordings, the task-oriented dialogue sub-

corpus includes also video recordings. As one of the further tasks, it is 
intended to incorporate the visual materials into the analyses of 

paralinguistic features.  

Annotation specifications proposed in this paper are based both on the 

―traditional‖ orthographic and phonetic transcription and tagging systems as 
well as on a newly developed framework for annotation of paralinguistic 

features and emotions using graphic representations of feature spaces. The 

annotation specifications and a newly developed software platform have 
been preliminarily tested and will be subject of further inspection and 

verification in the future. 

The preliminary analysis of the choice of lexical means and phrasing in 
the task-oriented dialogue section confirmed the individual differentiation in 

the size of the word inventory, as well as the speaker-dependent tendencies 

in re-usage of the same vocabulary items. It was observed that the most 

frequent vocabulary items for particular speakers were related to expressing 
agreement or confirmation, and several of the most frequently used words 

belonged to the colloquial speech register, which may confirm the relative 

spontaneity of the utterances in the ―Dial‖ sub-corpus. 

Figure 8: The results of the perceptual assessments of likelihood, control and 

credibility for authentic and imitated recordings (horizontal lines denote 

median values within groups). 
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In the production study based on the actor portrayals of emotions, the 

relationship between acoustic features on one hand and emotions and 

emotion dimensions on the other were investigated. Analysis of distribution 
of duration and F0 features and results of factorial ANOVA made it possible 

to identify vocal patterning in the expression of emotions. The results 

confirm the important role of F0 features in signaling speaker‘s arousal 
(activation) and show that even less affected acoustic parameters (i.e. those 

showing smaller effect of emotion) can still be important for communication 

and recognition of some emotions. 

The comparison of perceptual assessments of imitated versus authentic 
emotional speech showed certain similarities between the two types of 

emotion expression material. Especially interesting was the fact that the 

evaluation of non-actor imitations did not differ significantly from the actor 
imitations and in a few cases it was evaluated even closer to the authentic 

expression than for the professional actor imitation. Further research and 

work on this type of data should include more non-actor imitations, as well 

as broadening the range of emotion expressions in both authentic recordings 
and their imitations. 
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ABSTRACT 

It is well known that the alcohol has an influence on both: the content of 

what someone says and the way of speaking. Research workers have 

searched for phonetic and acoustic tips included in speech that would 

indicate being in the state of intoxication or sobriety. The aim of this 

work is to present the results based on acoustic and linguistic analysis of 
recordings of the speech under the influence of alcohol. All recordings 

are selected from the alcohol database that was created on the need of 

POP project [1]. The paper is organized as follows: Chapter one contains 

the brief information of alcohol as a substance and it presents previous 

research about the effect of alcohol on speech production. Chapter two 

illustrates the description of the alcohol database created on the need of 

POP project. Chapter three is associated with the results of linguistic 

analysis based on recordings from the alcohol database. It also briefly 

presents the preliminary measurements of acoustic features. The last 

chapter summarizes obtained results and explains problems that appeared 

while conducting the research. 

STRESZCZENIE 

Powszechnie znany jest fakt, iż alkohol ma wpływ zarówno na sposób 

mówienia jak i na treść wypowiedzi. Badacze poszukują fonetyczno – 

akustycznych wskazówek zawartych w mowie informujących o 

trzeźwości bądź jej braku u danej osoby. Celem niniejszej pracy jest 

przedstawienie wyników badań uzyskanych na podstawie akustycznej 

oraz lingwistycznej analizy nagrań osób pod wpływem alkoholu 

umieszczonych w bazie alkoholowej stworzonej na potrzeby projektu 

POP [1]. Informacje zawarte w pracy mają następującą kolejność: 

Rozdział pierwszy charakteryzuje substancję jaką jest alkohol oraz 
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przedstawia przykładowe badania z nią związane. Rozdział drugi to opis 

bazy alkoholowej stworzonej na potrzeby projektu POP. Trzeci rozdział 

przedstawia wyniki analizy lingwistycznej otrzymane na podstawie 

nagrań wyżej wymienionej bazy. Pokrótce opisuje również wstępne 

wyniki badań analizy akustycznej. Ostatni rozdział podsumowuje wyniki 

oraz porusza problemy występujące podczas przeprowadzania badania. 

 

1. Introduction 

Alcohol is a small molecule that passes easily through membranes of the 

body. Because it is water –soluble, the distribution of the alcohol depends 

mostly on the content of water in human organs (80% of alcohol is 
distributed in the intestine and 20% in the stomach). The kind of consumed 

food, beverages or other condiments influences on the level of absorption of 

alcohol  
A tiny dose of alcohol may effect very positively on the body. Some 

cases show that it improves psychomotor movements, makes someone relax 

and calm. On the other side, a large amount of alcohol could cause complete 
unbalance in psychomotor movements, nystagmus, lack of attention, 

memory losses, increased aggression or quite opposite – amusement.  

Over the years many studies of speech under the influence of alcohol 

have been carried out. One of the most famous is the analysis of speech of 
the captain of the oil tanker that run aground in Prince William Sound on 

March 1989. The captain was suspected of being under the influence of 

alcohol when the accident happened. The National Transportation Safety 
Board engaged two independent groups of scientists to determine whether 

recordings of radio transmissions between the captain and the Coast Guard 

Traffic Center indicate being intoxicated. The methodology and results of 

the analysis are detailed in many articles and books ([2], [3], [4]). 
The analysis of speech mentioned above is called the case study where 

experimenters carry out research on the base of existing recordings. Very 

often, scientists have also done clinical research on alcoholics who are in 
hospitals, care institutions or clinics. Beam et al. [5] took the observation of 

changes in communication between heavy drinkers. Collins [6] examined the 

syntactic and semantic possibilities of 39 alcoholic patients and compared 
the results to a control group consisting of 39 sober people. Niedzielska et al. 

[7] analyzed the acoustic aspect of speech produced by people with alcohol 

problems. They took into account the difference in the length of the 

addiction and compared the results to a control group. 
So far, the largest number of experiments have been carried out on 

volunteers who are intoxicated by alcohol. Trojan and Kryspin - Exner [8] 

examined production of speech before and after consumption of alcohol of 
three male volunteers. Zimov [9] involved twenty people who took writing 

and reading test while being intoxicated. Lester and Skounsen [10] analyzed 
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changes of acoustic parameters in speech before and after taking a dose of 

alcohol. Smith et al. [11] dealt with aspects of verbal communication 

between men and women in the state of sobriety and intoxication. Künzel et 
al. [12] carried out the research based on recordings of thirty three police 

officers who were sober and under the influence of alcohol. This study 

included a wide range of analysis: linguistic, phonetic and phoniatric.  
Automatic detection of alcohol based on human speech is nowadays 

widely experienced. Researchers are trying to find characteristic features in 

speech that indicate intoxication. Many scientific groups create or assemble 

databases that include speech under the influence of alcohol. The example of 
such activities is an experiment that was carried out by research workers 

from Germany [13]. Their aim was to detect alcoholization in 120 recordings 

from Police Academy in Hessen. These recordings contain the text of 
German fable ‗The Sun and The Northern Wind‘ that was produced by 33 

speakers under different state of intoxication (alcohol blood level varying 

between 0 and 2.4 per mille).  In this experiment, the voice signal  was cut 

into phrasal units that last 2.3 sec. Based on these specific units such 
prosodic features as fundamental frequency, energy and zero crossing rate 

were measured. It was assumed that prosodic features mentioned above 

would be the best indicator of intoxication.  All assembled records were 
divided into two classes: alcoholized and not alcoholized for the purpose of 

training and classification. As a classifier the group from Germany employed 

Artificial Neuronal Network (ANN). The results show that it is hard to detect 
the influence of alcohol in speech when the alcohol blood level varying 

between 0.8 and 2 per mille. The average detection of alcoholized recordings 

was 69%. 

The next experiment that is valuable to mention in this work concerns 
automatic detection of alcohol intoxication of drivers‘ speech [14]. The 

influence of alcohol is one of the major causes of traffic accidents. The main 

problem is the fact that it is only randomly detected during police controls or 
after the accident, where in most cases the drivers turned out to be drunk. To 

increase the road safety, researchers are trying to create an application that 

will be recognizing intoxication on the base of drivers‘ speech. To achieve 
this goal it is necessary to find out which prosodic parameters of speech 

indicate the influence of alcohol.  

Before describing more precisely the experiment it should be noted that 

this experiment was carried out on the base of recordings from Alcohol 
Language Corpus (ALC) [15]. ALC is a speech corpus of 162 male and 

female speakers. It contains speech of sober and intoxicated speakers that 

were recorded in the automotive environment. If someone is interested in 
analyzing speech under the influence of alcohol the ALC corpus is available 

for unrestricted scientific and commercial usage. More information could be 

found in articles [14, 15]. 
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Thanks to recordings from ALC corpus the experiment concerning 

automatic detection of alcohol intoxication of driver‘s speech could be done. 

From a variety of contents and speech styles  only command and control 
speech were chosen (telephone numbers, credit card numbers, addresses, city 

names, read commands, spontaneous commands). On the base of these 

recordings, fundamental frequency and rhythm analysis was done. It was 
found out that values of F0 rise when speakers are intoxicated. Rhythm 

parameter also revealed significant changes in speech under the influence of 

alcohol. But these changes did not show stable tendency and depended on 

speech style (read vs. spontaneous). The accurate results are shown in the 
article [14].  

2. Database design 

The alcohol database was recorded over a time period of 3 days. In 

according to length of creating other databases it is a great success. This 

success would not be achieved without voluntary speakers and excellent 

work of people who recorded the speech. 

2.1.Speakers 

Database contains speech recordings of 31 sober and intoxicated speakers 

aged between 20 and 60 (10 women, 21 men). Their first language is Polish. 
None of the speakers has speech impediments. 

2.2. Recorded speech 

The alcohol database includes a variety of speech styles: read and 

spontaneous. Recording types are shown in Table 1 below.  

Table 1. Recording types used in the alcohol database 

speech style Item 

read vowels: 
i; y; e; a; o; u  

words and phrases:  

dzień dobry; do widzenia; dobrze; bić; być; syn; sen; 

dech; dach; las; los; kosz; kurz; cześć; część; moc; 
noc; lok; rok; tom; dom; szycie; życie; czubek; 

dzióbek; uszko; łóżko; rzucać; wrzucać; zrzucać; raj; 

kraj; skraj 

sentences: 

Najlepiej jeżeli spotkamy się na Małomiejskiej; Ala 

miała małą awarię w mieszkaniu i jest załamana; Czy 

wiesz że Maciej w niedzielę wyjechał na Miami; Jak 
udały się wam wakacje na Majorce; Czy już wywołałaś 

slajdy z wyjazdu; Nie mogę dłużej z tobą rozmawiać bo 

zaczął się mój ulubiony serial telewizyjny biały anioł 
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interviews: 

Przed urzędem miejskim spotkaliśmy dzisiaj sławnego 

polityka Krzysztofa Iłowieckiego; Wielokrotnie 
odwiedzał pan nasze miasto może ma pan tutaj 

rodzinę; Ależ nie ja po prostu lubię i cenię wasze 

miasto; Jest pan ekspertem w zakresie ekonomii czy 

więc przyczyną wizyt są badania rynkowe; Skądże 
znowu jestem osobą publiczną ale mam też prawa do 

prywatnych upodobań; Naturalnie ale czy ma pan na 

nie wolny czas; No cóż bardzo się o to staram chociaż 
nie jest to wcale łatwe; Jakie rodzaje relaksu 

najbardziej pan ceni; Sport a szczególnie gimnastykę; 

Jak można godzić obowiązki zawodowe i życie 
prywatne; Staram się oddzielać obie te sfery; Kiedy 

pan do nas znowu przyjedzie; sądzę że już niedługo 

chyba w zimie; Dziękuję za wywiad i do zobaczenia 

spontaneous room descriptions 

picture descriptions 

refusing to sign traffic tickets (conducted between the 

speaker and the person who recorded the conversation) 

 
Table 1 lists all speech styles with a variety of speech forms that 

speakers had to say. In the read style, participants were asked to utter 

vowels, words, phrases, sentences  in a loud (but not shouted) and more 
silently way. The aim of this task was to get the speech at two different 

levels of vocal effort (higher and lower). What is more, the words that had to 

be uttered were specially chosen. They represented minimal pairs that differ 

only in one sound e.g. ―tom‖, ―dom‖. 

2.3. Recording procedure 

When creating the alcohol database speakers were recorded from the state of 

sobriety to some blood alcohol content (0mg/l – 0,75 mg/l). The alcohol test 
was supervised and conducted by police officers with a specialist 

breathalyzer. 

Three persons were responsible for the speech recordings. Each of them 

was located in a separate room and stayed sober over a time of creating the 
alcohol database.  

Speech was recorded in three stages: 

 stage I – recording speakers while sober 

 stage II – recording speakers after consuming the first dose of 

alcohol 
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 stage III – recording speakers after consuming the second dose 

of alcohol 

The minimal amount of alcohol that people were asked to drink at 

the stage II and III was the amount that increased alcohol breath 

concentration over 0.5 ‰. After drinking the specific dose of alcohol 

and being tested with the breathalyzer speakers returned to the same 

room where they were once recorded in. 

2.4. Annotation 

To annotate and tag all recordings Praat programme was used. During this 

process eight tiers were specified. Table 2 shows the name of tiers and 

particular tags that concern speakers and linguistic errors.  

Table 2. Tiers and tags used in the alcohol database 

name of tier tag meaning 

text - transcription of speech 

segmental  
effect 

*word comprehensible but 
mispronounced word 

word_ word lengthening 

incomprehensible 

word 

** incomprehensible word 

revision no special tag word revisions 

speaker spk speaker noises: breath, click, sigh, 

lips smacking 

filled pause fil filled pauses: yyy, eee 

fil_laugh laughter 

speech_laugh no special tag uttering speech while laughing 

backspeech bspeech voice of a person who records the 

speech 

 
As it is shown in Table 2 there are no special marks that consider 

revision or speech while laughing. In both cases the exact text were just 

written down. In the Picture 1 there is an example of Praat window.  
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Figure 1. An example of Praat window 

 
 

3. Measurements and results 

Because of the fact that the alcohol database includes so many speech styles 
with a variety of speech forms only vowels, picture descriptions and refusing 

to sign traffic tickets were chosen. The reason why vowels were taken into 

consideration is the fact that they are the best transmitter of nonlinguistic 
information. The last two: picture descriptions and refusing to sign traffic 

tickets were mainly selected to conduct linguistic analysis. 

3.1. Acoustic analysis 

In this subsection measurements of acoustics parameters will be briefly 

presented. Parameters that were taken into consideration were F0, formant 

frequencies, vowel duration and speech rate. All measurements obtained by 

Praat were ranked in Microsoft Excel. It should be noted that this acoustic 
analysis reveals only preliminary results. Full set of measurements has not 

been completed.  

 Fundamental frequency 

For all recordings, fundamental frequency was measured automatically by 
Praat script [17].  

The values of F0 measured from the recordings that concern isolated 

vowels, room descriptions and refusing to sing traffic tickets show the same 
rising tendency. Male and female speakers under the influence of alcohol 

have higher fundamental frequencies than when they are sober. 

 Formant frequencies 

Format frequencies were measured only on isolated vowels. Values of the 

first two formants were manually obtained by using LPC method. 
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According to gained measurements some conclusions were made. First 

formant frequencies values of vowels (F1) produced by women show a 

rising tendency when the alcohol was consumed.  
Comparison of formant frequencies of vowels produced by intoxicated and 

sober men also gives some interesting information. Male participants under 

the influence of alcohol show rising tendency in values of second formant 
(F2). Measurements of first formant frequencies do not reveal any stable 

relation between intoxication and sobriety.  

 Vowel duration 

Vowel duration was measured on the base of six isolated vowels: ―i‖, ―y‖, 
―e‖, ―a‖, ―o‖, ―u‖ produced while sober and intoxicated. To get the results an 

adequate script was used [16].  
It was assumed that uttering vowels when being under the influence of 

alcohol would cause lengthening of vowel duration. Obtained results does 

not confirm the presumption because values of sober and intoxicated 
utterances are very similar to one another.  

 Speech rate 

To calculate speaker‘s speech rate only picture descriptions and refusing to 

sign traffic tickets were taken into account. It turned out that when a person 
is under the influence of alcohol says less words per second than a person 

who does not drink. Unfortunately, values are very similar to one another. It 

makes difficult to come to a clear conclusion. This problem was also moved 
in the section about linguistic analysis.  

3.2. Linguistic analysis 

It is well known that people who are intoxicated make a lot of mistakes 

while speaking. But this perceptive opinion needs to be supported by some 
substantial numbers. While analyzing the alcohol database an attempt to 

specify and estimate the amount of mistakes was taken into account.  

On the base of previous research on the effects of alcohol on speech 
production special attention was focused on word revisions, mispronounced 

words, word lengthening and incomprehensible words. 

 To extract mistakes from speech recordings, particular tiers in Praat 
were made (look at Figure 1). Thanks to that, it was much easier to select 

and count them. Results are shown in Table 12, 13 and 14. As it was 

mentioned before, linguistic analysis was conducted only on recordings of 

spontaneous speech.  
In order to get error ratio the duration of all labeled intervals were 

divided by the quantity of specified linguistic errors. 
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Table 19. Error ratio of word lengthening (error per second) 

FS FI MS MI 

1/26 1/17 1/34 1/34 
Legends: FS – female/sober; FI – female/intoxicated; MS – male/sober; MI – 

male/intoxicated 

Table 13. Error ratio of incomprehensible words (error per second) 

FS FI MS MI 

1/21 1/13 1/10 1/9 
Legends: FS – female/sober; FI – female/intoxicated; MS – male/sober; MI – 

male/intoxicated 

Table 14. Error ratio of mispronounced words (error per second) 

FS FI MS MI 

1/26 1/19 1/16 1/13 
Legends: FS – female/sober; FI – female/intoxicated; MS – male/sober; MI – 

male/intoxicated 

 

Analysis of common mistakes that appear in speech under the influence 
of alcohol was not an easy task. The most important problem were word 

revisions. After rehearing many recordings of spontaneous speech it was 

found out that this kind of mistake could not be associated with the state of 
sobriety nor intoxication. The reason why, in the spontaneous speech the 

speaker‘s intended utterance is not known. Revising words gives them 

additional time to plan what they want to say next. Because of excluding 
word revisions from the analysis, obtained results are not presented in a 

table.  

When conducting linguistics analysis mispronounced words were taken 

into consideration. Table 14 shows that both, men and women under the 
influence of alcohol more often mispronounce words than when they are 

sober (women – 1 mistake every 19 seconds, men – 1 mistake every 13 

seconds). 
What is more, research shows that when speakers were under the 

influence of alcohol not only they mispronounced much more words but also 

made very similar mistakes. The most commonly misarticulated phonemes 
were /r/ and /l/. What is more, intoxicated participants had a tendency to 

reduce consonant clusters in the phrase ―po prostu‖ as well as to omit the 

obstruent ―ć‖ in the word ―prędkość‖. Information mentioned above were 

not seen in recordings of sober speakers.  
Incomprehensible words are another element of linguistic analysis. In 

case of intoxicated speakers the speech they produce is also called 

―gibbering‖. Assumption that gibbering will occur more often when the 
speaker is intoxicated was confirmed only for women (Table 14). The 

amount of incomprehensible words produced by men is practically the same 

when intoxicated, as well as when sober. So far based on obtained results it 
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is impossible to assign more frequent occurrence of incomprehensible words 

to the speech under the influence of alcohol. 

Word lengthening was the last thing taken into consideration in this 
research. It turns out that women after consuming specific amount of alcohol 

have a tendency to prolong the words, usually by lengthening one vowel in 

different words. Along with prolonging a given word women shortened the 
rest of the phrase. It was assumed that that specific factor had an effect on 

pace of the speech, However this assumption has no reference to speech 

produced by men. Lengthening words is the same, no matter if men are 

intoxicated or sober. 
Although perceptive evaluation of the recordings of intoxicated 

speakers indicates that the speech rate should be slower than in recordings of 

sober speakers research data does not confirm this. Thorough analysis that 
may review the reason of inconsistency between perception and obtained 

results should be conducted. 

4. Conclusion and discussion 

In this paper the analysis of the alcohol database has been presented. This 

analysis suggests that the effects of alcohol on the speech production could 

run to unique patterns. It turned out that changes of such acoustic parameters 
as F0 or formant frequencies would be valuable tips for identifying someone 

as being drunk or sober. What is more, linguistic analysis made it possible to 

show the most common mistakes that speaker made when intoxicated.  

While conducting the research some unexpected results were obtained. 
Presumptions about slower speaker‘s speech rate and longer vowel duration 

were not confirmed. In the state of sobriety and intoxication these two 

elements have not shown any particular changes. This case brings many 
questions because other experiments reported opposite effects ([18], [19]). 

To get the answers further research is planned. 

Another problem while analyzing the alcohol database is associated 
with some gaps in the previous laboratory-based research. None of 

experimenters have ever tried to prove that there is another substances that 

influence the speech production in a similar way that alcohol does. Therefore 

it is not said that the same results would be obtained in different state than 
intoxication 

Conducted research presented in this article is just the very beginning 

of what have been planned. Future work will include a broader analysis of 
phonetic and prosodic features like speech rhythm , spectral tilt and energy 

contour. The topic of speech rate and vowel duration will be also retaken 

into consideration. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper evaluates the problem of interlabeller agreement on the 

annotation of speech recordings. Seven annotators were engaged in 

verification and correction of automatic phonetic transcription and 

segmentation as well as prosodic phrase marking of the same 15 minute 

subcorpus. The methodology applied to the corpus selection and 

automatic analysis of competing annotations is introduced. Preliminary 

observations regarding discrepancies between segment labelling, 

temporal boundary placement, word/syllable boundary markings and 
phrase annotation are presented. 

STRESZCZENIE 

W niniejszej pracy rozważa się zagadnienie zgodności wyników ręcznej 

anotacji nagrań mowy. Ten sam 15-minutowy zbiór wypowiedzi został 

poddany weryfikacji automatycznie wygenerowanej transkrypcji 

fonetycznej i segmentacji oraz anotacji fraz prozodycznych, wykonanej 

niezależnie przez siedem osób. W artykule przedstawiono metody 

zastosowane do wyboru podzbioru zdań do analizy oraz algorytmy 
zastosowane do automatycznej analizy rozbieżnych anotacji tych samych 

wypowiedzi. Zaprezentowano także wstępne spostrzeżenia dotyczące 

występujących w nich różnic w zakresie etykiet fonetycznych, 

segmentacji fonetycznej oraz znaczników granic wyrazów/sylab i typów 

fraz. 

mailto:marcin.szymanski@speechlabs.pl
mailto:jolabachan@gmail.com
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1. Introduction 

Creation of speech corpora requires enormous amount of work and manual 
work is often unavoidable, especially if the corpus is to contain spontaneous 

speech. Manual annotation is time-consuming and is prone to errors and 

inconsistencies. Therefore creators/designers of corpora support the 
annotators with automatic tools to reduce the annotation time and eliminate 

the human mistakes. However, automatic tools are not able do all the tasks 

(e.g. segment foreign words or evaluating prosody of utterances) and are also 
not so precise as human ear. In the present paper we investigate the 

interlabeller agreement on segmental and prosodic annotation in the Jurisdict 

Polish database. Previously, similar investigation was performed on this 
database [1] looking at intra- and interlabeller agreement, but on a higher 

level of annotation. The authors verified the consistency of speech signal 

annotation by human experts and investigated the influence of the annotation 
facilitation tool, the input text when seen together with the speech signal, on 

the annotation quality (as opposite to annotating/transcribing speech signal 

based only on listening). The annotation files were compared with regard to 
the number and type of noise labels, special events labels, spelling and 

segmentation differences both among labellers and also for each of the 

labellers individually. The obtained results showed that experienced 
annotators do agree in their categorisations of the special events, however, 

some justified exceptions may happen and are labeller-dependent. 

The accuracy of the acoustic-phonetic description of speech does not 
only depend on the labellers focus/―dedication‖ to work, but also on the 

provided speech signal. The better pronunciation of a speaker, the higher 

accuracy of annotation [2].  
One of the factors we focus on in our analysis is boundary placement 

between the phones. The problem of accuracy of boundary placement often 

appears in the literature in connection with evaluating the accuracy of 
automatic segmentation in comparison to its agreement with a manually-

segmented reference. Although the latter task is always performed by trained 

speech communication experts, and usually a common set of segmentation 
rules is agreed upon, there is always some disagreement between skilled 

human experts on the precise segmentation of the same utterance. Cosi et 

al.[3] reported that the mean deviation between manual segmentations were 
6–7ms, while 88–95% of corresponding boundaries were marked within 

±20ms, depending on the experiment. The transition classes with the biggest 

deviations were semivowels-to-vowels, vowels-to-plosives, vowels-to-
affricates and vowels-to-vowels (mean deviations of 10ms or more in at least 

one experiment). Analysis in [4] revealed that onset times that were the most 

consistently marked by experts were that of plosives (best and worst 10%: 
0.7 and 6.8ms, respectively) and flaps (2.1 and 11.8ms), while onset times of 

pauses and semivowels were among the least consensual (ca. 10 and ca. 

32ms, respectively). Although the analysis was made for onset times, it was 
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also observed that the disagreement may depend on the preceding phone, in 

particular for vowel onset. Similar conclusions were drawn in [5], where it 

was observed that vowel-to-vowel and vowel-to-glide transitions were prone 
to the highest inconsistencies between human experts. The above findings 

seem to be universal regardless of the particular language being analysed. 

In the present paper we introduce algorithmic methods of initial 
automatic analysis of labeller agreement and discrepancies and look at 

agreement in the annotation of phones, the boundary placement between 

them and the prosody markers (word accent and phrase intonation contour). 
The results of such a study are intended for use in evaluating the accuracy of 

automatic segmentation and labelling (other possible gains are hinted at in 

Section 5), in evaluating the consistency of a corpus, and the usability of the 
annotation conventions for manual annotation. 

In Section 2 the experiment is described, including subcorpus selection, 

instructions to the annotators and  Multiple Sequence Alignment. In Section 
3 the results of the analysis is discussed with reference to substitutions, 

temporal deviations, prosodic annotation, word/syllable segmentation and 

insertions. Section 4 is a short summary and the future works are presented 
in Section 5. 

2. Experiment description
4
 

The goal of the experiment was to analyse the agreement of annotation 

among 7 human annotators. One annotator was an expert in phonetics and 

coordinator of the experiment and the six students taking part in the 
investigation had ca. 3-months of experience working with this particular 

annotation system. The task was to annotate the speech signal on the phone 

level, if necessary correcting the word and syllable boundaries derived from 
the expert-written rules [6]. Additionally, on the prosodic level, the accented 

syllables were indicated and the phrase intonation was described using 

special markers for falling or rising intonation. 

2.1. Subcorpus selection 

Based on the estimated speed of the manual annotation and the time 

allocated to the experiment, it was decided that a corpus the analysis was to 
be performed on should contain ca. 6000 phonetic boundaries. Because the 

analysis was to concentrate on segment level of the annotation, and the 

phonetic boundaries in particular, there were two general criteria the 
selection could be based on: the diphone coverage and the 

representativeness, which are further discussed below. 

For the measure of representativeness we chose the Kullback-Leibler 
Divergence (for other examples of using divergence for corpus reduction, see 

                                                   
4
 We are grateful to Piotr Francuzik for the technical support in the course 

of the annotation. 
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e.g. [7]), which is an information-theoretic measure of a difference between 

two probability distributions, defined as:  

   

D(P∥Q)=∑
i=1

t

pi ln
pi

qi    (1) 
where pi is a probability (normalised frequency) of a given phonetic 

transition (diphone) in a selected subcorpus and qi is its probability in the 
entire corpus. DKL is a non-symmetric measure, and it could possibly be used 

in the ―inverted‖ form, i.e. P as the entire corpus and Q as its approximation 

(which can be argued would more closely follow the intuitive interpretation 
of the measure),  should all the values of qi be guaranteed to be non-zero (i.e. 

should all diphones be represented in the subcorpus; it is explained below 

why they are not). 
The sentences were selected out of the Polish Jurisdict corpus [8], 

containing 134773 sentences with complete transcriptions. The transcriptions 

was available on the orthographic level only, which means that the phonetic 
coverage criterion could only be estimated based on the rule-based lexical 

phonemic representations of Polish words. The database, after automatic 

word-to-phone expansion, contained over 8M phonetic transitions, 
representing 1382 distinct diphone classes. The preliminary analysis showed 

that the inclusion of all possible diphones at least once would likely yield a 

subcorpus of ca. 9000 phonetic segments or more, that is a number ca. 50% 
higher than one assumed feasible within given time constraints. Thus, the 

full diphone coverage condition had to be relaxed. 
The final criterion used for optimization of the subcorpus selection 

combined the above two requirements in a synthetic formula: 

 
   D

+
 = DKL

2
 + (lnρ)

2     
(2)  

 

where ρ is the diphone coverage ratio (the second term has an interpretation 
similar to divergence: the better the coverage, the closer it is to 0). 

As it would be too time consuming to choose an optimal subcorpus out 

of 134k sentences using virtually any formula, the following heuristic 
selection procedure was used: 

(vii) first, 20 sets of sentences, each containing ca. 900 phonetic 

transitions were selected at random; then, all 1140 possible three-
piece combinations of the above were evaluated using the D

+
 

criterion and the best tuple was included in the set, which resulted in 

the set of ca. 45% of the assumed final size, having fairly good 
representativeness but representing poor diphone coverage; 

(viii) in the second stage, the remaining space was filled by a greedy 

algorithm, i.e. each iteration expanded the set by one sentence based 
on the change of D

+
. 

The final corpus yielded by the above procedure contained nearly 15 

minutes of audio (including silence) in 297 recordings, coming from 264 
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different speakers. One recording is usually a sentence or a phrase, but there 

are recordings which contain only lists of read-aloud phoneme characters. 

The number of phonetic segments was 6305 (not including noise segments, 
later marked by experts).  207 of diphone classes found in the entire database 

were missing from the selected corpus (maximum qi among the missing 

diphones was 0.0057%, i.e. none of them appeared more than once per over 
17000). The DKL value of the selection was 0.134nats. 

2.2. Instructions 

The annotators were provided with the recordings and their automatic 
annotation. The automatic annotation included phone segments (generated 

from the text based on grapheme-to-phoneme transcriptions then segmented 

by SALIAN [9]) together with word and syllable boundaries. The annotation 
specification was similar to those applied in annotation of the BOSS corpus 

[10]), the rules for boundary placement were based on the handbook [11]) 

and the instructions to the annotators were as follows: 
2. Correct phonetic transcription only when there is no doubt that the 

utterance contains different phones from those generated by the 

automatic segmentation. The modification may consist in correcting 
phone labels, inserting and deleting phone segments or defining 

them as junk (label /$j/). 

3. Do the segmentation (phone boundary placement) carefully. It is 
expected to verify and correct each boundary of the automatic 

segmentation. 

4. Check if the accented syllables are correctly marked – /‖/ label. 
(There is no accent differentiation at this experiment. We do not 

mark different accent types). 

5. Add the phrase intonation markers for rising (5,?), falling (5,.) or 
exclamation (5,!) intonation, including markers for the continuation 

phrases (2,. – falling and 2,? – rising). Additionally, mark the 
creaky/fry voicing. 

6. Do not consult difficult cases! The aim of the experiment is to assess 

the discrepancy of annotation by many expert annotators who do the 
work on their own based on the common specification that was 

worked out earlier. The annotators are not to be evaluated. 

The annotation was performed with  the WaveSurfer annotation tool 
[12] and saved in a BOSS Label File (BLF; [13]). The phone set applied for 

the task was extended Polish SAMPA [14], with additional labels for filled 

pauses (labels fil or $pw), speaker noise (label spk), intrusive noise (label 
int), the glottal stop (label ?) and the junk (label $j). 

A sample annotation without time stamps is: 

#$p  #s_-5,.  x  "o  .d  y  #s_2,?  "o  w~  #$p  #u_5,.  .k  "o  s'  .n  e  #$p  
Different segments are separated by a space ― ‖, # denotes the 

beginning of a word.  A dot (.) stands for the beginning of a syllable, ―#$p‖ 
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means pause. 

2.3. Multiple transcription alignment 

The comparison of multiple manual segmentations and labelling of a given 
sentence was based on matching between corresponding segments and 

boundaries in its alternative transcriptions. This is known as Multiple 

Sequence Alignment (MSA) and is a problem established particularly in the 
field of computational biology [15]. 

 (a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 1: A visualization of the alignment of multiple annotations (MSA). 
Each row shows one of 7 competing transcriptions, the vertically-oriented 

polylines represent boundary matchings (nodes in MSA), time axis is left-to-
right. Identically annotated segments are white, grey colour signifies a 

mismatch of labels or an insertion; the captions were customisable, in this 

case presented are: word/syllable breaks, phoneme labels and prosodic 
phrase or stress marks. 

We refrain from giving more formal definitions of MSA, and limit 
ourselves to explain that the problem is finding a shortest path in an acyclic 
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K-dimensional mesh graph, where K is the number of transcriptions, the 

nodes of the graph represent the ―associations‖ of single phonetic boundaries 

in those transcriptions, and the edges represent either phonetic segments or 
―gaps‖ (meaning that with regard to a particular transcription having a gap, 

other transcriptions have ―insertions‖ at this point). 

The exact dynamic programming algorithm solving MSA is known to 
have potentially prohibitive time complexity O(2

K
N), where N is the product 

of sequence lengths. However, with an A* strategy (i.e. algorithm using a 

priority queue that orders partial solutions by a calculated partial cost plus a 
lower bound of the cost of a remaining path; [16]) the exact solver was 

found to be efficient enough, for our cases. 

The cost measure we used was the sum of pairwise costs, where a 
―gap‖/insertion was assigned a fixed penalty g (g=2.3 in our case), while a 

substitution cost varied and its calculation was based on the expert-provided 

associative feature table of Polish phonemes: each pair of phonetic labels 
was assigned a substitution penalty equal to the number of columns in the 

table in which the two phonemes in question were assigned to different 

classes (0 in case of identical labels, 1 to 5 otherwise). 
Additionally, since the manual phonetic segmentation was available, 

both insertion and substitution costs were augmented by the time-distance 
cost  

c·(ti-tj)
2
, where t's denote compared boundary times in two different 

transcriptions i and j, calculated separately for left- and right-hand side 
boundaries of segments (in this case, gaps were interpreted as zero-length 

segments at a particular time; c equalled 2.0, if t was expressed in seconds). 

Apart from the above solver, a simple visualization tool was prepared, 
that allowed for easy inspection of the alignments (examples generated by 

this utility are presented in the Figure 1). 

More importantly, although an automatic MSA was found to be a very 
useful tool, in ca. 8% of utterances the alignments had to be manually 

adjusted, although the majority of alignment corrections needed involved 

noise marks over silence segments (the noise detection and segmentation 
was the task that also the participants were most inconsistent at). The general 

rule used during manual correction was that segments in different 

transcriptions that are temporally disjoint, should not be ―associated‖ by 
MSA, with the possible exception of silence segments (again, due to the 

inconsistency of noise marking). 

Another limitation of either automatic or manual MSA with regard to 
alignment of alternative phonetic segmentations was notably its inability to 

correctly associate a single ―unintelligible‖ (junk) label in one transcription 

with a corresponding sequence of more than one segment in another 
transcription. Such cases needed to be analysed visually, and any statistics 

automatically cumulated from MSA had to be manually adjusted. 
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3. Automatic and visual analysis 

3.1. Substitutions 

Figure 2 shows a phonetic label confusion matrix. It represents a total 

number of pairs of phonetic segments, in competing transcriptions that were 

matched as corresponding segments by the MSA. The matrix is symmetric in 
terms of its nominal values, however, it is shown in the figure in terms of 

normalized percentages. The latter form thus attempts to answer the 

question: ―given a phonetic segment in one transcription, what is the 
probability distribution of the label on the corresponding segment in a 

transcription made by another expert?‖. 

Looking at Figure 2 it can be observed that voiceless consonants were 
often substituted for the voiced ones and vice versa.  

Visual inspection reveals that there is a big mismatch at the noise 

segments (labels fil, $pw, spk, int, $j) – these segments were not of much 
interest for the present research. Nasal consonants also have many 

interpretations. The phone /n'/ was annotated as /n/, /j~/, /m/, /w~/ or a junk. 

/w~/ was annotated as /n/, /m/, /j~/, /N/, /w/ and a junk. The plosive 
consonant /t/ was annotated as /d/, /t^S/ or either the pause or a junk. The 

vowel /y/ had a few interpretations. The matrix also shows that the vowel /o/ 

was confused with a few different sounds, but in actuality each was a single 
case of one annotator disagreeing with the others. The actual numbers of 

occurrences of the discussed phonemes are presented in Table 1. 

However, more insight is needed here to induce some general rules, and 
in the future we plan to consider at least the phonetic context of the segment. 
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Table 10: Frequency of confusion pairs for selected phonemes. 

w~ n' t y o 

w~ 2276 n' 5884 t 8700 y 8312 o 20164 

n 50 n 30 d 33 e 22 $j 6 

m 44 j~ 21 t^S 18 i 18 e 6 

j~ 28 $j 14 $j 5 $j 7 a 6 
n' 12 w~ 12 $p 2 o 5 y 5 

N 6 m 3   u 3 u 5 

w 6     $pw 2   

$j 1     noise_spk 1   

3.2.  Temporal deviations  

To consider a particular phonetic boundary in the analysis of the interlabeller 

transition point (segmentation) deviation, the following conditions had to be 
met: the boundary in two competing transcriptions is matched as 

Figure 2: Segment label confusion matrix. For a segment found in one 

transcription, each row represents a probability distribution of labels on its 
corresponding segments in another transcriptions (the latter are denoted by 

column headers). Probabilities are normalized within each row. 
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corresponding by the MSA, the segment on left-hand side (and right-hand 

side, respectively) of the boundary in question has the same label in both 

transcriptions, the left-hand side (and right-hand side) segments in both 
transcriptions are represented by the same edge of the alignment path 

generated by the MSA (in other words, no inserted segments are allowed in 

one transcription with relation to the other, in order to use the pair of 
transcriptions in the deviations analysis of a particular transition). 

The statistics gathered in this way are the mean square distance of a 

corresponding boundary placement by any two different participants. It thus 
answers the question: ―given a phonetic boundary having been placed at a 

particular point, how close another expert is expected to mark the same 

boundary, in terms of a root mean square deviation (RMS), provided that 
both experts agreed on a phonetic contents of this audio fragment?‖. It may 

be noted that the above model is distinct from the standard deviation around 

the mean boundary placement, i.e. it is only a pairwise comparison and at no 
point is it assumed that any "average" segmentation is known. 

The result for diphone classes are presented in Figure 3. Visual 

inspection reveals that the speaker noise (spk) appears before and after 
almost all the other segments (squares along the central lines) and its 

boundary placement differs (large squares mean high deviations in ms). 
There are many examples of large differences in boundary placement for 

vowels and voiceless consonants followed by a pause. However, there are no 

examples of voiced plosives, fricatives and affricates followed by a pause 
(because of devoicing at the final positions therefore the matrix at such 

combinations are empty). There are many examples for the /st/ diphone and 

the boundary placement is not too precise. The interesting diphones /ow~/ 
and /ew~/ spelled in Polish as ―ą‖ and ―ę‖, respectively, have many 

examples in the subcorpus, but on the other hand, the boundary placements 

vary, which could be expected. An encouraging result occurs with the /c/ 
phone, which is a palatalised /k/, and may only occur in diphones /ci/ or /cj/. 

The dark colour shows that there are many examples of these diphones in the 

subcorpus and the boundary between /c/ and /i/ is quite precisely placed. The 
differences of boundary placement in ms between selected speech sounds are 

presented in Table 2. 
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Figure 3: Root mean square pairwise deviations of a manual phonetic 
segmentation, represented by the size of a rectangle in each cell. Left-hand 

side segments of transitions correspond to row captions, right-hand side 
segments--to column headers. The shade of grey denote the sample size for a 

given class, in pairs (note that since there are K=7 competing transcriptions, 

a single transition instance can generate up to 21 pairwise deviations). 

 

If the transitions having a noise segment on either side are excluded 
from the analysis, the global RMS boundary placement deviations in the 

analysed subcorpus is 13.55ms, estimated on ca. 112k pairs of corresponding 
boundary placements (as was mentioned before, the silence/noise transition 

marks varied widely in different transcriptions, thus their exclusion from the 

above; those boundaries revealed as much as 72.6ms RMS deviations, from 
6785 examples). In case the silence-related transitions are also excluded, the 

RMS deviation falls down to 10.21ms (with a support of ca. 102k pairs). 
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Table 11: Differences of boundary placement between pairs of phones; N – 
number of instances, vow – vowel (a, e, i, o, u, y), nas – nasal (n, n', m, N), 

gld – glide (j, w), vcl-cons – voiceless consonant ( p, t, k, f, x, s, S, s',t^s, t^S, 
t^s'), $p  – pause 

pair ms N pair ms N pair ms N 

vow→vow 16.2 1083 vow→vow 16.2 1083 c→i 5.9 567 

nas→vow 10.6 6807 vow→gld 14.4 3657 c→j 10.9 189 

l→vow 9.2 1593 vow→nas 9.0 7032 s→t 11.1 975 

r→vow 10.1 2817 vow→r 9.9 1998 e→w~ 12.7 261 

gld→vow 12.5 5306 vow→l 15.6 1563 o→w~ 16.1 861 

      vowel→$p 41.4 3079 

      vcl-cons→$p 35.0 1070 

3.3.  Prosodic annotation 

Prosodic annotation consisted in: 

1. defining the type of intonation of a phrase and marking them on the 

first (-5,. -5,?) and the last (5,. 5,? 5,!) orthographic word in a phrase, 
including intonation of continuation phrases (2,. 2,? ); 

2. verifying/marking the accented syllable in a word. 

Annotating the intonation phrases was quite tricky. First of all, there 
were several cases that the same phrase was interpreted as rising, falling or 

even as an exclamation (cf. Figure 1(a)). However, the overall observations 

were that the annotators agreed in their assessments. Secondly, there were 
differences in marking the continuation phrases – sometimes all annotators 

marked the same continuation phrase, but there were also cases where the 

intonation of the continuation phrase was not marked by some annotators. 
Finally, there were mistakes in putting the intonation phrase label not on the 

last word, but the penultimate word. However, such mistakes were very rare 

and are caused by the human error; they are taken into account in manual 
annotation. The errors connected with forgetting about marking the 

beginning (-5,. -5,?) and the end of the phrase (5,. 5,? 5,!)
5
 was eliminated 

thanks to a special ―grammar‖ spellchecker
6
. Figure 4 shows the chart of 

frequency of phrase intonation labels. 

Annotating accented syllables was also problematic. Significant 

differences in marking the accented syllables in few-syllable words were not 
observed, but monosyllabic words caused trouble (cf. Figure 1(b)). In the 

Polish language some of the monosyllabic words are not accented and only 

after combining them with another word do they become accented. The 
phenomenon called the consonance divides into proclitics – unaccented 

words followed by the host/accented words (e.g. do <preposition> ciebie 

                                                   
5 Start label -5,. could end either in 5,. or 5,!   
6 We are grateful to Marek Lange for creating the annotation grammar 

spellchecker. 
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<pronoun>)
7
 and enclitics – unaccented words which appear after the 

accented host words (e.g. uczył <verb> się <reflexive pronoun>). Polish 

phonological rules specify: 

 
 in combinations of preposition and monosyllabic noun the accent 

may fall on the  preposition; 

 in combinations of preposition and monosyllabic pronoun the accent 

must fall on the  preposition; 

 in combinations of the negative particle ―nie‖ (Eng. not) and 

monosyllabic verbs the accent must fall on the particle ―nie‖. 

In the annotated corpus the labellers differed in annotating such 

combinations as  ―do tej‖, ―co tam‖, ―ze mną‖, ―po czym‖, ―to jest‖, ―on 
miał‖,  ―to są‖. It is possible that some annotators followed the phonological 

rules of annotation, some depended on their auditory impression, as model 

pronunciations do not have to be imitated by the real speakers, especially 
when they come from different parts of Poland and may be stressed by the 

recording situation. A good example is the word ―uniwersytet‖. In this 

foreign word the accent should fall on the antepenult, but the common 
pronunciation stresses the penultimate syllable (and so it was automatically 

marked), because it is according to the Polish rule of stressing the 

penultimate syllable. The word ―uniwersytet‖ appeared in the corpus and 
was not unanimously marked – 2 annotators marked stress on the antepenult 

syllable, 5 on the penultimate syllable. The perceptual evaluation and visual 

inspection of the acoustic properties of the word showed that stress was 
realised on the antepenult syllable. The stress marked on the penultimate 

syllable was probably caused by the fact that the automatic rules marked 

                                                   
7 Proclitics/Enclitics in italic, accented syllable in bold 

-5,. 5,. -5,? 5,? 2,. 2,? 5,!
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Figure 4: Frequency of prosodic annotation for phrase intonation labels 
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stress on this syllable and the annotators did not change it. The acoustic 

measurements for the word ―uniwersytet‖ is presented in Table 3. 

Annotators also had problems with syllabic abbreviations, e.g. ONZ /o-
en-zet/, PL /pe-el/. In abbreviations the last syllable should be stressed, but 

in the experiment either the last or the penultimate syllable was marked. 

Such discrepancies may worry and show how difficult is the prosodic 
annotation, because the annotators chosen for the experiment were trained in 

accent annotation and worked with a much more complex annotation system, 

including distinction of different word accent types. However, it is 
encouraging that in many cases of stressing proclitic-prepositions just one 

annotator among 7 differed in opinion, seeming to mark the stress according 

to the phonological rules, with the others marking the stress on the word they 
heard. It should be emphasised that the recorded material came from various 

people with different origins and their pronunciation did not have to follow 

the model and the word stress might differ depending what they wanted to 
say and underline in the utterance.  

Table 12: Phone labels, durations and maximum pitch values at different 
positions of the phones in the word "uniwersytet". 

Label Duration Pitch 0-25% Pitch 25-50% Pitch 50-75% Pitch 75-100% 

u 55 303 299 306 319 

n' 38 329 336 343 351 
i 45 360 365 366 367 

v 52 362 348 330 319 

e 74 313 295 269 250 
r 45 239 244 252 251 

s 113 378 476 479 --undefined-- 

y 45 --undefined-- 221 240 249 

t 33 252 259 264 262 
e 109 254 210 --undefined-- --undefined-- 

t 96 --undefined-- --undefined-- --undefined-- --undefined-- 

3.4.  Syllable/word segmentation 

Automatic annotation provided markers for syllable segmentation, but it was 
noticed that the annotators corrected the annotation and divided words into 

syllables in two ways: they either grouped consonants together into one 

syllable or split them as in /p o – t S a s k/ or /p o t – S a s k/. Both versions 
are correct in the Polish language. 

A common mistake was for the ―wie‖ /vje/ syllable. The automatic 

annotator wrongly divided the syllable into /v – je/. This mistake often 
escaped the notice of the annotators and was not corrected, therefore there 

are a couple of words which are incorrectly divided, as in the word ―pow-ie-

dział‖ /pov–je–d^z'aw/. However, such a mistake may be automatically 
corrected and such division into syllables does not cause trouble in 
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analysis/work for which the corpus is going to be used. 

Annotation of the glottal stop labelled /?/ was problematic. The glottal  

stop appears after the pause before the vowel. The annotators either defined 
the sound as a part of the word or as a separate segment followed by a word 

starting with a vowel, e.g. /#? a l e/  or /#? #a l e/. 

The differences in word segmentation concerned foreign words. For 
example, the word ―McDonald‖ was annotated either as two words: /#m a g 

#―d o .n a l d/, or as one word /#m a g .―d o .n a l d/. 

3.5.  Insertions 

Significant problems with inserting additional phones, not annotated by most 

of the people, were not noticed. There were cases of segmenting a vowel in 
prolonged consonants. For example in a word ―zły‖ (Eng. angry), when the 

consonant /z/ was lengthened, the word was segmented either as /#z y. w y/ 

or /#z w y/. 
There were also cases of insertions of other sounds, but they were not 

systematic and a rule of inserting them was not found. They depended on 

human auditory impressions and precision of annotation. 

4. Summary 

Investigation of interlabeller agreement showed small differences in 

annotating the speech signal, partly connected with the precision of 
annotation performed by individual annotators, partly on their auditory 

impression. Some differences were caused by the fact that more than one 

interpretation of the speech description is allowed by the Polish language. In 
some cases the results might have been slightly distorted by the fact that 

participants did not write the transcriptions from scratch, but only corrected 

rule-based transcriptions, which were also erroneous (as in the syllable 
segmentation example given in the previous section). It should also be 

underlined that some discrepancies of annotation must have been caused by 
simple human mistakes which are unavoidable in such a task. 

Overall, the disagreement of boundary placement was 10.21ms. The 

phone label annotation did not result in many differences, also thanks to the 
automatic segmentation. Syllable and word segmentation also did not cause 

many discrepancies, apart from those triggered by the incorrect automatic 

syllable segmentation and the difficulties in recognising the glottal stop /?/. 
The prosodic annotation was the most problematic on both phrase intonation 

and word stress levels, and resulted in disagreement among the labellers.   

5. Future work 

In the future we plan to perform further analyses of annotations in 

comparison with the results of automatic transcription and segmentation. 

Additionally, we plan to apply more advanced algorithms to the 
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automatic analysis of alignments, in particular to verify the visual 

observations presented in this paper with machine learning / rule discovery 

methods, which should take the phonetic context of boundaries and segments 
into account.  

A general future objective is to build a predictor that, given a single 

transcription, is able to generate alternative transcriptions of the same 
utterance (possibly followed by an ASR-based disambiguation). A predictor 

of this kind can be used in the automatic segmentation and labelling of 

sentences that are already orthographically transcribed, and incorporated into 
a unit-selection speech synthesiser, whose cost functions may reflect the 

uncertainty of the corpus annotation. 

Last but not least, the plan is to ask the same annotators to perform the 
same tasks again in the future and measure intralabeller agreement on the 

speech annotation across time. 
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ABSTRACT 

Collections of mutual translations gain in their value if aligned at the 

sentence level. As such they can be used e.g. in Statistical Machine 

Translation, Translation Studies and Lexicography. In this study, four 

leading systems of automatic sentence alignment are tested on four 

English-Polish translationally equivalent documents. Their performance 

is evaluated in terms of precision, recall and F-measure as well as in 

terms of their coverage of the source and target text. Some of the 

advantages and disadvantages of these methods with respect to different 

applications are discussed. 

STRESZCZENIE 

Zbiory tekstów będących wzajemnymi ekwiwalentami tłumaczeniowymi 

zyskują na wartości jeśli są dopasowane na poziomie zdania. Jako takie 

mogą być wykorzystane w statystycznym tłumaczeniu maszynowym, 

przekładoznawstwie czy leksykografii. W niniejszej pracy przedstawiono 

test czterech wiodących systemów dopasowujących automatycznie 

zdania w polskich i angielskich tekstach będącymi wzajemnymi 

odpowiednikami tłumaczeniowymi. W teście porównano skuteczność 

tych systemów pod względem dokładności, zwrotu oraz miary F. 

Przedstawiono niektóre z zalet i wad tych systemów względem różnych 

zastosowań. 

mailto:krynicki@wa.amu.edu.pl
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this study is to present the results of the comparison of four 
leading systems of automatic sentence alignment with respect to their 

accuracy of alignment of four English-Polish bitexts. The systems selected 

were moore [1], hunalign [2], bleualign [3] and gargantua [4]. The accuracy 

was expressed in terms of precision, recall and F-measure (combining both 
precision and recall). The bitexts were short articles from New York Times 

published in 2010 along with their professional translations found on Polish 

web portals. The parallel corpus from which they were extracted and which 
was used to train moore and gargantua was PHRAVERB [5]

8
.  

Similar studies were conducted for pairs of languages like Urdu-

English and French-English [6], German-English and French-English [4] or 
French-English [7]. The following study confirms high accuracy of 

bleualign in terms of recall and F-measure and high accuracy of moore in 

terms of precision. 

2. Terminology 

We will assume that a bead is the smallest unit of sentence alignment, be it 

automatic or manual. The bead consists of a source and a target segment, 

also referred to as two sides of the bead. The segment in the bead may 
consist of one or more sentences. The bead segments may be mutual 

translational equivalents (i.e. all component sentences are equivalent) in 

which case the bead represents a correct alignment. Two types of incorrect 
alignments are distinguished, incomplete assignment (at least one pair of 

sentences in the bead are equivalent and at least one sentence has no 

equivalent on the other side) and complete misassignment (no equivalent 
sentences in the bead). The segment in a bead may be empty (0 sentences) if 

the segment on the other side contains one or more sentences. Such a bead 

represents correct alignment if these sentences have no equivalents on the 

other side of the bitext. The gold standard for the alignment of a bitext is 
such alignment of all the sentences from that bitext that contains only correct 

alignments. The gold standard needs to be prepared manually. By structural 

fidelity of a bitext we will mean the proportion of 1-to-1 beads relative to the 
total number of beads in the gold standard obtained for that bitext. 

3. Corpus 

The corpus used as a basis for this study was PHRAVERB [5]. It is a 
unidirectional English-to-Polish parallel corpus compiled to analyse Polish 

equivalents of English phrasal verbs. It consists of 408 English press articles 

and their Polish translations collected in 2006-2011. English articles were 

                                                   
8 The author expresses his gratitude to dr Magdalena Perdek for making the 

corpus available for this study.  
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mostly published in New York Times and their translations were published 

on Polish web portals. The corpus currently amounts to 926 725 tokens. 

From the corpus 4 bitexts were manually extracted for the purpose of 
testing the alignment systems. The corpus was also used for training moore 

and gargantua. The corpus and the test bitexts were downcased before they 

were fed into the aligners. 

4. Test bitexts and gold standard 

From the PHRAVERB corpus, 4 articles were randomly selected (a-d, 

referenced at the end of the paper). In total, they included 162 English and 
184 Polish sentences and 8006 tokens. 

The gold standard of alignment was carefully created by hand as a point 

of reference for later evaluation of automatic alignments. The bitexts 
represented a wide spectrum of structural fidelity (see Table 2). The gold 

standard contained 157 links: 123 1-to-1, 26 1-to-2, 4 2-to-1, 2 0-to-1, 1 1-

to-3 and 1 2-to-2. 

5. Automatic aligners 

Four publically available automatic aligners were chosen for this study: 

moore, hunalign, bleualign and gargantua.  

moore and gargantua work in an unsupervised fashion, i.e. they infer 
the alignment model directly from the data set to be aligned. Due to this 

property they are applicable to parallel corpora for any pair of languages. 

hunalign and bleualign rely on language-specific resources. The former 
resorts to a bilingual dictionary and morphological rules. The latter uses 

machine translation as an intermediary between the source and the target 

text.  

5.1. moore  

The algorithm this aligner implements was presented in [1]. The program is 

written in PERL and has been released under the Microsoft Research end 

user license that allows free usage for research or teaching purposes. 
The algorithm combines a sentence-length-based method with a word-

correspondence-based method. The lexical model is based on IBM 

Translation Model 1 [8] and is trained in the second pass of the alignment. 
moore is intended to provide high precision of alignment at the cost of 

generating only 1-to-1 beads. 

In this study, the training data for moore included the whole 
PHRAVERB corpus. The probability threshold above which the 1-to-1 

sentences from the input corpus were returned was set to the default of 0.5. 
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5.2. hunalign 

The second algorithm tested in this study was presented in [2]. Its 

implementation in C++ has been released under GNU LGPL.  
Similarly to the Moore‘s algorithm, hunalign utilizes an alignment 

algorithm based on both sentence length and lexical similarity. Hunalign 

however uses a word-by-word bilingual dictionary instead of the IBM 
Translation Model 1. 

In this test, hunalign was used with a dictionary of approx. 100 000 

Polish-English pairs of single-word equivalents compiled from various 

electronic bilingual Polish-English dictionaries. Although hunalign is 
capable of using morphological information (affixation rules, POS tags), its 

format and tagsets were not compatible with the resources available to the 

author and this functionality was not taken advantage of. 
hunalign is the only the aligner of the four that is capable of generating 

many-to-many alignments. 

5.3. bleualign 

The algorithm was proposed in [3]. It is programmed in Python and is 
available under GNU GPL. 

In the first pass, bleualign computes the alignment between the 

translated source text and the target text by scoring similarity between 
sentence pairs by means of the BLEU metric [9]. Then, an optimum path for 

1-to-1 alignments is found through dynamic programming. Finally, other 1-

to-1, many-to-1 and 1-to-many alignments are added. 
For this study, the external MT system used was the English-to-Polish 

online version of Translatica developed by Poleng Ltd.  

5.4. gargantua 

The system was presented in [4]. It is implemented in C++ and released as 
open source.  

Its alignment model is similar to moore, but it introduces differences in 

pruning and search strategy. As in moore, the first pass is based on sentence-
length statistics. However, it replaces the second pass of the moore algorithm 

with a two-step clustering: first, all 1-to-1 alignments are obtained and then 

these beads are merged with unaligned sentences to build 1-to-many and 
many-to-1 alignments, thus solving the problem of low recall in moore.  

Of all four aligners, this one is probably the most cumbersome to install 

and the only one that does not run on MS Windows. It is also the only 

system that can take advantage of structural anchors that appear in Europarl 
documentation. 
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6. Evaluation criteria for sentence alignment 

The performance of sentence alignment can be evaluated by means of 
measures of relevance known in the field of information retrieval as 

precision, recall and F-measure [7]. These metrics have been reported to 

have relatively high correlation with human judgements [10]. They combine 

the results of the aligner on correct links relative to test and reference links 
in the following way (equation 1): 

 

 
 

 

 
 

(1) 

Correct links is the number of correct links among those proposed by the 

aligner; reference links is the number of links in correctly aligned texts (the 
gold standard); test links is the number of all links proposed by the aligner. 

F-measure is a harmonic mean of precision and recall. An in-depth 

discussion of these measures in the context of alignment is presented in [10] 
and [11]. 

7. Results of the evaluation  

The table below includes the comparison of the results produced the 
aligners. The best aligner in terms of F-measure and recall was bleualign 

(0.8228 and 0.8469 respectively). The best alignment in terms of precision 

was generated by moore (0.9625). 
In all cases the number of reference links was the same (157) as one 

gold standard was used as reference for evaluating all automatic alignments.  

 

Table 1. Accuracy of four automatic aligners. Bolded numbers indicate 
highest scores. 

 

moore hunalign bleualign gargantua 

correct links 77 122 130 126 

test links 80 159 149 157 

precision 0.9625 0.7673 0.8725 0.8025 

recall 0.4873 0.7722 0.8228 0.8025 

F-measure 0.6471 0.7697 0.8469 0.8025 

 
The results presented above are relatively low compared to the results 

reported in the literature (e.g. [7] p. 14, [2] p. 5). The reasons may include 

the fact that these studies are largely based on official EU documents, which 
have more rigorous structure and are easier to align than press articles. 
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An important reason may also be the relatively low average structural 

fidelity of test bitexts selected for this study. 

Quality of sentence alignment is strongly dependent on the number of 
deletions, insertions and free translations ([12] p. 1, [1] p. 9). Intuitively 

speaking, the greater the proportion of 1-to-1 sentence correspondences in a 

bitext, the easier the job of the automatic aligner. Structural fidelity of each 
bitext, i.e. the ratio of 1-to-1 to all beads in the gold standard alignment for 

that particular bitext, is presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Structural fidelity (SF) of each test bitext (a-d) vs. F-measure for 
the alignments generated by the aligners on each of these bitexts. 

Bitext SF moore hunalign bleualign gargantua avr. F 

a 0.6111 0.4490 0.6133 0.6000 0.5676 0.5575 

b 0.6977 0.2174 0.6173 0.8831 0.7500 0.6169 

c 0.8919 0.7458 0.8378 0.9211 0.8649 0.8424 

d 0.9091 0.9398 1.0000 0.9639 1.0000 0.9759 

 

The low result of moore on the bitext b is a result of low recall, in fact moore 
performed with 100% precision on that bitext. A result of 1.0 indicates the 

alignment identical to the gold standard. Average F-measure values are 

strictly increasing with the SF arguments. However, a greater number of data 

points would be necessary to reliably model the relationship between them 
or calculate the correlation coefficient. 

8. Examples of alignments and alignment errors 

Table 3 contains an example of several sentences aligned manually and 

Table 4 – the alignment of these sentences proposed by 3 automatic aligners. 

The bitext exemplifies a case of translator‘s decision not to render source-

text material judged to be redundant or untranslatable. In this case, 
the elements omitted in the translation are comments on the folk and 

scientific etymology of the English word ‗babble‘. The omission is justified 

considering different etymologies of the Polish equivalent ‗gaworzenie‘. 
 

Table 3. Gold standard alignment. 

[1] During the second year of life, 

toddlers shape their sounds into the 
words of their native tongues. 

[1] Dopiero w drugim roku życia 

zaczynają składać dźwięki w słowa 
swojego własnego, ojczystego 

języka. 

[2] The word "babble" is both 
significant and representative — 

repetitive syllables, playing around 

with the same all-important 

consonants. 

0 
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[3] (Indeed, the word seems to be 

derived not from the biblical Tower 

of Babel, as folk wisdom has it, but 
from the "ba ba" sound babies make.) 

0  

[4] Some of the most exciting new 

research, according to D. Kimbrough 

Oller, a professor of audiology and 
speech-language pathology at the 

University of Memphis, analyzes the 

sounds that babies make in the first 
half-year of life, when they are 

"squealing and growling and 

producing gooing sounds." 

[2] - Wśród najnowszych, szalenie 

interesujących badań w tej dziedzinie 

- mówi D. Kimbrough Oller, profesor 
audiologii i patolog mowy i języka z 

University of Memphis - są takie, 

które za przedmiot analizy obierają 
dźwięki produkowane przez dziecko 

w pierwszym półroczu jego życia, 

kiedy wydaje ono z siebie "piski, 
pomruki i dźwięki przypominające 

gruchanie". 

[5] These sounds are foundations of 

later language, he said, and they 
figure in all kinds of social 

interactions and play between parents 

and babies — but they do not involve 
formed syllables, or anything that yet 

sounds like words. 

[3] Jak wyjaśnia profesor, wszystkie 

one stanowią fundament mającego 
się rozwinąć języka, figurując w 

różnych typach zabaw i społecznych 

interakcji, jakie zachodzą pomiędzy 
rodzicami i dziećmi.  

[4] Na tym etapie dziecko nie 

wypowiada jednak uformowanych 

sylab ani niczego, co przypominałoby 
słowa. 

[6] "By the time you get past 6 

months of age, babies begin to 

produce canonical babbling, well-
formed syllables," Professor Oller 

said. 

[5] - Mniej więcej wtedy, gdy 

dziecko kończy sześć miesięcy, 

pojawia się u niego klasyczne 
gaworzenie i zdolność do artykulacji 

dobrze uformowanych sylab - 

tłumaczy profesor Oller. 

 

For the above passage, of all 3 systems, the least accurate alignment was 

proposed by hunalign and the most accurate by bleu. moore is not included 

in the list as it skipped the passage in its output. hunalign turned out to be 
particularly sensitive to structural incompatibilities between the source and 

target text. In this case, after it fixed the first incorrect alignment (23-2), in 

made errors in the next 8 beads before it came back on the right track (only 
first 3 of these 8 are listed in the Table 4). 
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Table 4. Alignment of the passage from Table 3 proposed by 3 automatic 

aligners. Incorrect beads are bolded. 

alignment beads 

gold standard 1-1 2-0 3-0 4-2 5-34 

hunalign 1-1 23-2  4-34 5-5 

bleu 1-1   4-2 5-34 

gargantua 1-1 2-0 34-2  5-34 

 
The correct alignment was produced only by bleu. However, sentences 

omitted in the translation were also omitted from the alignment output, 

which affects the integrity of the source text. 
gargantua made one mistake in the bead 34-2 (it should be 3-0 and 

4-2). This error, however, seems to be of lesser gravity than 4-34 and 5-5 

produced by hunalign as the former (i.e. 34-2) is a case of incomplete 

assignment while the latter are cases of complete misassignment. In the 
statistics for the whole study both errors were counted in the same way. 

9. Conclusions and future work 

One of potentially problematic features of moore and bleualign is that they 
do not output beads/sentences they have problem aligning: moore skipped 78 

beads out of 157 reference beads; bleualign skipped 9 out of 162 English 

sentences and 26 out of 184 Polish sentences. 
The possibility of excluding dubious matches may be a valuable 

functionality in view of, on one hand, the predominant applications of these 

systems, namely SMT and bilingual terminology extraction, and on the 
other, the growing availability of bilingual data (c.f. [7] p. 11). From that 

perspective, having parallel training material of highest precision possible is 

a priority and leaving out risky alignments may be a negligible loss.  

However, for automatic applications that analyse the context of aligned 
bitexts beyond the sentence level [13], as well as for many human 

applications – aligners like moore and bleualign have limited applicability. 

In translation studies and lexicography, parallel corpora and parallel 
concordances are used to analyse meanings of words and phrases with their 

translations in consideration of their pragmatic context. The categories of 

anaphora, tenses, pronouns or coherence span across sentence boundaries. 
Resolution of lexical and structural ambiguity often requires a wider context 

as well. To correctly render these phenomena in translation, the integrity of 

the source text is required just as the integrity of both source and target is 

required for later study of that translation. 
Therefore, if the integrity of the bitexts needs to be preserved – 

gargantua or hunalign are recommended. If the number of the output 

alignments is predicted to be sufficient and the precision is a priority, the 
moore system seems to be the best choice. bleualign attempts to find a 
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compromise between these approaches but the necessity to obtain machine 

translation of one side of the bitext may pose a practical problem.  

Future work will allow estimation of alignment accuracy by means of 
the quality of translation produced by SMT systems trained on the resulting 

aligned corpus [4]. A larger number of bitexts representing a greater variety 

of genres would give the above findings better generalization power. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper is focused on comparative analysis of the nuclear 

intonation in Korean and Polish questions in spontaneous speech. Fluent 

realisations of three basic categories of interrogative dialogue acts are 

extracted from the Pol'n'Asia Corpus of map task dialogues. In the 

analysis, Prosogram is employed for modelling pitch perception. Some 

aspects of pitch movement within prenuclear, nuclear and postnuclear 

syllables are described, compared and discussed.  

 

STRESZCZENIE 

W tekście przedstawiono badania porównawcze melodii rdzennej pytań 

w koreańskiej i polskiej mowie spontanicznej. Płynne realizacje trzech 
podstawowych kategorii pytań zostały wybrane z nagrań „zadania z 

mapą‖ z korpusu Pol'n'Asia. W badaniach wykorzystano system 

Prosogram w celu modelowania percepcji intonacji. Przeanalizowano, 

opisano i porównano wybrane aspekty realizacji melodii w obrębie 

sylaby rdzennej i w jej bezpośrednim otoczeniu. 
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1. Introduction 

The intonation of questions in Korean and Polish seems to be relatively 
deeply explored [e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The component of rising melody, 

considered to be one of intonational universals for interrogatives and 

generally related to „open‖ or „unfinished‖ utterances [8] is also found in the 

two languages.  
This paper is focused on a selection of interrogative dialogue acts 

occurring in the two languages in similar types of dialogues. Its aim is to  

compare the patterns in these two languages and to provide cues to both 
Korean learners of Polish and Polish learners of Korean on the potential 

differences in the intonational realisations of interrogative utterances. The 

category of ―dialogue act‖ itself is primarily related to the intentions of the 

speaker and only loosely bound to the grammatical structure [9, 10, 11]. 
Therefore, although intentions themselves may seem quite difficult to grasp, 

the analytic approach based on dialogue acts offers some unquestionable 
advantages. The scope of analyses is not limited by the rules of linguistic 

well-formedness. The actual dialogue functions of utterances are taken into 

account – not only their grammatical categories or superficial linguistic 

structures. 

2. Languages and speech data under study 

Korean, frequently placed in the Altaic family but also classified as an 
isolate, is a non-tonal, agglutinative language exploiting the SOV sentence 

structure as a default option. 

The strategies employed to express questions in Korean include special 
intonational patterns, interrogative affixes (verb morphemes being at the 

same time sentence conclusion markers) and wh- words [12]. Due to 

interaction of interrogative mood with honorification a few different 
interrogative verb affixes are used to express simultaneously the level of 

intimacy. 

The addition of the verb/sentence final marker -ji, -jiyo seems to be the 
best equivalent of question tag constructions known from English: 

 

  이제 덥지요?   Ije deopjiyo?  (It is hot now, isn't it?) 

 

In questions for information, wh- fronting is not necessary in most 
cases, i.e. interrogative pronoun remains in-situ. Intonation plays a decisive 

role in the differentiation of wh-questions from yes/no questions, because 

Korean interrogative pronouns are homographic and homophonic with 
indefinite pronouns [13, 14]: 

 

  어제 누가 왔어요?  Eoje nuga wasseoyo?  

  (1. Who came yesterday? 2. Did anyone come yesterday?) 
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A detailed description of Seoul Korean intonation is offered by [1, 12], 

while [15] presents a study of the Korean prosodic prominence system. 

Polish is a highly inflectional Slavic language. While it features a very 
flexible word order, SVO structure is typical of most ―unmarked‖ utterances. 

Besides a relatively strong tendency to place interrogative words in the 

sentence-frontal position, Polish does not have any specific word order for 
questions. They are marked by intonation, question words and by contextual 

cues. General questions can be built with an optional interrogative particle 

czy. Constructions similar to English question tags are possible with the use 

of standard component like czyż nie, nie, tak. 
 

  Dlaczego Jan pije wino? (Why does John drink wine?) 

  Czy Jan pije wino? (Does John drink wine?) 

  Jan pije wino? (Does John drink wine?) 

 Jan pije wino, tak? (John drinks wine, doesn't he?) 
 
The data under study come from the Pol'n'Asia Corpus that comprises 

Korean, Polish, Thai and Vietnamese map task dialogue recordings. In this 

study, Korean and Polish, i.e. intonational languages, are examined. Only 
fluent, non-overlapping realisations of the above mentioned interrogative 

phrases were selected from the initial corpus of ten dialogues for each 

language. Utterances recorded in low quality (e.g., low or rapidly changing 

signal level) or containing substantial portions of creaky voice were rejected 

from further analyses. 

3. Categories of interrogative dialogue acts 

A number of dialogue acts categorisations are available from many authors. 

For the Pol'n'Asia corpus, a classification stemming from the HCRC Map 

Task [10] was introduced in [16]. However, in the present text, we refer to 
the analysed acts in terms of [11], a modern, multidimensional and high-

grained system. Interrogative acts are referred to as ―information seeking 

acts‖ and form a subcategory of General Purpose Communicative Functions. 
For the purpose of the present study, three basic classes of interrogative acts 

were analysed: 

(ix) Propositional Question, PQ (polar question, expecting yes/no 

answer); 
(x) Set Question, SQ (Wh- question); 

(xi) Question for Confirmation QfC, covering both ―positive check‖ and 

―negative check‖ questions in [11]. 
Choice Questions were excluded from the study due to their relatively 

rare occurrence in the analysed material. One should also mention that while 

the authors fully support the idea of mutlifunctionality of dialogue acts, the 
size of the corpus under study is too limited to work with finer subcategories 

that would be generated by such an approach. 
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4. Method 

Comparative studies of intonation encounter serious methodological 
problems. While ―objective measures‖ of pitch frequency certainly have 

some technical value, they may not reflect the peculiarities of human pitch 

perception in the units of language. On the other hand, phonological level 

analysis may prove inappropriate as phonological systems, enclosed within 
respective languages, are hardly comparable. However, since it is possible to 

learn the intonation of foreign languages, one may assume that there exists a 

more universal, language-independent, sub-phonological (or extra-
phonological) level of perception. With a view to the above mentioned facts, 

an approach based on perception modeling was selected for analyses. 

Prosogram [17], available as a script for Praat, produces stylisations of 
intonational contours on the basis of the tonal perception model [18]. They 

are convenient not only for visual scrutiny or resynthesis but also as 

a facilitating tool for symbolic annotation. Even though this method is not 

perfect because Prosogram does not cover entire top-down processing that 
may influence human perception, it still allows for much more coherent 

transcription of intonation (cf. [19]). 

In the current study signals were processed with an adjusted version of 
Prosogram using automatic segmentation and the ―acoustic syllable‖ mode, 

with G = 0.32/T
2
; DG = 20; dmin = 0.35. The values were adjusted on the 

basis of earlier work with Pol'n'Asia Corpus, PoInt Corpus and other Polish 

corpora [e.g., 7, 16]. 
Special attention was paid to the surrounding of nuclear melody. 

Prenuclear syllables also were analysed, employing the approach based on 

IViE phonetic labelling [19]. For each of the three syllables, i.e., the 
prenuclear, the nuclear and the postnuclear one, its internal pitch track was 

described in broad terms (rising, falling, flat, falling-rising, rising-falling). 

For more general comparisons, broad categories of traditionally defined 
nuclear melody, derived directly from the above intra-syllabic descriptions, 

were used. 

5. Pitch movements in Korean and Polish questions 

5.1. Korean 

The data for Korean were obtained from 13 female and 7 male young 
educated Korean native speakers who participated in 10 dialogue sessions. 

The material under analysis came from ten dialogue sessions (twenty 

different speakers) and contained 51 PQs, 26 SQs and 32 QfCs of acceptable 
quality. One question-type dialogue act realisation may consist of more than 

one intonational phrase but the present study is focused on the utterance-

terminal intonational pitch movements. 

In PQs, focused words are marked by a high pitch-accent (high flat or 
rising-falling contour), lengthening and high intensity. The prevailing phrase 
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final melodies can be generalised as fall-rise or flat-rise with a sharp rise 

beginning at the border of nuclear and postnuclear syllable. Typical phrase 

final movements are: (prenuclear + nuclear + postnuclear) (1) mid-flat + 
low-flat + rise or (2) flat + flat + rise (prenuclear & nuclear equal). The cases 

with prenuclear and/or nuclear fall as well as examples of postnuclear high-

flat syllables also occur but are less numerous.  
 

Figure 1. Prosogram of the utterance Ap-jjo-ge  ma-ri bo-i-na-yo? (At the top, is an 

animal being seen?) realised with a prominent final rise. 

 

SQs are characterised by a focused wh- pronoun (with higher energy 
and/or high pitch movement), and a final melody rising on the last syllable 

of the phrase (only 4 out of 26 signals ended with a fall). Prenuclear and 

nuclear syllable sequences are various combinations of the mid-flat, low-flat 
and fall patterns.  

 
Figure 2. Prosogram of the utterance Ap-jjo-geu-ro mwueo-si bo-i- na-yo? (In the 

direction to the top, what is being seen?) 

 

In QfCs, two strategies prevailed: (1) a phrase terminated with a totally 

falling or fall-flat nuclear melody and was grammatically marked by the 
affix -ji attached to the verb or (2) a phrase ended with fall-rise nuclear 

domain cooperating with the verbal negative construction: verb stem-(other 

suffixes)-ji ahnda (negation). A phrase ending with -jiyo, the QfC marker -
ji- combined with a polite sentence-ending particle -yo, appeared only once 

in the corpus and carried the fall-rise nuclear melody like in PQs with the 

final -yo. It can be the case that omitting of the ending -yo in a low speech 

style means also cutting of the final rise. 
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Figure 3. Prosogram of the utternance Oen- jjo-ge keun sup ga-teun geo iss-ji?(On 

the left, there is a thing like a big forest, isn't it?) realised with a noticeable final 

fall. 

Figure 4. Prosogram of the utterance “Geu yeo-pe-neun sa-ram ga-teun geo iss-ji 
anh-ya?”  (Next to that, isn't there an object similar to a man?). 

5.2. Polish 

The data under study come from the utterances by ten female and ten male 

young educated native Polish speakers who participated in ten map task 
sessions. From this corpus, 71 PQs, 52 SQs, and 33 QfCs were selected for 

the analysis as meeting the conditions described in 4, i.e. satisfactory 

recording quality and no overlaps. Signals of dubious quality were analysed 
using Praat for the possibility of f0 extraction. All of the realisations of SQs 

and PQs under investigation consisted of a single intonational phrase, while 

a number of QfC realisations contained an additional final component, 

corresponding to the English ―question tag‖ and realised as a short separate 
intonational phrase. 

In most cases, the realizations of SQs started with a question word. 

Sometimes wh- words were preceded by emphatic particles like ale, no or i. 
Nevertheless, they tended to retain their prominence. 

 
Figure 5. An example of a SQ realised with an emphatic particle “ale” (but) before 

the high-pitched wh- word “gdzie” (where), marked with a grey elipsis: “Ale gdzie 

ja teraz jestem?” (But where am I now?) 
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The most common pattern combined a strong high-pitched prominence 

on the question word with a gradual pitch rise within the last syllable of the 

phrase (but final falls and low boundary tones were also present). As it is 
considered to be standard in Polish, the penultimate syllable was the nucleus 

in most cases. For eight utterances finished with one-syllable words, the 

nuclear accent was on the ultimate syllable. In longer utterances, another 
prominence marked by a high pitch may be noticed, intended to point to the 

informational focus of the sentence. 

According to Prosogram analyses, only in four out of 52 cases, 

a perceivable pitch movement occurred within the prenuclear syllable. In 
fifteen cases, it occurred within the nuclear syllable, and in twenty cases 

within the post-nuclear syllable. Among fifteen cases of pitch movement 

within the nuclear syllable, in five utterances it was the last syllable of the 
phrase. 

In the set of 71 realisations of PQs, only ten started with the optional 

czy question word (if, whether). Similarly to the interrogative words in SQs, 

czy was sometimes preceded with emphatic particles like a, ale or i. Unlike 
other question words, czy was not realised with high pitch. 

All the realisations of PQs followed quite closely one intonational 

pattern: If the nucleus occurred early in the utterance (before its standard 
position on the penultimate syllable), it was clearly marked with a fall on the 

post-nuclear syllable, while the final melody was rising or the final syllable 

was produced with a high boundary tone. 

Figure 6. An example of a PQ with a typical rising pitch on the ultimate syllable of 

the word (marked with a grey elipsis) referring to the object in question: “Czy masz 

tam namiot?” (Do you have a tent there?) 
 

Among 71 instances under analysis, Prosogram detected potentially 
perceivable pitch change only once in the prenuclear syllable, in thirteen 

nuclear syllables and in 42 post-nuclear syllables (i.e., prosograms show a 

rise or fall within these syllables). When the nucleus was the last syllable (6 
cases), it always had a rising melody. In total, there were 47 rising nuclear 

melodies (with a perceivable rises within the nuclear or postnuclear syllable) 

and 19 nuclear melodies closed with a high boundary tone. 
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Only 33 realisations of QfC that met the technical conditions were 

found in the analysed corpus. Out of this number, nineteen were closed with 

tak or nie (yes or no), playing a role similar to that of English Question Tag 
and realised as separate intonational phrases. In 16 cases, tak and nie were 

produced with a relatively steeply rising pitch (relative pitch rise ranged 

from 16% to 94%). In the remaining three cases, a high-pitched tak occurred. 
The main phrase of the QfC, however, was closed with a gradually falling 

melody or a low boundary tone in 29 cases, while only in four cases a 

gradual rise or a high boundary tone was noted. 

 

Figure 7. A typical QfC question, realised with a steep pitch rise on the final word 

„tak” (yes, here functioning as a question tag): “Więc wychodzimy z zamku, tak?” 

(So we are leaving the castle, aren't we?). 

 

A perceivable pitch movement was observed in ten cases within the 
nuclear syllable and in ten cases within the post-nuclear one (only once in 

the pre-nuclear one). Moreover, a perceivable pitch movement in the former 

excluded pitch movement in the latter, i.e. within a given phrase, only one of 

these syllables might contain a perceivable pitch movement. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 

The proportion of utterances that met relatively relaxed technical conditions 

described in 2 was very small for both languages. Nevertheless, with a 
relatively low number of tokens, some regularities and tendencies were 

noted. 

General tendencies found in Polish mostly comply with the findings 
described in earlier works, mentioned in 1, and especially confirm the results 

of [7], based on similar material. The intonational realisation of PQs in 

Polish differed substantially from SQs not only because of the more frequent 
usage of the final high-pitched syllables in the realisations of PQs but also 

due to the earlier prominences on the question words. The above preliminary 

findings for Korean are as yet not easily comparable with the description 

provided by [1] because the latter is in the framework of K-ToBI model not 
applied here. In turn, there have been only preliminary attempts towards the 

development of ToBI for the Polish language [21] and, as several issues 
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were faced, only relatively small samples of data are annotated in this 

system.   

In both Korean and Polish questions, the post-nuclear syllable tends to 
contain an important portion of pitch movement. Two techniques of raising 

the pitch were observed: a gradual, intrasyllabic rise and a pitch jump 

between two consecutive syllables. It seems that in Korean the pragmatic 
meaning of the utterance is not delivered by the whole intonation contour but 

almost totally by the boundary tone realised on the final syllable of an 

intonational phrase [2]. 

In both Korean and Polish, there is a tendency to produce a prominence 
on the question word in SQs. One may regard it as a ―grammatical 

prominence.‖ If it is strong enough, the need to produce another intonational 

question marker in the form of the final rise or a high boundary tone may be 
much weaker [6]. However, the results for Korean SQ dialogue acts partially 

deny the claim found in [12] that Korean SQ are marked by the emphatic 

stress on an interrogative pronoun and by the falling terminal contour to 
disambiguate them from PQ marked by the absence of focus on a pronoun 

and the rising final contour. Our findings show that the focus alone may be 

sufficient for determining in Korean the pronoun as interrogative, not 

indefinite (cf. §2), and that Korean speakers concluded SQ with a rising 
pitch. On the other hand, the rising melody in SQs may have carried 

additional meaning of insistence which may be a task-specific side-effect. 

In Polish PQs, the optional question word czy is not realised as 
prominent and is relatively rarely used in spontaneous speech. Although 

Korean and Polish employ, to a large extent, different syntactic cues to code 

interrogative meaning, the comparison confirms that they both do not depart 
from universal, biologically motivated intonational trend [22] of closing PQ 

with a high or rising pitch. The gathered evidence suggests much more 

diversity in the production of SQ and CfQ. 

Polish speakers producing Korean questions may encounter problems 
with applying adequate pitch contour fluctuations and pitch accent 

distribution within the phrase initial and medial part due to fundamental 

discrepancy in word-level prominence systems of both languages. However, 
they should have no problem of incorrect intonational coding of the phrase 

final part which, together with syntactic cues, has a decisive role in speech 

style determination. It may be useful to examine how successfully Polish 

learners of Korean apply prosody to disambiguate, in speech production and 
perception, Korean SQs from syntactically and lexically identical PQs 

containing indefinite pronouns.  

The results of this study may prove especially useful from the 
perspective of foreign language learning and teaching as they predict 
potential problems in the perception and realisation of intonational contours. Further  

research will encompass perception tests which will re-validate Prosogram-based 

findings. They will also involve more complex, contextualised utterances in order to 

explore contextual cues to the linguistic meanings conveyed by intonation. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study focuses on the acoustic variation in the Hainan Cham 

long diphthong /a:iʔ/, ending in a glottal stop, using detailed analyses of 

diphthong formants, diphthong duration, and diphthong laryngealization. 

It discusses how speakers recognize the phonetic variants as 

manifestations of /a:iʔ/ as well as to what degree such recognition could 

be done by the acoustic signal alone. The study also contrasts the 

acoustics of the various manifestations of long /a:i/ with those of short 

/ai/ as well as discusses the monophthongization of /a:iʔ/ by the younger 

speakers. 

 

STRESZCZENIE 

Niniejsza praca skupia się na akustycznym zróżnicowaniu realizacji 

długiego dyftongu /a:iʔ/, zakończonego zwarciem krtaniowym, w języku 

Hainan Cham. Przeanalizowano formanty, iloczas i laryngelizację 

charakteryzujące akustyczną realizację długiego dyftongu. W pracy 

omówiono także sposób, w jaki słuchacze rozpoznają fonetyczne 

warianty jako realizacje /a:iʔ/, oraz kwestię do jakiego stopnia mają w 

tym udział cechy akustyczne sygnału. Porównano również cechy 

akustyczne różnych realizacji  długiego /a:i/ i krótkiego /ai/ oraz 

omówiono kwestię monoftongizacji /a:iʔ/ przez młodszych mówców. 

 

                                                   
9 The author would like to thank Graham Thurgood for his help. This work 

was supported by NSF Grant #606232 Endangered Languages in China. 
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1. Introduction   

Hainan Cham belongs to the Chamic subgroup of Austronesian languages 
(Thurgood, G. 1996, 1999). Now it is only used in two small villages on the 

outskirts of Sanya, on the island of Hainan in China. This study focuses on 

an acoustic analysis of the long diphthong /a:i/ when followed by a glottal 

stop. The data collected in 2004 shows that 20 years or so after Ouyang and 
Zheng's study [5], /a:iʔ/ is in the process of monophthongization . In the data 

we collected , /a:iʔ/ is manifested by three basic acoustic variants [a̰:ḭʔ], [a̰a̰ʔ] 

and [aa̰ʔ].  
The study analyzes the variation in diphthong formants, diphthong 

duration, and diphthong laryngealization, and considers which of these 

acoustic parameters make it possible for a listener to recognize [a̰:ḭʔ], [a̰a̰ʔ] 
or [aa̰ʔ] as a manifestation of /a:iʔ/.  

2. The present study  

2.1. Subjects 

Six subjects were recorded: three females and three males. The female 

subjects (referred to as speakers F1, F2 and F3) were aged 21, 28 and 33, 

respectively. The male subjects (referred to as speakers M1, M2 and M3) 

were aged 23, 54 and 64, respectively. Beside Hainan Cham, all of them 
spoke Mandarin Chinese and Hainanese, the Min dialect of Hainan. Four of 

them (speakers F1, F2, F3 and M1) had some knowledge of English. Hainan 

Cham is used in conversations with other Hainan Cham speakers. Outside 
their village, either Mandarin Chinese or Hainanese is used.  

2.2. Data 

All the tokens of diphthongs follow either a bilabial or alveolar stop
10

. The 
word-list is given in Table 1. Each word was repeated three times by each 

subject. Altogether, 162 tokens of /a:i/ and 153 tokens of /ai/ are analyzed.  

 

Table 1. Word-list used to examine Hainan Cham /a:i/ and /ai/ 
   

/a:i/       /a:iʔ/         

pa:i ²¹ 'rub, scrub'   pa:iʔ⁴³  'wine, liquor'    

na²¹pa:i³³ 'rabbit'    ta:iʔ⁴³ 'liver'    

ta:i³³  'generation'   ta:iʔ⁴³ 'die' 

       tʰa:iʔ⁴³ 'paddy' 

 

 

                                                   
10 The bilabial and alveolar stops were chosen to better control for the 

intervening effects of consonants on the formant frequencies of following 

diphthongs (see [6]:116-120; [7]: 572-574). 
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/ai/       /aiʔ/      

pai³³ 'to winnow'    ɓaiʔ²⁴  'uncover; open'    

pai³³  'to dream'    taiʔ²⁴   'old' 

tʰai³³  'forehead'    ɗaiʔ⁴³ 'wait for' 

tʰai²¹ 'younger sibling'  

2.3. Measurements  

Three types of measurement were conducted. First, the first two formant 

frequencies, F1 and F2, were measured with reference to broadband 

spectrograms, using the MacQuirer program. Following [2], formant 
frequencies were measured in the middle of the steady state portion of the 

diphthong onset and offset when formants were parallel to the time axis. 

When steady state portions were not present at a diphthong offset, the 
formants were measured at F1 minimum for the high vowel target. Second, 

the duration of the whole diphthong and the duration of the diphthong onset 

were measured. Third, amplitude differences between the first harmonic 
(H1) and the second harmonic (H2) were calculated (cf. [1], [3], [4]). The 

acoustic calculation of H1-H2 energy differences were made at 3 equidistant 

sampling points of the diphthong, at 25%, 50%, and 75% of its length.  

3. Frequency of /a:i/  

Two patterns of trajectories are distinguished by differences in the first and 

second formant frequencies measured at the onset and offset of /a:i/. These 

correlate with the age of the speakers. In the production of the two older 
speakers, there is the expected pattern of a fall in F1 values indicative of 

vowel height and a rise in F2 values indicative of the transition from /a:/ to 

/i/. However, in the production of younger speakers, the measurements 
instead show an unexpected pattern characterized by a steady state portion in 

the trajectories of the first two formants. In these, the lack of change in the 

formant frequency values points to the diphthong having become 
monophthongized. 

Figure 1 presents the frequency with which the monophthong [a:] was 

produced in place of the diphthong [a:i] in syllables closed with a glottal 

stop. It is based on 72 tokens (4 words with [a:i] in closed syllables repeated 
3 times by 6 speakers = 72 tokens of [a:i]). Younger speakers 

overwhelmingly favor the monophthong [a:] over the diphthong [a:i]. Three 

of them (subjects M1, F3, and F2) produced [a:i] only once, interestingly in 

the same word /tʰa:iʔ⁴³/ ‗paddy‘, while the youngest subject (speaker F1) did 

not produce [a:i] at all. In contrast, the two older speakers (subjects M3 and 

M2) showed a strong preference for the diphthong [a:i]. They each produced 
the monophthong [a:] just once.  
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Figure 1. Frequency of [a:i] versus [a:] when followed by a glottal stop 

 

The frequency of [a:] in place of [a:i] is much lower when the long 

diphthong is in open syllables (see Figure 2). The numbers are based on 54 
tokens produced by the six subjects (3 words with [a:i] repeated 3 times by 6 

speakers = 54 tokens of [a:i]). In open syllables, the monophthong [a:] is 

only produced twice by the youngest female subject and twice by the 
youngest male subject.  

 
Figure 2. Frequency of [a:i] versus [a:] in open syllables 

 

3.1. Formant frequencies 

Table 2 gives the averaged formant frequencies for the onset and offset of 

the long diphthongs in closed syllables along with open syllables for 
comparison. For male speakers,  the youngest male speaker's values of /a:iʔ/ 

are separated from the two older male speakers' values. For the female 

speakers, the youngest female speaker's values are separated from the two 
remaining speakers' values.  

These differences are discussed in detail below. But first a couple of 

general observations are made. First, for all but the two oldest subjects M2 
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and M3, there is no consistent change in frequency level for the second 

formant (F2) in the offset of /a:iʔ/; that is, except for these two speakers, the 

/a:iʔ/ is not a diphthong. Second, the long diphthong /a:i/ is characterized by 
F2 offset frequency values lower than the F2 offset frequency values of the 

short diphthong /ai/ regardless of whether /a:i/ occurs in an open syllable or 

whether it is followed by a glottal stop. Third, the first formant (F1) 
frequency values are higher for /a:/ in /a:i/ than for /a/ in /ai/.  

 

Table 2. Average F1 and F2 (in Hertz) and SDs for the onset and offset of 

/a:i/ and /ai/ in the two syllable types. 
  

 MALE SUBJECTS 

  diphthong onset diphthong offset  

F1 F2 F1 F2 

/a:iʔ/ 820 (62) 1287 (63) 874 (59) 1319 (38) (subject M1) 

866 (41) 1315 (56) 773 (77) 1745 (57) (subjects M2 

and M3) 

/a:i/ 837 (35) 1307 (44) 630 (63) 1820 (64) (all male 

subjects) 

/ai/ 729 (84) 1398 (107) 404 (44) 2148 (174) (all male 

subjects) 

/aiʔ/ 794 (83) 1304 (56) 443 (65) 2154 (192) (all male 

subjects) 

 

 FEMALE SUBJECTS 

  diphthong onset diphthong offset  

F1 F2 F1 F2 

/a:iʔ/ 1093 (73) 1602 (107) 1135 (54) 1673 (158) (all female 

subjects) 

1150 1672 1111 1952 (subjects F2 

and F3, 2 

tokens only) 

/aiʔ/ 1059 (82) 1621 (118) 504 (40) 2616 (153) (all female 

subjects) 

/a:i/ 1110 (68) 1563 (68) 1023 (85) 2051 (105) (subjects F2 

and F3) 

 1090 (46) 1524 (109) 239 (22) 1946 (101) (subject F1) 

      

/ai/ 971 (60) 1571 (108) 432 (64) 2656 (126) (all female 
subjects) 

 

The values given in Table 2 are graphically presented in the figures 

below. For comparison, the corresponding target vowels are also given (see 
[10]:20). Figure 3 presents the results for male subjects. In their 
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pronunciation, the formant values of /ai/ were so similar to the formant 

values of /aiʔ/ that their numbers were combined.  

Figure 3 shows that the long diphthong onsets have very similar 
formant frequency values regardless of the syllable type in which they occur. 

For the youngest male subject, no movement was detected. However, his 

monophthong is in the same vowel space that the onset targets produced by 
the older male speakers are in. The formant trajectory of the long diphthong 

is terminated much earlier than the formant trajectory of the short diphthong. 

It is particularly striking for /a:iʔ/, with the offset  fronted by only ca. 430 Hz 

Hz and raised by only ca. 110 Hz. In contrast, the short diphthong offset is 
fronted by ca. 1294 Hz and raised by ca. 292 Hz. 

 
Figure 3. F1-F2 grid for /a:i/ and /ai/ (male subjects) 

 
There is more variation in the production of female speakers, and so 

/a:i/ has been separated from /a:iʔ/. Figure 4 shows that the /a:i/ produced by 

subjects F2 and F3 is different from the /a:i/ produced by subject F1. The 

offset target of /a:i/ is never reached by subjects F2 and F3. It shows a fall in 
the first frequency values by average of 87 Hz only. In contrast, the offset 

target produced by speaker F1 shows a fall in the value of first frequency of 

ca. 851 Hz. What is interesting, however, is that, although high, the offset is 
fronted only by ca. 422 Hz placing it in the space of central vowels. The 

formant trajectory of the short diphthong is terminated much later than the 

formant trajectory of /a:i/. 

Figure 5 shows the long and short diphthong types followed by a glottal 
stop. When compared with /aiʔ/, there is either very little movement in /a:iʔ/ 

or no movement at all. When there is a movement, observed in the two 

tokens by subjects F2 and F3, a fall in the first frequency values of the offset 
is by average 280 Hz only.      
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Figure 4. F1-F2 grid for /a:i/ and /ai/ in an open syllable (female subjects) 

 

 
Figure 5. F1-F2 grid for /a:iʔ/ and /aiʔ/ (female subjects) 

 

3.2. Summary of the formant frequency data 

Despite very similar onsets, long and short diphthongs differ in their formant 
trajectories. While short diphthongs terminate around /e/, long diphthongs 

terminate much earlier. This is particularly true for the /a:iʔ/ with its glottal 

final. Even in the production of the two older male subjects, who regularly 
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produce /a:iʔ/, the offset target is never reached, pointing to the ongoing 

change in the offset identity.  

4. Overall duration  

Diphthong duration varies depending on syllable type (see Figure 6). In the 

analysis of the overall long diphthong duration, the monophthongal forms 

were included. For female speakers,  the long diphthong /a:i/ in an open 
syllable is longer than the long diphthong /a:i/ in a closed syllable by ca 55 

ms and for male speakers by ca 97 ms. These durational differences are 

statistically significant (p < .0001).  
Looking at short diphthongs, for female subjects, the /ai/ in an open 

syllable is longer than the /ai/ in a closed syllable by ca. 30 ms. This 

difference is statistically significant (p < .023). Other languages
11

 display a 
similar correlation between diphthong length and syllable closure. However, 

for male speakers, /ai/ is slightly shorter in open syllables than in closed 

syllables (on average 10 ms shorter), but this difference in /ai/ duration is not 

statistically significant (p>0.246).  
There is also an unexpected correlation between a diphthong type and 

an overall duration: /a:iʔ/ is shorter than /aiʔ/. In the production of female 

speakers, it is shorter by ca. 47 ms, and in the production of male speakers 
by 81 ms. These durational differences are statistically significant (p < .002 

for female speakers, p < .0001 for male speakers).  

When /a:i/ occurs in open syllables for female speakers, it is shorter 

than /ai/ by ca. 20 ms but the durational differences are not statistically 
significant (p > .090). For male speakers /a:i/ is longer than /ai/. Figures 6 

and 7 illustrate these differences along with standard deviation separately for 

female and male subjects. 
 

 
Figure 6. Means and SDs for the duration of /ai/ and /a:i/ (female subjects) 

                                                   
11 See, for example, Roengpitya (2001) on Thai diphthongs in open and closed 

syllables. 
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Figure 7. Means and SDs for the duration of /ai/ and /a:i/ (male subjects) 

 

4.1. Onset duration  

The duration of /a:/ in /a:iʔ/ was measured in the production of two speakers, 
M2 and M3. For comparison, the two tokens of /a:iʔ/ produced by subjects 

F2 and F3 were also included. Of course, in the analysis of onset duration, 

monophthongal examples of /a:i/ are excluded. The numbers show that the 
onset duration is longer in /a:iʔ/ than in /aiʔ/, and it is longer in /a:i/ than in 

/ai/. Across the six speakers, the steady state duration of /a:/ in /a:iʔ/ 

constitutes from ca. 58% to ca. 84% of /a:iʔ/, and it constitutes about 60% of 

/a:i/. In contrast, the steady state duration of /a/ in /aiʔ/ constitutes from ca. 
30% to ca. 36%, and it constitutes from ca. 24% to 33.4% of /ai/.      

 

Table 4. Average durations of the onset and the total duration of /a:i/ and 
/ai/ 

  Onset Total duration 

/a:iʔ/ subjects F2 and F3 146 174 

subjects M2 and 

M3 

83 143 

/a:i/ all female subjects 156 254 

all male subjects 146 241 

/aiʔ/ subjects F2 and F3 71 230 

all male subjects 79 220 

/ai/ all female subjects 78 233 

all male subjects 53 220 

        

4.2 Summary of durational differences 

The analysis shows that durational differences are exclusively based on the 

length of the onset vowel. Further, although the long diphthong onsets are 

longer than the short diphthong onsets, the total duration of /a:i/ is shorter 
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than the total duration of /ai/, and in a parallel way, the total duration of /a:iʔ/ 

is shorter than the total duration of /aiʔ/. 

5. Spectral differences 

Mean spectral differences for all instances of laryngealized /a:iʔ/ and /aiʔ/ 

are given in Table 5. For speakers M2 and M3, H1-H2 values represent 

amplitude differences for the long diphthong /a:iʔ/. For the remaining four 
speakers, these values represent amplitude differences for the monophthong 

/a:/ and the three tokens of /a:iʔ/ produced by subjects F2, F3 and M1. 

Two patterns of spectral differences can be observed. Four speakers 
pronounce a fully laryngealized long diphthong /a:iʔ/. Subjects M3 and M2 

produce fully laryngealized [a̰:ḭʔ]. Subjects M 1 and F 3 produce fully 

laryngealized [a̰:ʔ] and one token each of [a̰:ḭʔ]. The influence of the glottal 
stop on vowel laryngealization is much smaller for the short diphthong /aiʔ/. 

Except for the oldest speaker, subject M3, the remaining subjects show 

laryngealization only 25% of the length of the diphthong.  

 
Table 5. Mean H1-H2 intensity difference in dB by speaker for /a:iʔ/ and 

/aiʔ/ 

 
 /a:iʔ/ /aiʔ/ 

25% 50% 75% 25% 50% 75% 

Pattern 1: 

Subject 

M3 

-2.4 -3.8 -4 -2 -4.3 -6 

Subject 

M2 

-1.1 -2.7 -2.8 1.8 0.3 -2.9 

Subject 

M1 

-1.3 -1.8 -2.5 0.8 0.4 -2.3 

Subject 

F3 

-0.5 -0.9 -2 1.05 0.15 -2.5 

Pattern 2: 

Subject 

F2 

3.8 1.3 -7.6 3.25 2.8 -2.2 

Subject 

F1 

3.1 1.7 -3.8 no 

data12 

  

 

Subjects F2 and F1 show a pattern of laryngealization in which on average 

33% (shown in Figure 8) is laryngealized . Additionally , one taken of [aa̰ʔ] 
produced by subject F1 is half way through laryngealized (Figure 9).   

 

                                                   
12 The words from subject F1 were unrelated and thus irrelevant to this study. 
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Figure 8. Spectrogram of [paa̰ʔ⁴³] '„wine, liquor' by subject F2 

 
Figure 9. Spectrogram of [taa̰ʔ⁴³] 'liver' by subject F1 
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5.1 Summary of spectral differences 

The /a:iʔ/ is always pronounced as [a̰:ḭʔ], that is, it is always fully 

laryngealized. The laryngealization of the monophthong /a:ʔ/ displays two 
patterns. The more common pattern is characterized by the modal voicing 

through the first half of the vowel and non -modal voicing through the second 

half of the vowel ([aa̰ʔ]). A less common pattern is characterized by the fully 
laryngealized [a̰a̰ʔ].  

6. Conclusions  

This study has focused on the acoustic variation in the diphthong formants , 
diphthong duration , and diphthong laryngealization in the production of 

/a:iʔ/. It has shown that /a:iʔ/ is manifested by three variants [a̰:ḭʔ], [a̰aʔ̰] and 

[aa̰ʔ]. The presence of the glottal stop and a subsequent laryngealization is 
the most important parameter enabling a listener to equate these variants 

with /a:iʔ/. The longer duration of the onset in /a:iʔ/ prevents confusion with 

/aiʔ/.  
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ABSTRACT 

This study proposes a comprehensive framework of emotional speech 

analysis which takes into account both speech production and speech 

perception and establishes a link between these two levels. The fragment 

of Paralingua database containing affective speech and Annotation 

System for the description and analysis of paralinguistic features are 

presented, as well as the first results of perceptual classification of 

emotional utterances into emotion categories and dimensions and 
acoustic characterization of vocal expression of twelve emotions. 

STRESZCZENIE 

Niniejsza praca przedstawia ramy analizy mowy emocjonalnej, które 

uwzględniają zarówno produkcję jak i percepcję mowy, i pozwalają na 

połączenie tych dwóch poziomów. W pracy opisano część bazy 

Paralingua zawierającej przykłady mowy afektywnej i nowe narzędzie 

Annotation System służące do opisu i analizy cech paralingwistycznych, 

a także zaprezentowano pierwsze wyniki percepcyjnej klasyfikacji 

wypowiedzi emocjonalnych z uwzględnieniem kategorii i wymiarów 

emocji oraz akustyczną charakterystykę głosowej ekspresji dwunastu 

różnych emocji. 
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1. Introduction 

The goal of the experiments presented in this study was to propose a 
comprehensive framework of analysis and description of emotional speech. 

In everyday communication we constantly perform detection and recognition 

of emotions expressed via different channels (visual or/and auditory) . In this 

study we concentrate on vocal cues and their role in conveying information 
about speaker‘s emotional state which is one aspect of paralinguistic speaker 

characterization task. 

The framework proposed here takes into account both production and 
perception of emotionally loaded speech and establishes a link between these 

two levels. Most of the studies on vocal communication of emotion 

concentrate on speech and/or voice production ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], 
[8]). Usually, if the perception level is also taken into account, it involves 

determination of how well speech data represents intended emotions. This 

approach is commonly used in studies that rely on actor portrayals of 

emotions (e.g. [1], [3], [9]). What is rather uncommon, is to perceptually 
evaluate features of speech and voice of speakers experiencing emotions.  

A step in this direction was made by Klaus Scherer [10]. In framework 

of his component process model he made predictions concerning specific 
voice types that depend on the outcome of stimulus evaluation checks 

(SECs) in different dimensions (originally there are five, but they can be 

reduced to three: hedonic valence, activation and power). The voice types 

received impressionistic, perceptual labels: narrow, wide, relaxed, lax and 
tense and they were anticipated on the basis of physiological changes 

predicted for SEC outcomes and their effect on speech and voice production. 

So far, only some of these predictions have been confirmed ([11], [12], 
[13]). 

This study proposes a framework which makes it possible to fill the gap 

in the investigation of vocal characteristics of emotional speech by taking 
into account both production and perception level. The goal of the 

perception study presented in section 3 was to determine how well actor 

portrayals represent each emotional state and to establish link between 

twelve emotion labels and emotion dimensions of valence and activation 
([14], [15]). The analysis presented in sections 4 and 5 aimed at finding 

acoustic correlates of emotions and the underlying dimensions. The paper 

ends with a summary of the results of the perception and production study 
and a short discussion on speaker idiosyncrasies in vocal communication of 

emotions and the complex relationship between speech acoustics and 

emotions. The final aim of the research whose preliminary results this study 
presents, is to provide a comprehensive description of emotion expression in 

speech for use in automatic emotion detection and speaker state 

characterization. 
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Emotional speech in the Paralingua database 

The Paralingua database was designed especially for the purpose of 

investigation of paralinguistic features of speech. Part of the database 

contains emotional speech - actor portrayals of twelve emotions and one 

acted scene in the court. The court scene represents ―semi-natural‖ affective 
speech which is spontaneous (not read), interactive (contains dialogues 

rather than monologues) and emotional (semantically, structurally etc., see 

also [16] this volume). 
The actor portrayal subcorpus consist of recordings of five semantically 

and structurally neutral sentences which can be used in everyday life: 

 

Teraz wszystko rozumiem. (Now I understand everything). 

Dzisiaj jest poniedziałek. (Today is Monday). 

Od rana pada deszcz. (It has been raining since morning). 

Powiedział, że nic się nie stało. (He said that nothing had happened). 

Jedziemy na wycieczkę do Grecji. (We are going on a trip to Greece). 

 
The sentences were realized by nine speakers in twelve emotions 

characterized by different valence and/or intensity: anger, irritation 

(corresponding to hot and cold anger in [1]), (panic) fear, anxiety, despair, 
sadness, interest, boredom, pride, shame, joy and (sensual) pleasure. The 

speakers included five professional actresses, two professional actors and 

two non-professional male speakers. Beside the definition of the emotions to 
be portrayed, the actors were provided with prototypical scenarios (two per 

emotion). These scenarios were based on those created for the GEMEP 

corpus [17] and their role was to support the use of acting techniques such as 

Stanislawsky or Acting Method. Actors produced each of the utterances as 
often as they liked and until they felt satisfied with the emotional expression. 

Recordings were taken in an anechoic chamber of a professional 

recording studio and with a sampling frequency of 44 kHz which was later 
downsampled to 16 kHz. The results presented in the current study are based 

on a subset of actor portrayals database including five sentences realized in 

twelve emotions by four professional actors (two female and two male). 

2.2. Data labeling 

Preparation of the speech material was carried out by a trained phonetician 

and involved the following steps (for details see [16] this volume):  

1. Automatic segmentation and transcription using Annotation Editor. The 
output files containing phonetic transcription in SAMPA and phonetic 

alignment (at phone, syllable and word level) were imported to Annotation 

System – a new tool developed for the purpose of annotation paralinguistic 
features of speech. 
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2. Manual verification and correction of the alignment (at 

word/syllable/phone level). 

3. Continuous annotation of F0 and prosody in terms of perceived pitch 
level, pitch variability, tempo, loudness, pitch range and articulation. For 

this purpose graphical representation of prosody was used. The results of the 

annotation are interpreted in terms of coordinates (x, y) which can be easily 
exported to a spreadsheet and statistically analyzed. The task of the labeler 

consisted in positioning the cursor in one of the regions of the circle 

corresponding to selected prosodic feature and specific intensity of the 

feature (for details see [16] in this volume). 
4. Preliminary annotation of perceived voice quality by means of a graphical 

representation. The following labels were taken into account (based on [18]): 

lax, tense, breathy, whispery, creaky, falsetto, harsh, modal and other. These 
voice qualities were represented in a circle divided into eight parts with 

modal voice located in the centre and intensity of a given voice quality (to 

distinguish different levels of e.g. creakiness or breathiness) increasing 

towards the edge of the circle (see also [16] in this volume). 
For needs of the investigation of emotional speech production and 

perception two more graphical representations were created illustrating 

emotion dimensions valence and activation (Fig. 1 left), and emotion labels 
(categories) describing perceived speaker state (Fig. 1 right): irritated/angry, 

interested/involved, proud/satisfied, joyful/happy, experiencing sensual 

pleasure, bored/weary, ashamed/embarrassed, in despair/sad, 
anxious/fearful and other. In the categorical representation, the twelve 

emotion labels used in actor portrayals were collapsed to nine categories 

(plus other), because it was assumed that emotions belonging to the same 

family, of the same quality and valence, but different intensity should be 
represented together. In the perceptual annotation using the graphical 

representation depicted in Fig. 1 b) such emotions could be distinguished by 

the distance from the center of the circle which corresponded to greater or 
lesser intensity of the perceived emotion (i.e. intensity decreased from the 

center to the edge of the circle).  

Perceptual annotation of perceived prosody, voice quality and 
emotional state of the speaker consisted in placing the cursor in the 

appropriate area of the graphical representation. The resulting coordinates 

were automatically displayed on the associated annotation layer, saved in a 

text file and then exported to a spreadsheet.  
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Figure 1. Graphical representations used in the classification of emotional 

speech using valence/activation dimensions (left) and emotion labels (right). 

3. Perception study 

3.1. Goals  

The preliminary perception study consisted in labeling the emotional state of 
the speaker using the graphical representation of valence-activation 

dimensions of emotions and emotion labels. Studies which investigate 

perception and production of emotions in terms of emotion dimensions 
derive levels of valence and activation of particular discrete emotions on the 

basis of scores assigned to emotion words and not emotion expressions. In 

this study we investigate the relationship between perceived valence and 

activation and their acoustic manifestations. The results discussed in this 
section have preliminary character and the goal of the analyses described 

here aimed at testing the proposed methodology. 

In order to determine the positioning of the vocal expressions of the 
twelve emotions in the activation-valence space two questions were 

formulated. In case of dimensional representation of speaker state the 

annotator had to answer two questions: Is the experienced state pleasant or 

unpleasant to the speaker? And Is the speaker activated and aroused or 
passive and showing no action tendencies? 

In order to determine how well the actor portrayals represent each 

emotional state the labeler had to answer the question how the speaker feels  
and to select one emotion label and mark intensity of the emotion using 

categorical representation (Figure 1). 

The results of perceptual labeling according to methodology proposed 
here can be used to examine patters of errors or confusions between 

emotions and this kind of information can help understand the inference 

processes and the cues that are used by listeners.  
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3.2. Results 

The mean recognition rate over all twelve emotions is 72.1% and rises to 

77.1% if categories belonging to emotions pairs are collapsed (i.e. anger – 
irritation, fear – anxiety, sadness – despair). In both cases the accuracy is 

significantly higher than chance (8.3%). These results are better than those 

reported in [1] and similar to human evaluation results presented in ([3], [9]).  
Among the twelve emotions joy, despair and anger were identified with 

the highest accuracy, whereas sadness was poorly recognized. Other 

emotions were quite well identified with boredom and pleasure having 

higher recognition accuracy (above 70%) and anxiety, fear, pride, shame, 
interest and irritation having lower accuracy (70% and less). In the 

perceptual recognition of speaker state emotion inference was based not only 

on activation (arousal) cues (i.e. ―active‖ anger vs. ―passive‖ sadness), but 
also on valence and quality cues. Differences in the recognition accuracy 

between emotions can be explained by confusions within the same emotion 

family (e.g. between (hot) anger and irritation (cold anger) or fear and 

anxiety) and by general nature of vocal expression of emotions. While for 
some emotions there exist prototypical vocal patterns (e.g. anger, joy, fear), 

other emotions are more often expressed as affect bursts or using different 

modality than speech (most often face expression, e.g. in disgust). Moreover, 
vocal expression of some emotions may be significantly influenced by 

general action tendencies, e.g. a person experiencing sadness or shame may 

avoid to speak or act [1]. 

3.3. Mapping perceived emotions in the valence-activation space 

Figure 2 provides graphical representation of the preliminary results of 

perceptual classification of speaker state in the valence & activation 

dimensions.  
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Figure 2. Graphical representations of the perceptual classification of 

speaker state in the valence (x) and activation (y) dimensions. 

First of all, it can be seen that for some emotions there are characteristic 

levels of arousal and valence, e.g. vocal expressions of (sensual) pleasure 
were exclusively perceived as low in activation and high in valence (i.e. 

suggesting an inactive positive state). Boredom, on the contrary, was 

associated with very low arousal and relatively negative valence. Fear and 
anger were perceived most of the time as very high in activation and 

negative, but in case of fear the results were less consistent. Interestingly, 

these two emotions were never confused with each other in the classification 

using emotion labels. As regards perceived sadness, it is hard to say which 
of the two dimensions played a greater role: sad expressions were associated 

with relatively low to very low arousal and relatively negative valence. 

Secondly, it can be observed that in case of some of the other emotions, only 
one of the dimensions is distinctive. An example is joy which was always 

perceived as very positive, but differed in the perceived activation (from 

unmarked to high level of activation). The expressions of interest were most 
of the time perceived as positive, but they differed in activation even more 

than the expressions of joy. Despair was associated with very negative 

valence, but no specific activation levels can be distinguished for this 

emotion.  
Finally, it seems that some emotions, especially the ―milder‖ ones, are 

less prototypical and can be expressed vocally with a different (but not any) 

level of activation and/or valence. Examples are irritation, shame, anxiety 
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and pride, the last two having also low recognition rates in the perceptual 

classification using emotion labels. 

4. Production study 

4.1. Goals 

The main goal of this study was to provide basic acoustic description of 

vocal expressions of emotions and to identify the role of activation-arousal 
versus valence-quality cues. The production study investigated the 

relationship between acoustic parameters and vocally expressed emotions 

and allowed to establish the relation between dimensional description of 
emotions and acoustic variables.  

4.2. Vocal profiles of emotions 

Previous studies investigating acoustic correlates of emotions established 
significant role of features related to prosody and voice quality in the vocal 

expression of emotions ([1], [2], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [13]). These features 

are: pitch, intensity, energy distribution in the spectrum, frequency of 

formants, duration and duration-related features, speech tempo and 
articulation rate. In the literature ([1], [10]) vocal profiles of emotions are 

described as follows: 

 Anger: an increase in mean intensity and mean F0, as well as in F0 

variability and range, increased speech and articulation rate, more energy 
in the high-frequency bands and downward-directed contours. 

 Fear: an increase in mean intensity, mean F0 and F0 range, more energy 

in the high-frequency bands and downward-directed contours. 

 Sadness: a decrease in mean energy and F0, F0 variability and range, 

slower speech and articulation rate, less energy in high-frequency bands 

and downward-directed contours. 

 Joy: an increase in mean intensity, mean F0, F0 variability and range. 

Some studies report also more energy in high-frequency bands and faster 

speech and articulation rate. 

 Boredom: a decrease in F0 variability, F0 range and in speech and 

articulation rate. 

 Interest: F0 mean and mean energy unmarked (close to neutral), 

increased speech rate. 

 Pride: lowered F0 level, mean energy unmarked, slightly increased 

speech rate. 

 Shame: lowered F0 level (as in pride), very low mean energy, slightly 

decreased speech rate, more low frequency energy (shift towards lax 
voice). 
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 Irritation (cold anger): slightly increased mean F0, an increase in mean 

energy and in high-frequency energy, F0 range and F0 variability 

unmarked, falling intonation, shift towards tense voice quality. 

4.3. Acoustic measurements 

In order to investigate the acoustics and prosody of vocal expression of 

emotions, for each utterance a number of parameters in F0 and time domain 

was extracted. For this purpose a Praat [19] script was written which 
enabled automatic data extraction based on the information included in 

Textgrid files containing phonetic transcription and alignment and Pitch files 

containing automatically extracted
13

 and manually verified F0 data. The set 

of parameters includes: 

 In F0 domain: F0 mean, F0 max, F0 min (z-scored values normalized 

with respect to F0 mean and standard deviation in neutral speech
14

), F0 

range (in semitones) and standard deviation of F0 (in semitones) 

 In time domain: 

 nr of syllables per second (as a speech rate measure) 
 ratio of the duration of voiced/unvoiced segments 

 ratio of the number of voiced/unvoiced segments 

 mean duration and SD of voice segments 
 mean duration and SD of unvoiced segments 

 relative duration of articulation periods (non-silent intervals)  

as a measure of silence to speech ratio 

 
In the future the set of acoustic parameters will be extended to intensity 

features (mean, max, min, SD), measurements of first and second formant 

frequencies which carry information about articulation precision [12] and 
voice quality-related features (HNR, jitter, shimmer) whose significant role 

in vocal emotion expression was confirmed in a number of studies ([2], [8], 

[13]).  

4.4. Statistical analysis 

Investigation of the relationship between acoustic parameters and vocally 

expressed emotions required statistical analysis of  the acoustic data. Two 

commonly used statistical methods include multiple regression (e.g. [1]) and 
ANOVA (e.g. [6]). The first method can help to establish the effect of 

speaker, sentence and emotion on values of the acoustic parameters. If the 

question that we want to answer concerns statistically significant differences 
in the values of the acoustic parameters between emotions, then ANOVA (or 

some non-parametric test) should be used. 

                                                   
13 For pitch extraction the autocorrelation method available in Praat was used. 
14 The emotional speech comes from a larger database that includes also recordings 

of a longer passage of text realized by each actor in emotionally neutral style which 

served as a baseline for F0 normalization. 
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In this study we apply factorial ANOVA with speaker and emotion as 

categorical predictors and acoustic parameters as dependent variables. This 

method of analysis made it possible to investigate the effect of speaker and 
emotion and their interaction on the values of selected acoustic features and 

to determine the contribution of the prosodic features to vocal expression of 

emotions. The analyses were carried out in Statistica 10. 

5. Results of the acoustic analyses 

5.1. Analysis in F0 domain 

The results of factorial ANOVA showed the main effect of speaker on the 
F0 parameters (F=62, p<0.01). There is also a significant, but smaller effect 

of emotion (F=8.12, p<0.01) and a significant interaction of speaker and 

emotion (F=2.4, p<0.01). This interaction suggests that the F0 normalization 
procedure (z-scores, semitones) applied to eliminate individual variation 

between speakers might be inefficient or alternatively, the speakers applied 

different strategies to express emotions. If so, a separate analysis of the F0 

data from each of the speakers should be considered. The univariate results 
of ANOVA (Table 1) indicate significant variability in the F0 parameters 

among speakers, emotions and due to interaction between speaker and 

emotion. 
 

Table 2: Univariate results of factorial ANOVA showing F-statistics. 

Significant effects  (p<0.05) are marked with an asterisk. 

VARIABLE SPEAKER EMOTION 
SPEAKER & 

EMOTION 
Total R

2

 
(adjusted) 

F0 MEAN 12.01* 30.11* 4.35* 0.66 

F0 MAX 11.42* 13.06* 2.64* 0.48 

F0 MIN 91.09* 25.07* 2.83* 0.71 

F0 RANGE 2.28 5.50* 1.45 0.22 

SD 3.74* 7.45* 2.09* 0.32 

 

The distribution of mean values of F0 mean, F0 max and F0 min for 

each emotion is given in Fig. 3 and provides information on pitch level and 
pitch span differences between emotions.  

Pitch level, expressed in terms of mean F0, varies significantly between 

most of the emotions (based on Tukey test). It is the most distinctive in case 

of joy which differs in this respect from all emotions except for fear and 
despair, whereas the latter two, also characterized by high pitch level, differ 

significantly from irritation, anxiety, sadness, boredom, pride, shame and 

pleasure. Sadness, boredom and pleasure which have the lowest pitch level 
differ significantly from anger, fear, despair, interest, joy and irritation 

(only boredom). 
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Figure 3. Distribution of mean values of F0 mean, F0 max and F0 min 

describing pitch level and pitch span between twelve emotions. 

Pitch span (or pitch range) was measured as a difference between F0 

max and F0 min and expressed in semitones to allow for a comparison 

between speakers. The distribution of mean values of pitch range differed 

significantly between emotions and showed that anger, interest and joy are 
characterized by wide pitch range, whereas anxiety, sadness and pleasure 

have narrow range. Post-hoc comparisons based on Tukey test showed that 

the use of pitch range is the most distinctive in case of sadness (which 
differs significantly from anger, irritation, interest, boredom, pride and joy). 

As regards anger, anxiety, interest and joy, fewer statistically significant 

differences in F0 range can be observed. Fear, despair and shame do not 
differ at all from other emotions nor from each other in terms of F0 range. 

Standard deviation from F0 mean was used as a measure of pitch 

variability and it was calculated in semitones to eliminate individual 

variation between speakers. Generally, the pattern of variation in standard 
deviation is very similar to that of F0 range, but the effects are different: the 

use of pitch variability is the most distinctive in case of interest (which 

differs significantly in this respect from fear, anxiety, despair, sadness, 
pride, shame and pleasure). 

As there was a strong interaction between emotion and speaker, 

distribution of F0 mean values was also analyzed separately for each speaker 

(Fig. 4). Joy and fear were consistently realized with increased pitch level by 
all speakers. In case of despair, very high pitch level was observed for all 

speakers except for one female speaker (k1) who used average pitch level 

instead. There was a consistent use of low pitch level by all speakers in the 
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expression of boredom, pleasure and sadness. Irritation was consistently 

realized with a lower pitch level than anger, except for one female speaker 

(k3) who used a reverse pattern. Interest was realized in different manners: 
two speakers (k1, m1) used increased level to express this state, whereas the 

other two (k3, m2) used average pitch level. 
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Figure 4. Distribution of mean values of F0 mean between twelve emotions 

and four speakers: k1, k3 (actresses) and m1, m2 (actors). 

If we compare the use of pitch level between speakers, we can see that 
female speakers use either increased or decreased pitch level (with reference 

to neutral speech). As regards male speakers two strategies can be observed: 

one consists in the use of increased or average pitch level (m1), and the other 
in the use of increased or decreased pitch level, but with a significantly 

greater shift from neutral register to a very high one (m2). 

 

Summary 
F0 level (expressed in terms of mean F0 and distribution of mean, 

minimum and maximum F0), F0 range (or span, measured as a difference 

between F0 max and F0 min) and F0 variability (measured as a standard 
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deviation from mean F0) differ significantly between expressions of 

different emotions. 

The effect of emotion on the acoustic parameters varies, but some of 
the ―less affected‖ parameters can still be useful to distinguish between some 

emotions (e.g. F0 range). Table 2 presents summary of the acoustic 

patterning of pitch level, span and variability in the twelve emotions. 
 

Table 2: The effect of emotions on selected F0 parameters. 

Feature ANG 
IR

R 

FE

A 

AN

X 

DE

S 

SA

D 
INT 

BO

R 
PRI 

SH

A 

JO

Y 

PL

E 

pitch 

level 
> - >> - >> < > << - - >>> << 

pitch 

span 
> - - < - < > < - - > < 

varia-

bility 
> - - < - < > - - - > < 

 

It can be observed that while some emotions are expressed using 
distinctive patterns of F0 level, span and variability (e.g. anger, sadness, 

interest, joy and pleasure), others are characterized by a distinctive use of 

two features or just one feature, e.g. fear and despair are realized with an 
increased pitch level, but with an unmarked pitch span and variability. In 

case of irritation, pride and shame no particular patterns of variability in the 

F0 features could be observed – these emotions were also recognized with a 
somewhat lower accuracy. 

The results of factorial ANOVA showed that among F0 features pitch 

level (F0 mean) contributes the most to vocal communication of emotions. 

In the future it is necessary to reduce the number of features (those 
proposed here are highly correlated) and to provide a small set of significant 

and independent parameters which will allow effective automatic 

recognition of emotions and will correlate the best with perceived pitch 
characteristics (i.a. the relationship between standard deviation of F0 and 

perceived pitch variability should be investigated). 

It is also of a great interest whether in the expression of emotions 

speakers systematically use some local pitch changes. Most of the studies 
concentrate on global pitch patterns and only few investigated what exactly 

happens in the pitch contour ([20], [21], [22]). For this purpose, pitch 

contours can be analyzed using some higher-level representation of 
intonation such as PaIntE or Tilt [23]. 

Finally, the results of factorial ANOVA and the analysis of the 

distribution of values of the F0 parameters suggest that speakers tend to use 
different strategies to communicate emotions. A large-scale study including 

dozens of speakers is needed to determine what is speaker-specific and what 

is emotion-specific in the vocal communication of emotions. 
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5.2. Analysis in time domain 

The results of factorial ANOVA showed significant effect of speaker (F=5.9, 

p<0.01) and emotion on the time domain parameters (F=2.2, p<0.01). 
Contrary to F0 analysis the interaction between speaker and emotion is not 

statistically significant. The results indicated that speech rate expressed as 

the number of syllables per second was affected by emotion to the greatest 
extent and that it can generally be regarded as the best predictor of emotion 

in time domain (the highest F statistics and R
2
, see Table 3). 

 

Table 3: Univariate results of factorial ANOVA showing F-statistics. 
Significant effects  (p<0.05) are marked with an asterisk. 

VARIABLE SPEAKER EMOTION 
SPEAKER & 

EMOTION 

Total R
2
 

(adjusted) 

SYLL/SEC 7.78* 9.92* 2.96* 0.44 
V/U DUR RATIO 9.59* 1.12 0.77 0.09 
V/U NR RATIO 10.84* 0.58* 0.62 0.05 
MEAN V DUR 5.00* 2.67* 1.12 0.13 
MEAN U DUR 1.37 3.20* 1.53 0.15 
SILENCE TO 

SPEECH RATIO  
25.20*  3.34*  1.62*  0.34  

 
After a closer inspection it was found that the effect of speaker in the 

factorial ANOVA is due to the individual use of inter-word pauses analyzed 

in terms of silence-to-speech ratio. Two speakers systematically used pauses 

and consistently varied their duration to express emotions (with the longest 
and the most frequent pauses in the expression of pleasure), one inserted 

them significantly less often and one did not use them at all (except for the 

communication of sadness).  
The distribution of mean number of syllables per second is shown in 

Figure 5 and provides information on speech rate differences in the 

expression of various emotions.  
It can be seen that fear has the highest speech rate and pleasure the 

lowest and they both differ statistically significantly from all the other 

emotions (post-hoc comparisons, Tukey test). The rest of the emotions can 

be split into groups, with anger, irritation, anxiety and sadness forming one 
group characterized by higher speech rate and statistically significant 

difference from pleasure (and pride in case of anxiety). The other group 

includes despair, interest, boredom, shame, pride and joy which are 
characterized by lower speech rate and differ significantly from fear  

(despair differs also from pleasure and pride from anxiety). 
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Figure 5. Distribution of mean values of the number of syllables per second 

(as a measure of speech rate) between twelve emotions. 

 

Closer inspection of the speech rate differences in the expression of 

emotions between speakers revealed high inter-speaker variability. The 
distribution of mean values of the number of syllables per second suggests 

that speakers use different strategies and only fear is expressed consistently 

with a very high speech rate and pleasure with a very low speech rate. 

 
Summary 

Generally, the results of factorial ANOVA indicate smaller effect of 

emotion on the parameters analyzed in time domain comparing to the effects 
found in F0 domain. The relatively low contribution of time domain features 

to the communication of emotions may be due to use of measures which are 

unable to capture subtle, but significant differences. For example, the 
measures based on voiced/voiceless interval duration are difficult to interpret 

and their relation to emotion expression is difficult to assess, because they 

may be affected by a number of factors such as regional pronunciation 

variation or voice quality. As concerns the most important feature, i.e. 
speech rate, it is varied in a similar way by all speakers to signal fear and 

pleasure. Other emotions are expressed using less consistent variation in 

speech rate. In the future it is planned to test various speech rate measures 
and to apply normalization in order to eliminate speaker idiosyncrasies 

signaled by the strong effect of speaker (see univariate results, Table 3). It is 

also of a great interest to establish the link between measured and perceived 

speech rate in the communication of emotions. 
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6. Matching acoustics with emotion dimensions 

One of the goals of the production study was to investigate the relation 
between dimensional description of emotions and acoustic parameters. For 

this purpose correlations between acoustic features and values describing 

perceived activation and valence were analyzed. The results are summarized 

in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: Correlations between acoustic features and valence and activation 

levels. Significant effects  (p<0.05) are marked with an asterisk. 
 

VARIABLE VALENCE (X) 
ACTIVATION 

(Y) 

NO. OF SYLL/SEC.  -0,28* 0,44* 

V/U DUR. RATIO  0,08 0,20* 

V/U NO. RATIO  0,09 -0,01 

meanVdur  0,11 -0,11 

STVdur  0,14* -0,12 

meanUdur  0,05 -0,40* 

STUdur  0,05 -0,27* 

SILENCE/SPEECH RATIO -0,03 -0,23* 

F0 MEAN  -0,01 0,46* 

ST F0 MEAN  0,19* 0,38* 

F0 MAX  0,02 0,37* 

F0 MIN  -0,11 0,21* 

F0 RANGE  0,10 0,30* 

 

6.1. Acoustic correlates of valence 

There is a negative relationship between speech rate (no. of syll/sec) and 
valence indicating that faster speech rate is associated with negative valence 

and slower rate with positive valence. Positive valence is also signalled by 

greater pitch variability (ST F0 mean), e.g. in joy or interest and higher 
variability in duration of voiced intervals (STVdur), partly due to frequent 

occurrence of drawled phrase-final vowels in pleasure, interest, pride and 

joy.  

Example of an utterance expressing pride, associated with positive 
valence and low activation is given in Figure 6. High overall pitch level, 

high pitch variability and pitch span can be observed. This utterance was 

also characterized by high variability in voiced interval duration (STVdur). 
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Figure 6. Expression of  pride (positive valence) realized by female speaker.  

6.2. Acoustic correlates of activation 

There is a strong positive relationship between speech rate (no. of syll/sec) 

and activation indicating that speech rate becomes faster when activation 

increases. Moreover, speakers perceived as highly activated and aroused 
speak at a higher pitch level, use more variable pitch contours and greater 

pitch span as indicated by positive correlation with F0 mean, F0 max and F0 

min, standard deviation of F0 (ST F0 MEAN) and F0 range. Expressions of 
joy and pleasure associated with high and low activation respectively are 

depicted in Figure 7 and 8. 

When activation goes down, there is a greater tendency of using pauses 
(see the negative correlation with silence to speech ratio in Table 4) which 

could be observed in the expression of sadness (all speakers consistently 

inserted pauses). Interestingly, high negative correlation between activation 

and mean utterance duration (meanUdur) and standard deviation from the 
mean utterance duration (STUdur) can be observed. This means that 

perceived activation is signaled by shorter utterances (most probably 

resulting from faster speech rate) and that differences in mean utterance 
duration are associated with different activation levels.  
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Figure 7. Expression of  joy (high activation) realized by female speaker. 

 

 

Figure 8. Expression of  sensual pleasure (low activation) realized by female 
speaker. 

7. Conclusions 

The main goal of this study was to propose a comprehensive framework of 

emotional speech analysis which assumes that vocal expression of emotion 

has to be interpreted at both production and perception level. The goal of the 

perception study was to assess reliability of actor portrayals and to establish 
link between twelve emotion labels and emotion dimensions of valence and 
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arousal. The results showed high overall recognition rate of 72.1% (and 

77.1% in case of combined emotion pairs) which is significantly higher than 

chance accuracy (8.3%). Generally, significant differences in the recognition 
accuracy between emotions could be observed with the best results for joy, 

despair and anger and the lowest recognition rate for sadness. Analysis of 

confusion matrix suggests that inference of speaker state was based not only 
on activation (arousal) cues, but also on valence.  

The results of perception study using emotion dimensions made it 

possible to determine position of the emotion labels in the two-dimensional 

space of activation and valence, e.g. pleasure was associated with low 
activation and high valence, whereas boredom, which is also considered a 

passive state, was associated with negative valence. Generally, the results of 

mapping of perceived emotions in the activation-valence space showed that 
these two dimensions do not account for all recognition errors and 

confusions between emotions. Therefore, it is doubtful whether they can 

satisfactorily represent similarities and differences between all emotions 

[24]. Even though many emotions have distinctive levels of activation and 
valence (e.g. pleasure vs. boredom), some emotions can not be distinguished 

on the basis of activation and valence only, e.g. fear and anger are both 

characterized by high activation and negative valence, but they were never 
confused with each other in the perceptual recognition of emotions. 

The production study aimed at finding acoustic correlates of emotions 

and the underlying dimensions. In the F0 domain significant differences in 
pitch level, span and variability between emotions were found. In time 

domain, the most important feature was speech rate. Preliminary conclusions 

concerning vocal patterning of emotion expression could be drawn (Table 2). 

It was observed that some emotions are expressed using distinctive pitch 
level, and/or pitch span and/or pitch variability, whereas others are realized 

with unmarked pitch level/span/variability. The observed strong effect of 

speaker on the analyzed F0 features may indicate that speakers use different 
strategies to express emotions. 

As regards emotion dimensions we found relationship between valence 

and activation levels and acoustic parameters. High activation is signaled by 
increased pitch level and pitch variability, wider pitch span, faster speech 

rate, shorter utterances and higher ratio of voiced-to-unvoiced interval 

durations. Positive valence is signaled by higher overall pitch level, slower 

speech rate and higher variability in voiced interval duration. 
In order to generalize these results it is necessary to test the effect of 

different types of normalization in the F0 and time domain, to repeat the 

analyses on a larger data set (in the production study) and with more 
listeners (in the perception study). Much more effort, time and investigation 

is needed to explain the complex relation between vocal communication of 

emotions and emotion inference from vocal cues. However, it seems that 

successful accomplishment of this goal is possible, because even a smaller 
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scale study, like the one presented here, can reveal the relationship between 

perceived valence & activation and emotion category on the one hand and 

acoustic parameters on the other. 
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